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MFTI-IOU AND APPARATUS FOR TIMI}-SI-IIFTING VIDEO AND TEXT IN A

TEXT-ENIIANCED TELEVISION PROGRAM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit ofprovisional patent application serial no.

60!U44,l61._ filed April 21,1997, and provisional patent application serial no. 60/052.248,

filed July 1 1, 1997, the disclosures of which are hereby fully incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND

The present invention is a system wherein television prog,1‘a1n-related infonnation

(PR1) is embedded in the veitical blanking interval (VBI) ofa television signal for display on

a viewers television screen at the same time as the television program. The FRI is t_vpicall;c

Colitaitied in an Internet site. the adrlresses for which are embedded in the television signal.

The Internet site addresses may also be iransinittetl 55/t1Cl‘lI'0I'10ll5l}" with. but separate from the

video portion. e.g.. via an interface device such as a telephone or cable modem‘ T_vpically

such an “enhanced” television program consists ofa display with the video portion ofthe

program in a picture-iii-picture (PIP) window and the PR1 in the remaining portion of the

display area ofthe television screen.

This PR1 may be any textual or graphic information associated with the current

television program. The PR1 may consist ofa textual display ofa World Wide Web (WWW)

or other Internet site address to which the viewer can choose to link to through a connection

with an Internet Service Provider. Altematively. the PR1 may be contained in one or more

Web pages, the addresses of which are inserted into the vertical hlanlting interval (VI-ll) and

are automatically retrieved by the users terminal and displayed on the display screen. Some

examples of PRI are cast 1ne1nberS' biographies. trivia about the show. inforrnation relating to

the particular episode or scene- and closeups ofinformation that cannot be readily seen or is

hitltlen in the video portion ofthe program. Sonic ofthe PR1 may be time dependent on the

program. For example. the PI-{I may change to correspond to a particular scene or franie of
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the television program.

Willi so much ii1ft)nnatio11 on the screen. seine olwhich may be changing at a fairly

rapid pace. it is desirable to provide the viewer the option ofpausing a particular frame of a

text-enhanced program display and then resume viewing the program without losing

continuity of the video and PR1 portions of the program or program content.

According to one embodiment ofthe invention. a television system is provided which

allows a viewer of a PRI-enhanced television program to pause the program at a particular

franie, cxaminc the PR] at his or her leisure. perhaps browse through other, linked Web

pages, and then resume viewing the program from that frame. without losing continuity of

the video and PR1 portions of the program or program content.

SUMMARY

According to one embodiment ofthe invention. an apparatus for time-shifting video

and program related irlfonnation ("PRU in an enhanced television program is provided which

includes a display screen, a tuner for receiving a television signal with embedded data

representative ofon address for an [nternet site including PR1, means for extrac-tini_1 the

embedded data from the television signal. a memory for storing the embedded data, input

means for inptirtitig viewer commands, a timc—shif’ting apparatus capable of Sl.n'1Lll'tfl11E0llSl)'

storing. the television signal as it is received and ontptttting the stored television signal for

display. means for communicating with an Internet service provider to retrieve information

from the Internet site including the PR]. and a microcontroller. The rnicrocorttroller is

configured to retrieve the Internet site address from memory and retrieve the PR] from the

Internet site in response to a first "viewer t.‘.(J]I‘lll]¢'Ell'lC.l.. generatt‘: a composite display including a

television program contained in the television signal in at first portion ofthe display and the

PR1 in a second portion of the display in response to the first viewer cominand. control the

time-sltiftittg apparatus to store the television signal as it is received and display a still frame

from the stored television signal in a first portion of the display screen in response to a
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second viewer command, and control the time—shilting apparatus to output the portion of the

stored television signal subsequent to the still irarne for display in the first portion ofthe

display in response to a third viewer command.

According to another embodiment. a method for titne-shifting video and p1'ogram

related iiifotmzilion (PR1) in an enhanced television prograrn is provided which includes the

steps ofrcceiving a television signal with embedded data representative ofan address For an

Internet site including PR1, extracting the embedded data from the television signal. storing

the embedded data in a memory. selecting an Internet mode in response to a lirst viewer

command. t:o1nn1unicating with an Internet service provider to retrieve infotrnation from the

Internet site including the PR1. displaying a television program contained in the television

signal in a first portion ofa display screen and the PR] in a second portion ofthe display

sereen. storing the television signal in a time-shiliing apparatus and continuously displaying a

still frame from the stored television signal in response to a second viewer command. and

si1nultaneousI_v displaying the television program subsequent to the still frame Iron‘: the

stored television signal and continuing to store the television signal as it is received in

response to a third viewer comniand.

According to an alternate etnhodintent, one or more suspend flags are crnbedded in the

television signal. and the "pause" operation wherein the television signal is stored in the time-

sliiltittg apparatus and the still frarne displayed in response to detection ol" such a suspend

ling. 'I'his teattire may be deactivated such that the "pause" operation is only performed in

response to a viewer command.

I3R_IEl’ DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing features and advantages of the invention will be better understood b_\

referring to the following drawings:

FIG. I is a schematic block diagram of a tiine—shitiing apparattts according to one

embodiment ofthe invention:
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FIG- 2 is a display scieen in an Internet mode of the ti:ne—shitiing apparatus;

FIG. 3 is a display screen accessed by the viewer from the display screen ofF1(j. 3:

FIG. 4 is an alternate layout ofthe display screens of FIGS. 2 and 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In FIG. I. the reference numerals refer to the same elements described in application

Serial No. 03/47’5.3 95 filed on June 6. 1995. the disclosure ofwhieh is incorporated fully

herein by ret'erenc.e. In addition. the system includes 1) an Internet service provider 33

connected to microprocessor 24 by a transinission link 34 such as a telephone network or a

television cable. 2) a VBI decoder 35, 3) a website data memory 36 (memory 36 could be

part ofthe RAM ot‘microproee5sor 24 or in terms of the disclosure ofthe ‘.395 application.

l'l1€1Tll)I"_\' 22). and Illa digital Storage Device 52 with associate analog—to—r.ligitaI and digital-

to—analog converters 50. 54. An interface device such as a telephone or cable modem (not

shown) Couples transmission link 34 to microprocessor 24. ifnccessary. Internet service

provider 33 is connected to an Internet backbone in well known fashion to access data at any

site on the WWW.

Storage device 52 is a television signal tiine-sltifting apparatus. One such time-

sltifting apparatus is disclosed in U.S. patent application Serial No. OSJ388345 to Rtissu. et

a]. tiled 1'-'eb1'L1ar}' 14. 1995. which is full)‘ il1t:ol'porated herein. Sttclt a ti1'ne—shifting

apparatus includes an optical disc for storage of video programs and separate READ and

WRITIE heads which operate simultaneously such that real time program information can be

stored on the disc while previously storcci inlbrniation on the disc can be read and output to

the te1e\-‘ision signal for display. Other storage media which are capable ofrapidly storing

extremely large antotmts ofintbrtnation may also be used. including magnetic tape. optical

disk. magneto-optical disk, or solid state ntemory (i.e.. a high capacity charge coupled

device). video RAM. etc.
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The Storage Device 52 holds a large video data but’l'er (not shown) for storing the

television program in digital form. Preferably.‘ the Storage Device is a random access storage

medium allowing concurrent readin_i_r_ and writing operations, so that the incoming television

signal data may be written to the Storage Device while earlier stored television signal data is

being read out for display on TV 20 (that is, tii:ne~sl1ifiing of the television signal data is

pC1'f01'I11€dl. The Storage Device 52 has two heads that are separately positionable. When

display of the television program is to be suspended, the read head is kept in the same

position until a resume command is received. The write head. however, keeps moving to

record the incoming television signal data.

To enable it television viewer to access inl'ormation about a television program that the

viewer is watching. FRI is embedded in the VB] ofthe television signal carrying the

television program. For example, the PR1 may be textual in formation regarding actors and

actresses in the show. advertisements ol'program—rclated mcreltandise. brief descriptions of

the plot of fi.iture episodes of the television program. or any other text regarding the television

program. or the PR1 may be text representing web pages containing such inlbtntation.

According to a preferred embodiment. the PR1 is contained on a web page. the address

for which is embedded in the V131 of the television signal. When the television signal

carrying the program being watched is captured by tuner l 1. the website data embedded in its

VBI is stripped out by VBI decoder 35 and sent to microprocessor 24 for storage in website

data memory 36. The memory aclclresses of the website names are linked to the website

addresses in memory 36. An icon appears on the screen oftclcvision '20 when the television

program is displayed full screen, i.e.. in the TV mode. to inform the viewer that website data

accompanies the television signal and is stored in memory 22. If the viewer wishes to access

a website in connection with the television program. the viewer presses a button on it viev.-er

input device 28 such as a remote controller. which introduces the Internet mode of operation

shown in FIG. 2 and described below. Microprocessor 24 is pi'ogi'ammcd to carry out this

operation. By repeatedly pressing a button on the viewer input device, the viewer can toggle

-5-
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back and forth between the TV mode and the Internet mode. Although viewer inputs are

discussed herein as initiated by buttons on a remote controller. other input devices can also he

used. For example, a cursor could be displayed on the television screen which is movable

around the screen and a selection can be made (i.e., “clicl<:ed”) when the cursor is in a desired

location of the screen.

In the Internet mode. the video portion of the television program last viewed in the TV

mode is displayed in area 43. As an option. a textual description ol’the program is displayed

in an area 44 and information about the television program. i.c., program title, station name.

and channel number are displayed in a banner 49 underneath areas 42 and 44. A message is

displayed at the top ofan area 46 to prompt the viewer to select from a number of website

names displayerl in area 46 by moving a cursor 48 with arrow keys on the viewer input

device. For example. ifthc television program is a serial television show, for example,

"Married With Children." the website names could be information related to the show. After

a website name is selected. the viewer presses a button on the viewer input device. As a

result, the website address to which the selected website namt-: is linked is retrieved from

memory 36 by microprocessor 24 and sent through the telephone or cable interface to

Internet service provider 33. (If desired. this function o1"Inicroproeesso1' 24 could be carried

out by commercial equipment sold under the tradernark WEB TV.) The information at the

addressed website is downloaded from Internet service provider 33 over link 34 to

microprocessor 24 and then displayed on the scrc-sen simultaneously with the television

program to which the information relates. as illustrated in FIG. 3. after being composed by

video processor 30. As illustrated in FIG. 3. the name of the website can be displayed above

the text ofthe ini'0rrnation from the website. If the television program is a serial television

show, as previously stated. the displayed information could include information about the

episode. cast biograplties. and trivia related to the show. The viewer then navigates about the

website in the marmcr dictated by the viewer‘s software to find the desired intbrmation.

An alternative layout ofthe television screen for the present invention is shown in

-5-
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FIG. 4. in this layout. the television program is displayed in a majority portion (:0 ofthe

screen while the PR] is displayed along two border regions 62. The Web page including the

PR1 can be specifically configured to display the PRI in the border regions and an area

designated for the real time image in the PIP. The PIP circuitry 19 is specially configured to

a smaller reduction ratio. for example l.S:l rather than 3:] for a standard PIP. in order to

produce the larger PIP display.

The screen portion 60 displays a television program cotisisting ofntoving images.

Referring back to FIG. 1, when the viewer interacts with the website data or other PR]

displayed on the television screen. the viewers attention is diverted from the television

progrant being shown to the website data. The viewer is then missing what is happening in

the television program until the viewer's interaction with the PR1 is concluded. To overcome

this situation. an additional component- Storage Device 52. described above, is added to the

system to “'tin'1e—shifi“ the display ofthe television program. As the television signal is being

received by Tuner I 1. the signal is forwardecl through 11’ Amp 12 and Picture DET 13 to

VCR 17. The VCR sends the signal through an analog to digital convei1er(A/Dl50 to

Storage Device 52. The Storage Device is under the control ofthe Microprocessor 24 and is

capable of storing the incoming television signal in real«tin'te as digital information for future

use.

As the television signal is being stored. iia viewer wants to interact with the PR1 such

as website data or other textual information being displayed on the television screen. the

viewer sends a command to the microprocessor 24 via the viewer input device 28. The

viewer action to send the command could. for example. consist ofpushing a button on the

viewer input device. In response. the 1l."llC1'0pl'0CCSS0l' 24 controls VCR l'.7 to output the

television signal to the Storage Device 52 which begins storing the television signal.

including the PR1 information embedded in the V131. The Storage Device 52 simultaneously

outputs the "lit"!-‘.1 stored frame oftlie video signal to the signal processing unit i‘bl'BXtet1dEd

display on television 32. The television 32 continues to display this frame until controlled by

-7-
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the viewer to continue without effect on any viewer activity with the PR1 shown in the

remainder of the display screen. The viewer then interacts with the PR] as described above.

When the viewer is done interaetiiig with the PR1, the viewer sends a command to the

microprocessor 24 to resume display of the television program. However. instead oi‘

displaying the incoming television signal from Tuner 1 1. the VCR directs the delivery ofthe

stored television signal data output from the READ head of Storage Device 52 through

Digital-to—Analog Converter (D/A) 54 and SW 18 to PIP I9 for display on TV 20. The data

displayed is that part ofthe television program immediately subsequent to the point of

suspension. That is, it has been time-shifted. The incoming television signal data continues

to be stored by the WRITE head of the Storage Device 52 in a ri1'ne—ordered manner

regardless ofthe fiinetzioning ofthe R_E/\I) head. In other words. when display at" the

television program is to be suspended. the READ head is kept in the same position until a

resume command is received. The WRITE head, however. keeps moving to record the

incoming television signal data. Hence- at this time the data being stored is not the same data

that is being displayed; there is a time lag between the two sets ofdata. In this manner. the

viewer m av continue watching the program without losing continuity of the program or PR1

content. The viewer can position a cursor and enter input to freeze the display oftht:

television program image on command.

In another embodiment, the PR] is contained on several web pages. each

eorresponcling to a particular portion of the program and transmitted chronologically

throughout the duration ofthe program. The television signal including the embedded

website addresses is stored on the Storage Device 52 and hence the corresponding Web pages

remain linked to the appropriate portion of the television program as the signal is read out

from the Storage Device 52 alter a "pause" operation. In this manner__ the viewer may

continue watching. the program without losing cotitinuity ofthe progrtnn or PR1 content.

Tlie audio portion ofthe television signal is also stored in the Storage Device along

with the video portion. When the live television progtatn is put into a “freeze"' frame state.

-3-
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the audio portion ofthe television program is also suspended and not transmitted to the

viewer. Instead. the audio portion is stored. When display ot"the suspended television

program is resunieci. the audio data is obtained from the Storage Device along with the video

portion and forwarded by VCR 17 through Sound Amp 15 and loudspeaker 16 to the viewer.

In another E'.t'I‘1i}(‘.|f_lll’l.‘t€l“ll... the television signal is already in digital forrn, such as {or

|1igl1—defi11jtion digital television (_I~ID'I'V_). Therefore. an analog to digital conversion is

unnecessary. The Storage Device continuously stores the television signal in a wraparottnd

fashion whenever the system is operational, overwriting the oldest previously stored

television signal data when the Storage Device becomes full. The Storage Device should be

large enough to hold two to three hou1's oftelcvision programming before overwriting earlier

broadcast television signal data.

The present invention allows a viewer to interrupt his or her viewing ofa teievision

program to interact with PR1 carried in the VBI of the television signal and displayed on the

television screen. and yet rejoin the television program at a later point in time without

missing any of the program.

in another embodiment. the display of the incoming television signal may be

suspended automatically by inserting a suspend flag into the VBI. rather than by an explicit

action by the viewer. When the suspend flag is detected by the microprocessor 24 after

decoding by VB] decoder 35. the n'llCl'Opt‘0C€SSDt' instructs the VC‘R via a control link (not

shown) to suspend the current display of the television signal. Resumption ofciisplay of the

television program is commenced by viewer input. The viewer could also override the

automatic suspension feature provided by the suspend flag by setting a predeterrnined comrol

value to override all automatic suspend flags. or by entering viewer input when the

suspension activity occurs in order to rapidly reioin the television program in progress.

Alternatively. a resume flag is inserted into the VB] at a predetermined time alter the suspend

flag. When the resume flag is received. the microprocessor automatically controls the VCR

to resume display of the television program.
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According to yet another embodiment, the viewer may access the infonnatiorl as any

other storage media. such as a video tape. aodfipause. rewind. or fast forward to different

portions of the program stored on the disc after tl1e initially “pause" command. It may be

desirable to continuously record the program on the tirnc—shiflir1g apparatus 46 regardless of a

viewer “pause" command to allow for these fiinctions over a period of'1in1e, limited only by

the storage capacity of the tiinc-shifting device.

Although the present invention has been described with respect to pat'ticula1'

embodiments. those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention may be

modified without departing from the scope of the invenlimt. Accordingly. all such

modifications are intended to be included within the scope of the invention as defined by the

following claims.
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1. Apparatus for time-shifting video and program related information (FRI) In an

enhanced television program comprising:

:1 display screen;

a tuner for receiving a television signal with embedded data representative of an

address for an Internet site including PR];

means for extracting the embedded data front the television signal:

a memory for storing the embedded data:

input means for inputting viewer commands;

a time-shifting apparatus capable ofsintultaneousljr storing the television signal as it is

received and outputting the stored television signal for display;

means for coniinutticating with an internet service provider to retrieve information

from the internet site including the PRI; and

a microcontroller comprising

means For retrieving the internet site address fro m memory and retrieving the

PR] from the internet site in response to a first viewer command;

means for generating a composite display including a television program

contained in the television signal in a first portion of the display and the PR1 in a

second portion of the display in response to the first viewer command.

means for controlling the time-shifting apparatus to store the television signal

as it is received and display a still frame from the stored television signal in 21 first

portion of the display screen in response to a second viewer command. and

means for controlling the time-shifiing apparatus to output the porli on of the

stored television signal subsequent to the still frame for display in the first portion of

the display in response to a third viewer command.
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The apparatus ofclaim I wherein the time-shifting apparatus is an optical disc.

1

.3. The apparatus ofclaim 1 wherein tl1e1ime—shiI‘tirig apparatus is a solid state

]I1Bfl1OI')’.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the PR] comprises text and graphics related to

the television program.

3. The apparatus ofelaim 4 wherein the PR1 comprises a plurality of website

addresses.

6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the rnicrocontroller comprises means for

retrieving information from one of said plurality of website addresses in response to a fourth

viewer command.

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the lirst portion of the display covers a minor

portion ofthe display screen and the second portion of the display covers a major portion of

the display screen.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the first portion of the display covers a maj or

portion ofthe display screen and the second portion of the display covers a minor portion of

the display screen.

9. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the. means for communicating with the

internel service provider is a modem.
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10. A method for time-shifting video and program related information (PR1) in an

enhanced television program comprising the steps of:

receiving a television signal with embedded data representative of an address for an

intcrnet side including PR1;

extracting the embedded data from the television signal;

storing the embedded data in a memory;

selecting an internet mode in response to a first viewer command;

communicating with an internet service provider to retrieve inl'or1-nation ti-urn the

inteniet site including the PR1;

displaying a television program contained in the television signal in a first portion ofa

display screen and the PR1 in a second portion ofthe display screen;

storing the television signal in a time-shifting apparatus and continuously displaying a

still frame from the stored television signal in response to a second viewer command; and

simultaneously displaying the television program subsequent to the still frarne from

the stored television signal and continuing to store the television signal as it is received in

response to a third viewer command.

1 l. The method ofelaim 10 wherein the. PR] comprises a plurality of website

addresses and further eomprising the steps of:

selecting one of the plurality of‘ website addresses in the PR};

retrieving information from the selected website address; and

displaying the inforrnation from the selected website address.

12. A method for time-shifting video and program related information (FRI) in an

enhanced television program comprising the steps of:

receiving :1 television signal with embedded data representative ofan address for an

internet side including PR] and a suspend flag;

-13-
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extracting the embedded data from the television signal;

storing the embedded data in a memory:

selecting an internet mode in response to a first viewer command;

communicating with an internet service provider to retrieve information from the

internet site including the PR1;

displaying a television program contained in the television signal in a first portion ofa

display screen and the PR] in £1 second portion of the display screen;

detecting the Suspend flag;

storing the television signal in a time-shifting apparatus and continuously displaying a

still frame Front the stored television signui: and

simultaneously displaying the television program subsequent to the still frame from

the stored television signal and continuing to store the television signal as it is received in

response to a second viewer command.

13. The me-thod ofelaini 12 wherein the stop ofstoring ten television signal in the

tirne-shifiing apparatus is performed in response to detecting the suspend flag.

14. The method of claim 12 wherein the step of storing the television signal in the

time-shifting apparatus is performed in response to a third viewer command.
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July 28, 2009 Warren is Dm~:crNUM3ER:
(202) 772-3550

INTERNETJDDRESS:
E.KESSLER@S KGRCOM

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination ofU.S. Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90/009,329; Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er al.

Our Ref: 2513.002REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1, Information Disclosure Statement (IDS);

2. Two (2) sheets of IDS Form PTO/SB/08A listing foIty—one (41) documents

(USl—US22 and F131-FP19);

Two (2) sheets of IDS Form PTOISB/08B listing nineteen (19) documents

(NI-"L24-NPL42);

Information Disclosure Statement for Material Cited in Related Applications;

Three (3) sheets of IDS Form PTO/SB/OSB listing twenty-three (23) documents

(NI-‘L1—NPL23);

Information Disclosure Statement for Material Related to District Court

Litigations;

One (1) sheet of IDS Form PTOISB/08B listing six (6) documents (NPL43-

NPL48); and

Sterne lie-ssler, Goldstein 8: I-on P.LLL 1 1100 New York Avenue, NW ? Washington, DC 20005 : 202.371.2600 i202.3T1.2540 : w\nw.s1:gficom
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Commissioner for Patents

July 28, 2009

Page 2

Certification of Service of Information Disclosure Statement, Information

Disclosure Statement for Material Cited in Related Applications, and Information

Disclosure Statement for Material Related to District Court Litigations.

The abovelisted documents are filed electronically through EFS-Web.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency,

or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036

d - d I. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688
EJK!LAG:rolb

Enclosures
I{llC*S36_l.DOC

Sterne. Ii-95513: Goldsteiil 34 -‘GI-I ?.-'..L.C. : 1100 New York Avenue, NW : Washington. DC 20005 : 2D2.3?1.2fiUU E" 2U2.3?1l254D : \'\r\rvw.sE(g5\'.toun
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexam: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON, at an? Art Unit: 3992

Control No. 90/009,329 Examiner: FERRIS, Fred

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 25l3.002REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Information Disclosure Statement for Material Cited in Related

Applications

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

The Patent Owner, TiVo, is the assignee of a group of applications which claim

priority to the above captioned U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 (referred herein as "the '389

patent family"). A diagram showing the members of the '389 patent family and their

priority relationship is attached as Exhibit A. Patent Owner respectfully requests that the

Examiner review the file history of each of the applications, identified in Exhibit A,

before issuing an action in the present reexamination.

Listed on accompanying IDS Form are documents that may be considered

material to the pattability of this reexamination in View of MPEP 2001.06(b).

Specifically, the Patent Owner has listed and provided copies of office actions issued

during prosecution of U.S. Application Nos. 09f827,029, 09/035,426, 10/081,776,

10/413,646, 11/051,347, 11/725,909, and 11/726,054.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, the filing of this IDS should not be

construed to be an admission that the information cited in the statement is, or is

considered to be, material to patentability as defined in 37 (3.17 .R. § 1.56(b). Further, the
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Patent Owner has listed publication dates on the attached IDS Form based on

information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed publication dates

should not be construed as an admission that the information was actually published on

the date indicated.

Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the claimed

invention over any of the information provided herewith, and/or to prove that this

information may not be prior art, and/or to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered. This IDS submission should not be

construed as a representation that a search has been made, or that information more

material to the examination of the present reexamination does not exist. The Examiner is

specifically requested not to rely solely on the material submitted herewith.

A copy of documents NPL1-NPL23 is submitted. It is respectfully requested that

the Examiner initial and return a copy of the enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the

official file wrapper of this reexamination that the documents have been considered.

Atty. Dkt. No. 2513.002REXO
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It is not believed that any fees are required with submission of this IDS. (See

MPEP § 2202.) However, if necessary, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby

authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit

Account No. 19-0036.

ward . essler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,633

Date: 55 way
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371—2600

Atty. Dkt. No. 2S13.002REXO
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E uivalenl of Form PT0lSE|rClBh 2-09

Substitute for form 1449.-‘PTO Complete ;:f'Known

Application Number Q0f0D9,329

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date November 10. 2003
STATEMENT BY PATENT QWNER First Named lnvanror Janice M. BARTON

(Use as many sheer: as necessary) Ari Unit 3992

Examiner Nome Ferris III, Fred 0.
Attorney Docket Number 25 13.002REXO

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

' . Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), titleInitials‘ of the item (book, magazine, journal. serial, symposium, catalog, ctc.), date, page(s), volume-issue
number(s), publisher, city andfor country where published

Office Communicati on, dated June 10, 2003, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 42 pages.

Office Communication, dated November 17, 2003, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.

09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 12 pages.

Office Communication, dated February 9, 2006, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.

09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 26 pages.

Office Communication, dated June 19, 2007, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 20 pages.

Office Comrnunjcation, dated January 1 1, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 21 pages.

Office Communication, dated February 2, 2009, for U.S. Patent App]. No.

09/827,029, filed April 5, 2001, 19 pages.

Office Communication, dated January 28, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.

09/935,426, filed August 22, 2001, 9 pages.

Office Communication, dated September 2, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.

09/935,426, filed August 22, 2001, 8 pages.

Office Comrnunication, dated October 23, 2002, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
l0!081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 16 pages.

Office Communication, dated April 4, 2003, for U.S. Patent App]. No.

10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 18 pages.

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
‘EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP I509. Draw line through citation rr not in conformance and
not considered. lnclude copy of this fonn with next communicelion lo applicant,
' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 1 Applicant is to place a check marl: here if English language Translation is attached
This collection of lnlonnafion is required by 3? CFR 1.98. The information is required to obtain or relaln a benefit by the public which is 10 file (and by the
LJSPTO to process) an application. Conllclentlalily is govemed by 3-5 U.S.C 122 and 3? CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to lake 2 hours to complete.
Including gathering. preparing. and submilllng the completed applillon lorm to the USPTD. Time wlll vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount cl time you require to complete this Form ancllor suggesllonc for reducing lhis burden. should be sent to the Chief Information
Orficar. U.S. Patent and Trademark Ofi‘ioe_ P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 2231 3-1450.

lfyou need assistance in completing the form. call 1' -800-PTO-9199 (1-800-785-9199) and select opfrbrl 2.
2513 OOZREXO — IDS form PTO—SB—0B8.DOC
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Euivalntof Form PTDrSBr0E.!b 2-09

Substitute for form l449r'PTO Complete Known

Application Number 901009.329

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE November 10. 2008
sTA'rEME N1’ BY PATENT owNER Frrsr Named inventor James M. BARTON

(Use as many sfieeu as neceisflfy) A11‘ Uriif 3992

Examiner Name Ferris [[1, Fred 0.
Aflamey Docket Number 2513.002REXO

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite N-El Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title
IniI.ials"‘ of the item (book, magazine, joumai, serial, symposiurn, catalog, ctc.), date, page(5). volume

number, publisher, city andfor coun where ublished

Office Communication, dated September 29, 2003, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 15 pages.

Office Communication, dated June 29, 2004, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 19 pages.

Office Communication, dated May 20, 2005, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10f08l J76, filed February 20, 2002, 15 pages.

Office Communication, dated February 8, 2006, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 18 pages.

Office Communication, dated November 3, 2006, for U.S. Patent App]. No.
10/031,776, filed February 20, 2002, 8 pages.

Office Communication, dated June 5, 2007, for U.S. Patent App]. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 5 pages.

Office Communication, dated October 19, 2007, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 7 pages.

Office Communication, dated July 30, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/081,776, filed February 20, 2002, 4 pages.

Office Communication, dated April 29, 2005, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
10/418,646, filed April 18, 2003, 10 pages.

Office Cornrrumication, dated November 12, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.

10/418,646, filed April 18, 2003, 14 pages.

————-—C-CC“L
Examiner Date

Signature Considered
‘EXAMINER; Initial ‘rr reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MFEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in eontorrnance and
not considered. Inciuoe copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
' Applicants unique citation designation number (optional). 3 Applicant is to place a check mark here if English language Transtaticn is attached.
This collection of information is required by 3'.’ CFR 1.93. The infonnalion is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the pubtic which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process} an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.5.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete.
Including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this from: andror suggestions for reducing thls burden. should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer. US. Patent and Trademark Dffice. Po. Box 1450. Alexarrdria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDREs$. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in completing Lne form, car! 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-785-91.99) and select option 2.
2513 ODZREXO - IDS form PTO-SB-085.006
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Euiu-alent of Fonrl F'TOiSBi0Bb (2-D9)

Substitute for form 1449fP"D0 Complete r:fKuawn

Application Number 901009.329
INFORMAT|oN D|sc]_osuRE Firing Date November 10. 2008

STATEMENT BY PATENT 0wNER First Named inventor James M. BARTON
(Use as rmrmy sheets‘ as uecessra.-y) Ari‘ Unit 3992

Examiner Name Ferris III, Fred 0.

Afiomer -'3°°kefNumber 2513-OOZREXO

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner Include name of the author (in CAPITAL. LETTERS). title of the article (when appropriate), titleinitials‘ ofthe item (book, magazine, jotunal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.), date, pagefls), volume
number. ' ' and/or coun where ublished

Office Communication, dated June 9, 2009, for US. Patent Appl. No.
10/418,646, filed April 18, 2003, 17 pages.

Office Communication, dated May 12, 2008, for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
1lf051,347, filed February 4, 2005, 16 pages.

Office Communication, dated December 23, 2008. for U.S. Patent Appl. No.
11/051,347, filed February 4, 2005, 21 pages.

flfl

Date
Considered

‘EXAMINER: Iniriat it reference considered. whether or not citation is in ounfonnance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not In contonnance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to appiicant.
' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Applicant is to place a check merit here ii English language Translation is attached.
This collection of inforrnaiion is required by 3? CFR 1.98, The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 31' CPR 1.14. This collection is estimated to tek 2 hours to complete.
including gathering. preparing, and submitting the completed apctlcation form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you require to Dornplole this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chlet Inlorrnaiion
Officor. U.S_ Patent and Trademark Office. F.O. Bax 1-150. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR CDMPLEFED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in completing the form. call‘ 1-800-PTO-9199 (1-800-786-9199) and safest option 2.
2513 ODQREXO — IDS form PTO-SB-08B.DOC.‘
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexam: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON, et at Art Unit: 3992

Control No. 90/009,329 Examiner: FERRJS, Fred

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2513.002REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Information Disclosure Statement for Material Related to District Court

Litigations

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Attn: Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

TiVo Inc. is the owner of the above captioned U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 ("the

389 patent"). The '389 patent is involved in two civil actions pending in the Eastern

District of Texas styled Ti'Vo Inc. v. Echostar Communications Corp, 2:04-CV-l—DF

and Dish Network Corp. v. TiVo Inc., 1:08-CV-OO327-JJF .1 Neither of these actions has

been stayed pending the outcome of the above captioned reexamination.

Listed on accompanying EDS Form are documents from those actions that may be

considered material to the patentability of this reexamination. Copies of documents

NPL43—N'PL48 are submitted.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.97, the filing of this IDS should not be

construed to be an admission that the iiiformation cited in the statement is, or is

considered to be, material to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.5603). Further, the

Patent Owner has listed publication dates on the attached IDS Form based on

information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed publication dates

should not be construed as an admission that the information was actually published on

the date indicated.

Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the claimed

invention over any of the information provided herewith, andlor to prove that this
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information may not be prior art, andfor to prove that this information may not he

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered. This IDS submission should not be

construed as a representation that a search has been made, or that information more

material to the examination of the present reexamination does not exist. The Examiner is

specifically requested not to rely solely on the material submitted herewith.

It is respectfiilly requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this reexamination that

the documents have been considered.

It is not believed that any fees are required with submission of this IDS. (See

MPEP § 2202.) However, if necessary, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby

authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit

Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

:1

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,633

Date: Z5’ _£é 959;
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

' Dish Network Corp. v. Ti'Vo Inc. action was originally filed in the United States District Court for the
District of Delaware. The Delaware District Court transferred the action to the Eastern District of Texas

on May 23, 2009.

Atty. Dlct. No. 2513.002R_EXO
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Equivalent of Form F-‘TO!SBl08b [2-D9

Substitute for form I-449FPTO Complete ffknown

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing 9339 NOVBMDBF 10. 2003
STATEMENT BY PATENT OWNER First Named Inventor James M. BARTON

(Use as many sneer: as necessary) Ad Uf'll'I' 3992

Examiner Name Ferris III, Fred D.

Attorney Docket Number 2513 .002REXO

NON PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Cite iii)?” Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title
of the item (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, page(s}, volume-issue

number(§_). publisher, city and/or country where Ql_.lblIShBd

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT, TiVo Inc. v. Echostar
Communications Corp. et 31., Decision, Case No. 2006-IST4, January 31, 2008.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL
DIVISION, Amended Final Judgment and Permanent Injunction, TIVO Inc. v. Echostar
Communications Corp. et ai.. Case No. 2:04—CV-I-DF, June 2, 2009.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL

DIVISION, Complaint for Declaratory Relief, Dish Network Corp. v. Echostar
Communications Corp, Case No. 1:08-CV-00327-JJF.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL
DIVISION, Memorandum Opinion, Tivo Inc. v. Echostar Communications Corp. et aI.,
Case No. 2:04-CV-1-DF, June 2, 2009.

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT, TIVG Inc. V. Echostar
Comrnunications Corp. et 211., Order granting stay, pending appeal, of order ofU.S.
District Court for the Eastern District ofTexas (I) holding Ecl1oStar in contempt of its
previous injunction, (2) enjoining Echofitar, and (3) requiring that EchoStar take certain
st 5 in li ht ofits conte t hold’ 5, Jul,-,_r_1, 2009.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL
DIVISION, Order denying Ec}:loStar's Motion to Suspend Proceedings on TiVo's
Motion for Sanctions, July 14, 2009.

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
"EX.AMlNER: Initial lf reference considered. whether or not citation is In conformance with MPEP B09. Draw line through citation it not ln confonnenoa and
not considered. Include copy of this form wilh next communication to applicant.
1 Applicants unique cltatlon designation number {optional}. 2 Applicant is to place a check mark here it‘ English language Translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 3? CFR 1.98. The lnforrnatlun is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3? CFR’. 1.14. Thls collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any
comments on the amount of time you requlre to complete this form andfor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Infonnation
Offcer. U.S. Patent and Trad-ernarlc Ofllce. F'.D. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1459. DO NOT SEND FEES OR CDMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner {or Patents, F.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in compfeting the form, call’ 1—800—PTD—9'l'99 (1-300-756-9199) and sefecf option 2
251.3 0O2RB{0 - 2nd Supplemental IDS form PTO-SB—O8B‘.DClC
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination
90i0D9.329 6233389

Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Examiner
Fred Ferris

- The MMLING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

afi Responsive to the communication(s) filed on 1/07/2009 . t:lI:I This action is made FINAL.
cE A statement under 37 CFR 1.530 has not been received from the patent owner.

A shortened statutory period tor response to this action is set to expire g mon1h(s) from the mailing date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the period for response will result in tennination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with this action. 37 CFR 1.550(d). EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 3? CFR 1.55lJ(c).
If the period for response specified above is less than thirty (30) days. a response within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days
will be considered timely.

Part 1 THE FOLLOWING A'|'TACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. [3 Notice of References Cited by Examiner. PTD—fl92. 3. I:] Interview Summary. F'T0~474.

2. information Disclosure Statement. PTOISBIOS. 4. 1:] .

Part II SUMMARY OF ACTION

ta. E Claims 31 and 51 are subject to reexamination.
I‘ 30: 3; ‘E a

1b. Claims are not subject to reexamination.

Claims have been canceled in the present reexamination proceeding.

Claims are patentable andfor confirmed.

Claims 31‘ and 51 are rejected.

Claims are objected to.

The drawings. filed on are acceptable.

. D The proposed drawing correction. tiled onis been We) I__-I approved (7bJI:I disapproved.

. I3 Acknowledgment is made of the priority claim under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-id) or if).

an] All b)[:] Some‘ c)I:I None oi the certified copies have

1D been received.

2[:I not been received.

3[:| been filed in Application No. .

fill-J been filed in reexamination Control No.

SCI been received by the International Bureau in PCT application No.

' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

9. D Since the-proceeding-appears-to be in condition for issuance-of-an ex parte-reexamination certificate except for. formal
matters. prosecution as to the merits is closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 CD.
11. 453 DC. 213.

10. D Other:

cc: Re ucster ifthird
U.S. Patent and ‘rmdernarli Drfice

PTOL-466 (Rev. 06-06} Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination Part of Paper No. 20090730
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Art Unit: 3992

DETAILED ACTION

Introduction

This Office Action addresses claims 31 and 61 in the ex parre reexamination of United States

Patent Number 6,233,389 issued to Barton et al for which a substantial new question of

patentability has been determined to exist. Claims 31 and 61 are rejected.

References cited in the request

U.S. Patent 6,013,612 to Thomason et al. ("Thomason")

U.S. Patent 5,949,948 to Krause et al. (“K.rau5c")

Background

The ‘389 Patent is drawn to a system and a method simultaneously storing and playing back

multimedia data, such as a television broadcast program. The ability to simultaneously store and

play back the program allows the user to rewind or fast forward through the program while

viewing it. Fig. 1 illustrates the system. Input Module 101 receives a television input stream and

outputs an MPEG formatted stream. For example, if the television input stream is an analog

signal, Input Module I01 converts the signal into an MPEG format through the use of video and

audio encoders. (.Col. 2, lines 10-.14 and Col. 3, lines 49-52.) The MPEG formatted stream is then

sent to Media Switch I02. Media Switch 102 includes a "parser." The parser "parses the stream

looking for MPEG distinguished events including the start of video, audio or private data

segments." (Col. 5, lines 3-6.) When a video or audio segment is distinguished, the parser
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indexes the segment in an appropriate video or audio circular buffer represented by memory 104.

(See also Fig. 4 at video buffer 410 and audio buffer 41 1)

Claims 31 and 61 are directed to the program logic within CPU 106 that controls the

movement of data through the system. The program logic has three conceptual components as

illustrated in Fig. 8 of the ‘3S9 Patent.

The '389 patent also describes the use of object-oriented programming language, e.g., the C++

programming language, to implement the program logic illustrated conceptually in Fig. 8 above.

Specifically, the '389 patent describes the use of a "source object" 901, a "transfonn object" 902

and a "sink object" 903 corresponding to sources 80], transforms 802 and sinks 803. (Col. 8,

lines 9-18; Fig. 9.} A "control object" 917 is also employed to accept commands from the user.

(Col. 9, lines 25-32.) However, the specific features relating to the claimed object-based method

and apparatus now appear to be rendered obvious by the prior art now being view in a new light

as set forth below. (See: Prior art rejections below)

Prior art rejections

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

(-1-) Claims 3-1 and-61-are-rejected under 35 U.S.C. l03(a).as beingunpatentable ouerjhe

Tllomason in view of Krause.

The prior art renders obvious the elements of claim 31 as follows:

A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia

data, comprising the steps of:
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Thomason describes a conventional system that simultaneously stores and plays back a television

program. (Col. 1, lines 28-31.) Thornason is directed to an improvement of the conventional

system with respect to its use of memories. (Col. 2, lines 54-55.)

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts

broadcast data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said

broadcast data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

Thomason discloses channel selector 1 that receives one or more television signals. (Col. 3, lines

39-43; Fig. 1.) Channel selector 1 selects the television signals desired by the user for storage

and then passes the selected signals to aid converter 2 and compressor 3, The resulting

compressed data is then stored in one or more buffers 4. (Col. 3, lines 47-57.) Thus, buffer 4

meets the recited physical data source as it accepts broadcast data from an input device, i.e.,

channel selector 1, i.e., and temporarily stores the data.

Examiner note: The parsing of video and audio data is interpreted to mean detecting video

frames and then generating an index or table of the start of the detected video frames and their

storage location on a hard drive. (‘339 at 2: 15-20, 513-15)

Krause discloses an [—frame detector that detects I-frames in MPEG-fonnatted broadcast data and

then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected I—frames. (Col. 5, lines 35-

44; see also Col. 6,_lines,,3 1-39 and Fig. 5.) The act ofidentiiiying .a certain type of a video_frame

and generating a table based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast video data, i.e.,

the data corresponding to I-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by the I-frame

detector. One of ordinary skill in the art would employ the indexing of detected I—frames, i.e.,

"parsing," of the MPEG-formatted data to identify I-frames from other video and audio data prior
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to storage in buffer 4. An I-frame provides enough information for a complete picture to be

generated from the I-frame alone, in contrast to other types of frames. Knowing the locations of

the I-frames in advance would allow Thomason to more efficiently perform operations such as

varying speed reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate I—frames

for the selected speed.

However, Thomason does not explicitly disclose that buffer 4 parses the video and audio data

from the broadcast data prior to storage.

Prior art Krause discloses parsing video and audio data from broadcast data. As fitrther explained

below, Krause discloses an l-frame detector that detects I-frames in MPEG-formatted broadcast

data and then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected I-frames. (Col. 5,

lines 35-44; see also Col. 6, lines 31-39 and Fig. 5.) The act ofidentifying a certain type ofa

video frame and generating a table based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast

video data, i.e., the data corresponding to I-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by

the I-frame detector. (See below)

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and

audio data from said physical data source;

Thomason discloses DMA controller 31 that transfers data from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35.

DMA controller 31 is supervised by microprocessor 24 that accesses ROM 22 to run software:

The information contained in the buffers 4 will be transferred to the buffer memory 35 under
supervision of a microprocessor 24 by a DMA (direct memory access) controller 3] , and is

identifiable as input destined for a main memory 36, which is in the form ofa band disk

arrangement. The microprocessor 24 initiates the data transfer from the buffer 4 to the buffer

memory 35, and performs memory allocation in the buffer memory. The microprocessor 24 runs

ROM-(read-only memory) 22 based software and makes use of a working RAM
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(random access memory) 23 for temporary variables, the administration of the buffer memory

35, storage of user commands and the user status, etc. (col. 3, lines 53-64.)

Thus, the operation of DMA controller 3] and microprocessor 24 through software meets the

recited source object step as the operation transfers video and audio data from the physical data

source, 1'. e., buffer 4, to buffer memory 35.

Examiner note: The recited “source object” is interpreted to mean data from a source (e.g. a

Media switch) is placed in a buffer. (“389 at 8:43-45)

providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage device;

Thomason explains that DMA controller 32 operates under the supervision of microprocessor 24

that runs software. DMA controller 32 stores and retrieves data from buffer memory 35 to a

storage device, i.e., main memory 36:

Input data in the buffer memory 35 is transferred to the main memory 36 as soon as it is

convenient under the supervision of the microprocessor 24 by another DMA controller 32. The

stored data in main memory 36 is in due course transferred to the buffer memory 35 under

supervision of the microprocessor 24 by DMA controller 32. (Col. 3, line 64 to C01. 4, line 3.)

The data stored and retrieved from main memory 36 is a data stream as Thomason discloses

operating the system of Fig. 1 to simultaneously record and play a television program. Thomason

further discloses that data stored on the main memory can be retrieved at a later time, thereby

creating a temporal transformation. (See, e.g., Thomason at Col. 1, lines 56-59 ("1f the viewer is

interrupted while watching a program, for example by a telephone call or a call at the door, he

can resume watching the program from the point at which he was interrupted"); see also '38‘)
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patent, at Col. 8, lines 3-8 (describing temporal transformations in the context of

transforms 802).)

Examiner note: the recited “transform object” is interpreted to mean a temporal transfer ofdata

that can be retrieved later in time. C389 at 9:35-37)

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from sid transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with

said streams;

Thomason discloses that the operation of DMA controller 3] under the supervision of

microprocessor 24 - i.e., the source object - is to transfer data from buffer 4 to the buffer memory

35, with the data being "identifiable as input destined for a main memory 36." (C01. 3, lines 53-

64.) The operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 24 - i.e., the transfonn

object - is to control the transfer of data to and from buffer memory 35 to main memory 36.

(Col. 3, line 64 to Co]. 4, line 3.) Fig. 1 of Thomason shows buffer memory 35 as being variable

by the diagonal dashed lines. Thus, the source object 31/24 obtains a buffer, i.e., variable buffer

memory 35, from the transform object 3224 to fill the buffer with data identified for input to

main memory 36. The source object 3 1/24 converts the data to a stream by successively

outputting data from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35 for generating a television program.

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

Automatic flow control is taught in Thomason by teaching that data is automatically buffered

(e.g. self-regulated) from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35 until the main memory 36 is available to

receive data. (Col. 4, lines 43-5 1)
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providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream

buffers from said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and

audio decoder;

Thornason discloses transferring a data stream from main memory 36 to buffer memory 35

through the operation of DMA controller 32 and microprocessor 24, i.e., the transform object.

Buffer memory 35 is variable as discussed above. and DMA controller 33 under the supervision

of microprocessor 24 through software operates to obtain the data stream buffers from the

transform object. (Col. 4, lines 1-19.) Fig. l shows that buffer 14 receives the data from buffer

memory 35. That is, the operation of DMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24 meets the

sink object step as it operates to transfer data streams from variable buffer memory 35 to buffer

14. Fig. 1 shows that buffer l4 outputs the data to decornpressor 13 and dfa converter 12. If the

data is in MPEG format, the decompressor would include a video decoder and an audio decoder.

Examiners note: The claimed “sink object” relates to transferring data streams from buffer

memory where a “sink” simply consumes data from a buffer. (‘"389 at 7:50)

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends

said signals to a display;

Thomason discloses that die converter 12 converts the signals from a digital stream to an analog

signal that can be sent "to a video recorder or television." (Col. 4, lines lS—19.)

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;
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Thomason discloses self—regu1ation in that data is buffered from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35

until the main memory 36 is available to receive data. (See, e.g., Col. 4, lines 43-51) The same

process applies between the transform object and the sink object as data is transferred from

buffer memory 35 to buffer 14 until the main memory is available to output data. (See Col. 4,

lines 52-61)

providing a control object, wherein said control object receives commands

from a user, said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the

system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

Fig. l of Thomason illustrates a "user interface device" 26 providing command signals to a "user

command input ports" 25 connected to bus 21. Thomason discloses that conventional systems

allow the user to provide commands to control viewing such as reversing or fast forwarding, i.e.,

control the flow ofdata. (Col. 1, line 43 to Col. 2, line 32.) Fig. 1 illustrates that bus 2] in turn is

connected the microprocessor 24 and DMA controllers 31-33 and, thus, the commands from

device 26 for controlling the flow of data are sent to the elements defined above as meeting the

recited source, transform and sink objects to effect the desired commands.

Exam iners note: The recited “control object” is interpreted to mean a control command from a

-user.-(‘-3 89-at—9:23-)-

As explained above, Thomason does not explicitly disclose that buffer 4 parses the video and

audio data from the broadcast data prior to storage.
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Analogous art Krause discloses an I-frame detector that detects l—flames in MPEG-fonnatted

broadcast data and then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected 1-

frames.

As the compressed program is received by a storage device, an I—frame detector notes the arrival

of each I-frame and provides this information to a host system which may control the

maintenance of a table which corresponds [sic] I-flames to particular blocks of memory in the

storage device. In this way, efficient and rapid retrieval of I-frame data blocks may be provided

by the storage controller for providing appropriate blocks of memory to the decoder for effecting

various playback modes. (Col. 5, lines 35-44; see also Col. 6, lines 31-39 and Fig. 5.)

That is, the detector in Krause "parses" the broadcast data by identifying a specific type of video

frame from broadcast data having both video and audio data and generates a table based on the

detected frames. The act of identifying a certain type of a video flame and generating a table

based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast between video data, i.e., the data

corresponding to I-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by the l-frame detector.

Motivation to combine

It wouldhave been obvious tonne of ordinary sir-ill—ina the art at the—ti-me of the invention to

employ Krause's indexing in the system ofThomason. Thomason discloses that the selected

television signals are digitized by aid converter 2 and compressed by compressor 3 before being

input to buffer 4 for storage. The skilled artisan would appreciate that compressor 3 could be an

MPEG encoder or, additionally, that a received digital MPEG-formatted broadcast stream could
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be directly input to buffer 4 without the need for conversion and compression. One of ordinary

skill in the art would employ the indexing of detected I-frames, i.e., "parsing," of the MPEG-

formatted data to identify I-frames from other video and audio data prior to storage in buffer 4.

An I-frame provides enough information for a complete picture to be generated from the I-frame

alone, in contrast to other types of frames. Knowing the locations of the I-frames in advance

would allow Thornason to more efficiently perform operations such as varying speed reverse or

varying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate 1-lframes for the selected speed.

Further, both references include teachings from the same technological arena. (i.e.

simultaneously storing and watching a multimedia program) Hence, the combination would have

yielded predictable results.

The prior art renders obvious the elements of claim 61 as follows:

An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia

data, comprising:

Thomason describes a conventional system that simultaneously stores and plays back a television

program. (Col. 1, lines 28-3 1 .) Thomason is directed to an improvement of the conventional

system with respect to its use of memories. (Col. 2, lines 54-55.)

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast

data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast

data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

Thomason discloses channel selector 1 that receives one or more television signals. (Col. 3, lines

39-43; Fig. 1.) Channel selector 1 selects the television signals desired by the user for storage

and then passes the selected signals to aid converter 2 and compressor 3. The resulting
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compressed data is then stored in one or more buffers 4. (Col. 3, lines 47-57.) Thus, buffer 4

meets the recited physical data source as it accepts broadcast data from an input device, i.e.,

channel selector 1, i.e., and temporarily stores the data.

Examiner note: The parsing of video and audio data is interpreted to mean detecting video

frames and then generating an index or table of the start of the detected video frames and their

storage location on a hard drive. (‘389 at 2:15-20, 5:3-15)

Krause discloses an I-frame detector that detects I-frames in MPEG-formatted broadcast data and

then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected I-frames. (Col. 5, lines 35-

44; see also Col. 6, lines 31-39 and Fig. 3.) The act of identifying a certain type of a video frame

and generating a table based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast video data, i.e.,

the data corresponding to I-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by the I-frame

detector. One of ordinary skill in the art would employ the indexing of detected I-frames, i.e.,

"parsing," of the MPEG-formatted data to identify [-frames from other video and audio data prior

to storage in buffer 4. ‘An I-frame provides enough information for a complete picture to be

generated from the I-frame alone, in contrast to other types of frames. Knowing the locations of

the I—frames in advance would allow Thornason to more efficiently perform operations such as

varying speed reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate I-frames

for-the selecteetspeed-.

However, Thomason does not explicitly disclose that buffer 4 parses the video and audio data

from the broadcast data prior to storage.

Prior art Krause discloses parsing video and audio data from broadcast data. As further explained

below, Krause discloses an I-frame detector that detects I-frames in MPEG-formatted broadcast
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data and then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected I—frarnes. (Col. 5,

lines 35-44; see also Col. 6, lines 31-39 and Fig. 5.) The act ofidentifying a certain type Ufa

video frame and generating a table based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast

video data, i.e., the data corresponding to I-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by

the I-frame detector. (See below)

a source object. wherein said source object extracts video and audio data

from said physical data source;

Thomason discloses DMA controller 31 that transfers data from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35.

DMA controller 3| is supervised by microprocessor 24 that accesses ROM 22 to run software:

The information contained in the buffers 4 will be transferred to the buffer memory 35 under

supervision of a microprocessor 24 by a DMA (direct memory access) controller 31, and is

identifiable as input destined for a main memory 36. which is in the form of a band disk

arrangement. The microprocessor 24 initiates the data transfer from the buffer 4 to the buffer

memory 35, and performs memory allocation in the buffer memory. The microprocessor 24 runs

ROM-(read-only memory) 22 based software and makes use of a working RAM

(random access memory) 23 for temporary variables, the administration of the buffer memory

35, storage of user commands and the user status, etc. (col. 3, lines 53-64.)

Thus, the operation of DMA controller 31 and microprocessor 24 through software meets the

recited source object step as the operation transfers video and audio data from the physical data

source, :'.e., buffer 4, to buffer memory 35.

Examiner note: The recited “source object” is interpreted-to mean data -from--a source—(e.g. a

Media switch) is placed in a buffer. (“389 at 8:43-45)

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data

streams onto a storage device;
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Thomason explains that DMA controller 32 operates under the supervision of microprocessor 24

that runs software. DMA controller 32 stores and retrieves data from buffer memory 35 to a

storage device, i.e., main memory 36:

Input data in the buffer memory 35 is transferred to the main memory 36 as soon as it is

convenient under the supervision of the microprocessor 24 by another DMA controller 32. The

stored data in main memory 36 is in due course transferred to the buffer memory 35 under

supervision of the microprocessor 24 by DMA controller 32. “ (Col. 3, line 64 to Col. 4, line 3.)

The data stored and retrieved from main memory 36 is a data stream as Thomason discloses

operating the system of Fig. 1 to simultaneously record and play a television program. Thomason

further discloses that data stored on the main memory can be retrieved at a later time, thereby

creating a temporal transformation. (See, e.g., Thomason at Col. l, lines 56-59 ("If the viewer is

interrupted while watching a program, for example by a telephone call or a call at the door, he

can resume watching the program from the point at which he was interrupted"); see also '3 89

patent, at Col. 8, lines 3-8 (describing temporal transformations in the context of

transfonns 802).)

Examiner note: the recited “transform object" is interpreted to mean a temporal transfer of data

that can be retrieved later in time. ('389 at 9:35-37)

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source object'eo‘nverts'video data into-data-streams and-fills said-buffer--with

said streams;

Thomason discloses that the operation of DMA controller 31 under the supervision of

microprocessor 24 - i.e., the source object - is to transfer data from buffer 4 to the buffer memory

35, with the data being "identifiable as input destined for a main memory 36." (Col. 3, lines 53-

64.) The operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 24 - i.e., the transforrn
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object - is to control the transfer of data to and from buffer memory 35 to main memory 36.

(Col. 3, line 64 to Col. 4, line 3.) Fig. 1 of Thomason shows buffer memory 35 as being variable

by the diagonal dashed lines. Thus, the source object 31r'24 obtains a buffer, i.e., variable buffer

memory 35, from the transform object 32324 to fill the buffer with data identified for input to

main memory 36. The source object 31124 converts the data to a stream by successively

outputting data from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35 for generating a television program.

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

Automatic flow control is taught in Thomason by teaching that data is automatically buffered

(e.g. self-regulated) from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35 until the main memory 36 is available to

receive data. (Col. 4, lines 43-51)

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from

said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

Thomason discloses transferring a_data stream from main memory 36 to buffer memory 35

through the operation of DMA controller 32 and microprocessor 24, i.e., the transform object.

Buffer memory 35 is variable as discussed above, and DMA controller 33 under the supervision

of microprocessor 24 through software operates to obtain the data stream buffers from the

transform object. (Col. 4, lines I-19.) Fig. I shows that buffer 14 receives the data from buffer

memory 35. That is, the operation of DMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24 meets the

sink object step as it operates to transfer data streams from variable buffer memory 35 to buffer

14. Fig. 1 shows that buffer I4 outputs the data to decompressor 13 and dfa converter 12. If the

data is in MPEG format, the decompressor would include a video decoder and an audio decoder.
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Examiners note: The claimed “sink object” relates to transferring data streams from buffer

memory where a “sink” simply consumes data from a buffer. (“389 at 7:50)

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends

said signals to a display;

Thomason discloses that dfa converter 12 converts the signals from a digital stream to an analog

signal that can be sent "to a video recorder or television.“ (Col. 4, lines 15-19.)

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform
object;

Thomason discloses self-regulation in that data is buffered from buffer 4 to buffer memory 35

until the main memory 36 is available to receive data. (See, e.g., Col. 4, lines 43-51) The same

process applies between the transform object and the sink object as data is transferred from

buffer memory 35 to buffer 14 until the main memory is available to output data. (See Col. 4,

lines 52-61)

a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a user,

said commands control the How of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

Fig. l of Thomason illustrates a "user interface device" 26 providing command signals to a "user

command input ports" 25 connected to bus 21. Thornason discloses that conventional systems

allow the user to provide commands to control viewing such as reversing or fast forwarding, i.e.,

control the flow ofdata. (Col. l, line 45 to Col, 2, line 32,) Fig. 1 illustrates that bus 21 in turn is

connected the microprocessor 24 and DMA controllers 31-33 and, thus, the commands from
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device 26 for controlling the flow of data are sent to the elements defined above as meeting the

recited source, transform and sink objects to effect the desired commands.

Examiners note: The recited “control object" is interpreted to mean a control command from a

user. (‘389 at 9:23)

Thus, Thomason teaches all of the basic flow control operations recited in claim 31. However,

and as explained above, Thomason does not explicitly disclose that buffer 4 parses the video and

audio data from the broadcast data prior to storage.

Analogous art Krause discloses an I-frame detector that detects I-flames in MPEG-formatted

broadcast data and then generates a table or index of the storage locations of the detected I-

frames.

As the compressed program is received by a storage device, an l—frame detector notes the arrival

of each l-frame and provides this information to a host system which may control the

maintenance of a table which corresponds [sic] I-flames to particular blocks of memory in the

storage device. In this way, efficient and rapid retrieval of I-frame data blocks may be provided

by the storage controller for providing appropriate blocks of memory to the decoder for effecting

various playback modes. (Col. 5, lines 35-44; see also Col. 6, lines 31-39 and Fig. 5.)

That is, the detector in Krause "parses" the broadcast data by identifying a specific type of video

frame from broadcast data having both video and audio data and generates a table based on the

detected frames. The act of identifying a certain type of a video flame and generating a table

based on the identification necessarily parses the broadcast between video data, i.e., the data

corresponding to l-frames, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by the l-frame detector.
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Motivation to combine

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

employ Krause's indexing in the system of Thornason. Thomason discloses that the selected

television signals are digitized by a/d converter 2 and compressed by compressor 3 before being

input to buffer 4 for storage. The skilled artisan would appreciate that compressor 3 could be an

MPEG encoder or, additionally, that a received digital MPECI-formatted broadcast stream could

be directly input to buffer 4 without the need for conversion and compression. One of ordinary

skill in the art would employ the indexing of detected I-frames, i.e., "parsing," of the MPEG-

formatted data to identify I-frames from other video and audio data prior to storage in buffer 4.

An I-frame provides enough information for a complete picture to be generated from the I-frame '

alone, in contrast to other types of frames. Knowing the locations ofthe I-frames in advance

would allow Thomason to more efficiently perform operations such as varying speed reverse or

vatying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate l-frames for the selected speed.

Further, both references include teachings from the same technological arena. (i.e.

simultaneously storing and watching a multimedia program) Hence, the combination would have

yielded predictable results.

Conclusion

In order to ensure full consideration of any amendments, affidavits or declarations, or

other documents as evidence of patentability, such documents _must be submitted in response to

this Office action. Submissions after the next Office action, which is intended to be a final
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action, will be governed by the requirements of 3? CFR 1.1 16, after final rejection and 37 CFR

41.33 after appeal, which will be strictly enforced.

Regarding IDS submissions MPEP 2256 recites the following: "Where patents,

publications, and other such items of information are submitted by a party (patent owner or

requester) in compliance with the requirements of the rules, the requisite degree of consideration

to be given to such information will be normally limited by the degree to which the party filing

the information citation has explained the content and relevance of the information.”

Accordingly, the IDS submissions have been considered by the Examiner only with the scope

required by MPEP 2256.

In certain instances, the examiner has “lined through" references because they do not

meet the requirements of being a Patent or Printed Publication (e.g. court papers and other

evidence that is not NPL). However, these references have been made of record in the

proceeding and are given due consideration.

Extensions of Time

Extensions oftirne under 37 CFR 1.136(3) will not be permitted in these proceedings

because the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136 apply only to "an applicant" and not to parties in a

reexamination proceeding. Additionally, 3-5 I-J-.S.C. 305 requires that—ex par.-re reexamination

proceedings "will be conducted with special dispatch" (37 CFR! .5S0(a)). Extensions of time in

ex parte reexamination procecdings are provided for in 3? CFR 1.S50(c).

Amendment in Reexamination Proceedings
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Patent owner is notified that any proposed amendment to the specification and/or claims

in this reexamination proceeding must comply with 37 CFR 1.5 30(d)-(j), must be formally

presented pursuant to 37 CFR§ l.52(a) and (b), and must contain any fees required by 37 CFR §

l.20(c). See MPEP § 2250(IV) for examples to assist in the preparation of proper proposed

amendments in reexamination proceedings.

Service of Papers

Afier the filing of a request for reexamination by a third party requester, any document

filed by either the patent owner or the third party requester must be served on the other party (or

parties where two or more third party requester proceedings are merged) in the reexamination

proceeding in the manner provided in 37 CFR 1.248. See 37 CFR 1.550.

Notification of Concurrent Proceedings

The patent owner is reminded of the continuing responsibility under 37 CFR l.S6S(a) to

apprise the Office of any litigation activity, or other prior or concurrent proceeding. involving

Patent No. 6,233,389 throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. The third party

requester is also reminded of the ability to similarly apprise the Office of any such activity or

proceeding throughout the course of this reexamination proceeding. See MPEP §§ 2207, 2282

and 2-286.

All correspondence relating to this ex parte reexamination proceeding should be directed:

By Mail to:

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent & Trademark Office
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P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

By FAX to:

(571) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

By hand:

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building '

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, ‘VA 22314

Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to the Central

 at telephone number (571) 272-7705.Fre Ferris Conferees:

Primary Examiner

AU 3992 5fl$1
55 /6
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Commissioner for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box use
Alexandria, VA 22313-1455

nu-uM.upto.gev

Sterne Kessler Goldstein & Fox, LLP

I 10 New York Avenue, NW. (For Patent Owner)

Washington, o.c. 2005

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500 ("For Requester)

Los Angeles, CA 90013

In re Barron er al. :

Reexamination Proceeding : DECISION ON PETITION

Control No.: 90f009,329 : UNDER 37 CFR 1.181

Filed: November 10, 2008 '

For: US. Patent No. 6,233,389

This is a decision on a petition filed by the patent owner on May 27, 2009 and third-party

requester‘s opposition thereto. The petition is entitled “PETITION OF PATENT OWNER

UNDER 35 USC §§ 1.181, 182 andfor 37 CFR L183...” [hereinafter “the petition’‘] and the

opposition is titled “OPPOSITION TO PATENT OWNER’S PETITION TO VACATE. ..”

[hereinafter “the opposition”] . The petition is treated as a petition under 37 CFR § 1.181 to

invoke the supervisory authority of the director.

The petition "is before the Director of the Central Reexaimination Unit.

The petition is dismissed with respect to vacating the order under 37 CFR § 1.181.

REVIEW OF RELEVANT FACTS

. US. Patent No. 6,233,339 issued on May 15, 2001.

. A request for ex parts reexamination of that patent, Control No. 90f007,?SO (“the ‘T50

proceeding”), was filed by a third party requester on October 17, 2005.

. In the "750 proceeding, a substantial new question ofpatentability was found with respect

to US. Patent 6,3 04,714 to Krause et al. (Order of Decemb_er 15, 2005).
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4. In the "750 proceeding, U.S. Patent 6,018,612 to Thomason et al. was cited along with

many other references in an information disclosure statement on March 7, 2006. The

citation was later initialed by the examiner.

. The present request for reexamination (“the ’329 proceeding“) was filed November [0,

2008. Reexamination of Claims 31 and 61 was requested in light of the Krause and

Thomason patents.

. The electronic record of the ’7S0 proceeding indicates that a certificate confirming the

patentability of Claims 1-61 issued on November l 1, 2008.

On January 7, 2009, reexamination was ordered in the ’329 proceeding. A substantial

new question of patentability was found with respect to a combination of the Krause and

Thomason patents (page 2).

. The petition was filed by patent owner on May 27, 2009.

. The opposition was filed by third-party requester on June [0, 2009.

DECISION

The present petition asks the USPTO to vacate the order of January 7, 2009. An order granting

reexamination is not a final agency action but is a determination that proceedings are to begin.

See Ham! v. Godici, 143 F. Supp. 2d 593, 597 (observing that the decision to grant
reexamination “is an intermediate, indeed initial, step in the agency process to resolve the

question of the validity of a patent”, and confirming that such a decision is not subject to judicial

review.)

Because this is ultimately an appealable issue, rather than an issue that is appropriately resolved

by petition. Patent owner’s proper recourse now is through response to any action on the merits.

Nonetheless, taken as a request for supervisory review, patent owner has not demonstrated error

by the examiner.

The Thomason reference, while cited in the '75!) proceeding, was not discussed by the examiner

in that proceeding. In 2002, 35 USC § 303 was amended to read “The existence of a substantial

new question of patentability is not precluded by the fact that a patent or printed publication was

previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office” (emphasis added). In the facts of

the ’329 proceeding, the Thomason reference was previously cited to the office along with
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roughly 200 other documents, but not discussed by the examiner‘. This is highlighted on page 2
of the opposition to this petition.

Patent owner asserts that “Statements such as those made by Primary Examiners Harvey and

Escalante when allowing claims over cited references must be taken objectively, at their face

value: that they considered all portions of the cited references they said were considered, and that

they determined that those references do not invalidate the claims for the expressly stated

reasons. In other words, examiners should not be forced to discuss in detail every single cited

reference by name.” While Patent Owner has demonstrated that the references were considered

by the Office, that alone fails to prohibit reexamination given section 303’s express language that

such prior consideration does not preclude the existence of a substantial new question.

Previously, the rule set forth in In re Porrola Packaging might have forbidden a reexamination
under these circumstances.

“Therefore, it must be presumed that the original examiner considered the Faulstich and

‘Hunter patents, both alone and in combination with each other and with all of the other cited
references, before allowing the original claims... Whether the earlier examination was

correct or not, reexamination of the same claims in light of the same references does not

raise a substantial new question of patentability, which is the statutory criterion for

reexamination.” (In re Portola Packaging, 1 10 F.3d 786)

However, the 2002 amendment to 35 USC § 303 reilected a deliberate decision by Congress to

overrule this decision. As such, a second reexamination may be ordered on references previously

cited andfor considered. This change was discussed in In re Swanson.

Thus, under § 303 (a) as amended, :1 reference may present a substantial new question even if

the examiner considered or cited a reference for one purpose in earlier proceedings. Nothing

in the statute creates an exception to this rule for references considered in the context ofa

rejection of prior claims. Indeed, such an exception would overwhelm the rule and thwart a

central purpose of the amendment, to overrule In re Portola Packaging. In that case, as here,

the issue was whether a piece of prior art relied on for a prior rejection could nevertheless

create a new question of patentability sufficient to warrant a reexamination. (In re Swanson,

540 F. 3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2008)

As the order granting reexamination identifies what feature was not found in the ‘750

reexamination (page 4), where those elements are shown in the Thornason reference (page 6),

and concludes that this feature would be important to a reasonable examiner (page 8), and as the

2002 amendment to 35 USC § 303 makes clear that references already of record may be used to

find that a substantial new question_of patentability is present, the decision of the examiner has
not been shown to be in error.

' A review of the record of the ‘750 proceeding did not reveal any specific discussion of Thomason. If such a
discussion exists it should be brought to the attention of the Office in a request for reconsideration of this petition.
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Accordingly, the petition is dismissed.

CONCLUSION

. The petition, taken as a petition under 3? CFR 1.181, is dismissed.

. Telephone inquiries related to this decision should be directed to essica Harrison,
Supervisory Patent Examiner, at (571) 272-4449 or in her absence to the undersigned at

(571) 272-3838.

. This decision is without prejudice to a request for reconsideration or higher-level review.
See MPEP 1002.02.

Gr" go A. Morse
Director

Central Reexamination Unit
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THIRD PARTY REQUESTER‘S CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS : MA"-ED

MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP 55p 1 4 2009
DAVID L. FEHRMAN

555 WEST FIFTH STREET

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013

CENTRAL REEXAMJNATIDN UN|T

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRAN SMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. : 90009329

PATENT NO. : 6233389

ART UNIT : 3992

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a

reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be

acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

_ Commissioner for PatentsUnited States Patent and Trademark Office
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 22313-1450
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Stenme Kessler Goldstein & Fox, LLP _

110 New York Avenue, NW. - (For patent Owner) MAILED
Washington, D.C. 2005 SEP 1 4 may

- Morrison & Foerster, LLP cENTHALREE><AM"W'°“““"

555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500 (For the Third-Party Requester)

Los Angeles, CA 90013

In re Barton et al. : DECISION DIMISSING

Ex Pane Reexamination Proceeding : PETITION FOR SUSPENSION

Control No.: 90f009,329 : OF EX PARTE

Filed: November 10, 2008 : REEXAMINATION

For: U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 : PROCEEDING

This is a decision on the petition under 37 CFR § 1.182 filed by the patent owner on May 27,

2009, requesting a temporary suspension of the above-identified ex parte reexamination

proceeding. '

The petition is before the Office of Patent Legal Administration.

The petition is dismissed.

DECISION

In the petition under 3'? CFR § 1.182, the patent owner requested the United States Patent and

Trademark Office (USPTO) to temporarily suspend prosecution of the above—identified

reexamination proceeding until the USPTO decides the concurrently filed “PETITION OF

PATENT OWNER UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.181, 182 ANDIOR 37 C.F.R. § 1.183 TO VACATE

THE ORDER GRANTING SECOND REEXAMINATION REQUEST” (hereinafter “the

concurrently filed petition"). The patent owner in the concurrently filed petition requested the

USPTO to vacate the reexamination order mailed on January '7, 2009, which has been treated as

a petition under 37 CFR § 1.181, to invoke the supervisory authority of the Director. On August

21, 2009, the USPTO mailed a decision on the concurrently filed petition, dismissing the petition

with respect to vacating the reexamination order mailed on January 7, 2009.

Since the concurrently filed petition that is relied upon by the patent owner as the basis for its

request for suspension has been decided, and there is no other justification offered by the patent

owner to suspend the examination in the above-identified reexamination proceeding, the petition

under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182, requesting a temporary suspension of the above-identified

reexamination proceeding, must be dismissed. 35 U.S.C. § 305 mandates that ex parte

reexamination proceedings must be conducted “with special dispatch within the Office."
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In view of the above and the fact situation presented by the present record, the patent owner’s

petition under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182, requesting a temporary suspension of the above-identified

reexamination proceeding, is dismissed.

CONCLUSION

The patent owner’s petition under 37 C.F.R. § 1.182 filed on May 2?, 2009, requesting a

temporary suspension of the above-identified reexamination proceeding, is dismissed.

Jurisdiction over the above-identified reexamination proceeding is being forwarded to the

Central Reexamination Unit (CRU) for further processing not inconsistent with this decision.

The USPTO mailed an Office action on August 3, 2009, which sets forth a two-month

shortened statutory period for response. This time period for response continues to run from

the mailing date of the Office action. Failure to respond within this time period for response

will result in termination of the proceeding and issuance of an ex parte reexamination
certificate in accordance with the Office action.

Telephone inquiries related to this decision should be directed to Joni Y. Chang, Senior Legal

Advisor, at (S'}'1) 272-‘N20.

Kenneth M. Schor

Senior Legal Advisor

Ofiiee of Patent Legal Administration
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Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a

reply has passed. no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be

acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).

PTOL-465 (Rev.0?~D4}
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Control No. Patent Under Reexamination

Ex Parts Reexamination interview Summary 9oloo9.329 6233389
Examiner Art Unit

Fred Ferris 3992

All participants (USPTO personnel, patent owner, patent owners representative}:

{1} Fred Ferris (PTO! (3) Jim Barton (iii/Oi, John Viiiasenor (UCLAI

(2) En‘c Keasel, Alex Kosowski [PTO1 (4) Edward Kessier, Lon‘ Gordon fstemefltesslerl

Date of Interview: 22 Segtember 2009

Type: a)I:I Telephonic b)I:] Video Conference
CJE Personal (copy given to: 1}I___I patent owner 2)|:I patent owner's representative)

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)E Yes e)I:I No.
If Yes. brief description: Slides

Agreement with respect to the claims f)I:I was reached. 9} was not reached. MD MA.
Any other agreementtsl are set forth below under "Description of the general nature of what was agreed to.. . ”

Claimis) discussed: 3‘! and 61.

Identification of prior art discussed: Thontason Krause.

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:
Patent owner presented an overview of the ‘.389 Patent and the claimed iimitations as their related to Figure 8
disclosing sources transforms, and sinks. PTO regresentitives expressed concern that the explanation based on
Figure 8 was too high level and indicated that arguments directed toward the process ofFigures 6 and 9 would be
more helpful in clarifiging any differences between the claimed subiect matter and the combination of Thomason and
l-(reuse.

(A fuller description. if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims
patentable, if available. must be attached. Also. where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
patentable is available, a summary thereof must be attached)

A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE PATENT OWNER'S

STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP § 2281). IF A RESPONSE TO THE
LAST OFFICE ACTION HAS ALREADY BEEN FILED, THEN PATENT OWNER IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO PROVIDE THE MANDATORY STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW

(37 CFR 1.560(b)). THE REQUIREMENT FOR PATENT OWNER'S STATEMENT CAN NOT BE WAIVED.
EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE GOVERNED BY 37 CFR 1.550{c).

IZ.flI’._i——I
U.5 Palottt and ‘Ira - ans Gtfioe

PTOL-474 (Rev. 04-01) 5:: Parts Reexamination Interview Summary Paper No. 20090922
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September 24, 2009 WRITER is Dmecr NUMBER:
(102) 772.35 so

INTERNETADDRESS:
EKE5SLER@5KGF.CDM

Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents Art Unit 3992

PO Box 1450 Confirmation Na.: 2859

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 Arm: Mail Stop Ex parfe Examination

Re: U.S. Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389

Control No. 90!009,329; Filing or 371(c) Date: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er al.

Our Ref: 25 l3.002REXO

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action are the following documents:

1. Petition for Extension of Time to File Response to First Office Action dated

August 3, 2009 Pursuant to 37 C.F.R, § 1.S50(c);

Certification of Service of Petition for Extension of Time to File Response to First

Office Action dated August 3, 2009 Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § I.550(c); and

Online Credit Card Payment Authorization in the amount of $200.00 to cover:

$200.00 Payment for Petition for Extension of Time to File Response to First

Office Action Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.550 (c).

The above-listed documents areflled eiectronicalty through EFS- Web.

In the event that extensions of time are necessary to prevent abandonment of this patent
application, then such extensions oftime are hereby petitioned.

Sterne, Kassie: Goldstein 8: F0): PLLC : 1100 NEW York Avenue, NW : Washington, DC 20005 2 20Z.3?‘l.2600 I ZG2.3?1.254{} 1 \.«wwu.s1(g‘:.com
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Commissioner for Patents

September 24, 2009

Page 2

Fee payment is provided through onlinc credit card payment. The U5. Patent and

Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

21111 J. Kessler

Attorney for Applicants

Registration No. 25,688

E]Klj dp

Enclosure(s)IU33Sl9.v}

Sterne, Kessier, Goldstein 1?: Fox >11 ac. .' 1100 New York Avenue NW 2 Washington, DC 20005 : 202,3?'|.26OD 2 202.371.2540 ‘. w\rU\-'v.SRgi.corrI
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexamination of: Confirmation No; 2859

U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 Art Unit: 3992

Control No.: 90/009,329 Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2SI3.002REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping

System

Petition for Extension of Time to File Response to First Office Action

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(c)

Attn: Central Reexamination Unit
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to 37 CPR. § l.5S0(c), the patent owner, TiVo Inc. ("TiVo"),

hereby petitions for a one month extension of time to reply to the first Office Action

issued on August 3, 2009 in the above captioned case. The new deadline for response

in the case would be November 3, 2009. A petition fee under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(g) has

been submitted with the present petition.

Upon notification that an Office Action issued in the present reexamination,

TiVo and its undersigned counsel (collectively "TiVo") took the following actions to

prepare a full and complete response to the Office Action. First, TiVo sought to find

a qualified technical expert to assist with an analysis of the technical issues. Second,

TiVo began to collect evidence of secondary considerations of non-obviousness,

including, but not limited to, evidence of commercial success of the claimed

invention. In addition, TiVo began to prepare evidence and a demonstration to be

used at an anticipated interview that TiVo planned to conduct with the Examiners.
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By about August 10, 2009, TiVo retained the services of Dr. John Villasenor

to assist with a technical analysis of the Office Action, the '389 patent at issue, and the

two references applied to reject claim 31 and 61 of the '389 patent. Since retaining

Dr. Villasenor, TiVo has worked diligently to conduct its technical analysis and to

prepare for the anticipated interview.

The '389 patent is currently involved in litigation with the Request-nr, Dish

Network Corporation (successor to EchoStar Communictions Corp.), TiVo Inc. v.

EchoStar Communications Corporation, at al. The contempt phase of this litigation

is currently on appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. A hearing is

expected later this year. Therefore, as part of TiVo's preparation for the response to

the Office Action, TiVo's undersigned counsel and Dr. Villasenor have worked

closely with TiVo's litigation counsel to avoid the possibility of taking contlicting

positions between the litigation and this reexamination.

On September 22, 2009, TiVo conducted an interview with Primary

Examiners Ferris and Kosowski and Supervisory Patent Examiner (SPE) Keasel to

discuss the TiVo invention as embodied in the ‘389 patent, and more particularly, in

claims 31 and 6]. TiVo also presented arguments in support of its position that

neither the Thornason nor Krause references, whether considered separately or in any

rational combination, render claims 31 or 61 obvious under 35 U.S.C. §l03(a).

During the course of the interview, the Examiners made suggestions as to

what they believed should be incorporated into a written response to the Office Action

to permit them to give favorable consideration to TiVo's arguments. In order to

comply with the Examiner's suggestions, and to enable TiVo to gather the evidence

necessary to support its secondary consideration position, TiVo requires additional

time beyond the current due date of October 3, 2009
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Based on the foregoing, TiVo respectfully submits that the current

circumstances represent “sufficient cause” under 37 C.F.R. § 1.530. TiVo therefore

respectfully requests that this Petition be granted and that the time period for response

be extended by one month.

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE ER LDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

Edward J. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Lori A. Gordon

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 50,633

Date: September 24, 2009

1 100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

10334} (Ll .DOC
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Patent Under Reexamination: U.S. Patent NO. 6,233,339
Reexamination Control NIL: 90/009,329

Examiner: Ferris, Frederick
Art Unit: 3992

Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

TO FILE RESPONSE TO FIRST OFFICE ACTION PURSUANT TO 37 C.F.R,

§ 1.550(C)

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(1), the undersigned, on behalf Of the

Patent Owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the Third

Party Requester by first class mail On September 24, 2009. The name and address of

the attorney representing the Third Party Requester served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

MORRISON Sr. FOERSTER LLP

555 West Fifth Street, Suit 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfizlly submitted,

, GOLDSTEIN & Fox P.L.L.C.

d I . Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration NO. 25,688

Date: September 24, 2009

1 100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600
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Filing Date: 10-Nov-2008

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

First Named lnventormpplica nt Name: 6233389

Attorney Docket Number: 2513.002REXO
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90009329

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM
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Customer Number: 261 1 ‘I

Filer: Edward J. Kessler
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexamination of:

James M. BARTON et al. Examiner: Fred 0. Ferris, III

Application No.: 90;'009,329 A1'tUnit: 3992

Filed: November 10, 2008

For: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

NOTICE UNDER 3'? C.F.R. 1.565 AND IVIPEP 2282

MS Ex Parte Reexam

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

The above-identified reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,2333 89 is co-pending with an

action styled T1' Va, Inc. v. EchoS!ar Corp, er al. in the United States District Court for the Eastern

District of Texas. The litigation is currently on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit. The Federal Circuit recently posted its calendar indicating that the appeal will be

heard on November 2. The relevant portion of the calendar announcement is attached.

The Requester petitions for any required relief and authorizes the Commissioner to charge

the cost of such petitions andfor other fees due in connection with the filing of this document to

Deposit Account No. 03-1952.

Dated: September 25, 2009 Respectfully submitted,

By Dan ti. Gad/—\
David L. Fehrman

Registration No.: 28,600
MORRISON & FOERSTER LLP

555 West Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, California 90013

(213) 892-5601
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The undersigned, on behalf of the Requester, hereby certifies that a copy ofeach of the

following documents:

1. Transmittal Letter (1 page);

2. Notice Under 37 CPR. § 1.565 and MPEP 2282 (2 pages, including this certificate);

3. A portion of the Federal Circuit's Calendar Announcement (1 page)

was served on the Patent Owner via first class mail on September 25, 2009. The name and address

of the party served is as follows: Edward Kessler, Sterne Kessler Goldstein Fox, 1100 New York

Ave, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

wgag g 7@._,t/\
David L; Fehrrnan

la-1046839
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Federal Circuit | Pending Argument Calendar Page 4 of 7

Panel L: Thursday, October 0, 2009, 10:00 A.M., Courtroom 203

2009-3046 MSPB DOMINGUEZ V OPM [argued]
2009-1005 DCT VERIZON SERVICES V Cox FIBERNET [argued]
2009-5025 CFC CNG TRANSMISSION V US [argued]
2009-3205 MSPB CARSON V ENERGY [on the briefs]
2009-1215 DCT AVID IDENTIFI V CRYSTAL IMPORT [on the briefs]
2009-3198 MSPB BENFIELD v ARMY [on the briefs]

Panel M: Thursday, October S, 2009, 2:00 P.M., Courtroom 201

2009-1091 DCT SMITH & NEPHEW V ARTHREX [argued]
2009-5030 CFC FORBES V US [argued]
2009-1237 DCT INTL SEAWAY V WALGREENS [argued]
2009-3041 MSPB MYNARD V OPM [on the briefs]
2009-3199 MSPB WINFIELD V VA [on the briefs]

Panel N: Friday, October 9, 2009, 10:00 A.M., Courtroom 201

2009-1095 DCT JOYAL PRODUCTS V JOHNSON ELECTRIC [argued]
2009-3103 MSPB HARDING V VA [argued]
2009-5059 CFC YANT V US [argued]
2009-3071 MSPB DORSEY V OPM [on the briefs]
2009-3203 MSPB FLOCH V VA [on the briefs]

Panel 0: Friday, October 9, 2009, 10:00 A.M_, Courtroom 402

2009-1079 DCT MONSANTO COMPANY V DAVID [argued]
2009-1172 PTO COLD WAR MUSEUM v COLD WAR AIR [argued]
2009-3112 MSPB JARDIM V ARMY [argued]
2009-3132 MSPB MAPLES V 0PM [on the briefs]
2009-3205 MSPB WALL V 0PM [on the briefs]

Panel P: Friday, October 9, 2009, 10:00 A.M., Courtroom 203

2009-1102 DCT ADVANCED MAGNETIC V ROME FASTENER [argued]
2009-1142 DCT INTELLECT SCIENCE V sour ELECTRON [argued]
2009-1223 PTO IN RE ROTH ' [argued]
2009-3151 MSPB WILEY V MSPB [argued]
2009-3137 MSPB ROSS V MSPE [on the briefs]
2009-3203 MSPB BAKER V ARMY [on the briefs]

STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

November Calendar Announcement

(This calendar is subject to revision.)

rev. 9/22/2009

Panel A: Monday, November 2, 2009, 10:00 A.M., Courtroom 201

2009-1022 DCT MEDIA TECHOLOGIES V UPPER DECK [argued]
2009-7037 CVA DOUGLAS V DVA [argued]
2009-5053 CFC TEKNOWLEDGE CORPORATION V US [argued]
2009-1374 DCT TIVO V ECHOSTAR [argued]
2009-5093 CFC THOMAS V US [on the briefs]

http:f/www.cafc.uscourtagov/cal0ndar.h1Inl 9f2S/2009
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES [IEFARTMENT OI‘ COMMERCE
United Slates Pnleul and Trndunark 0I'l'Ice
Mdress: COMMISSIONER FOR PATIENTS

PO. Box I-I50
Alcxnndrin. Vlrginh 223]]-I-Iivflww'w.n1pI:I.gnv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTDR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION H0.

9OIDD9,329 I If I DJ'2lJ08 6233339 25 I 3.|IIl}2RE.Xfl 2859

26! 1| 1590 GOIJDJQDO9 EXAMINER

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.
1100 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W.

WASHINGTON, DC 20005 ”"’E'”‘”'“*‘E"*

DATE MAILED: B9130-’2Dl}‘J

Please find below andfor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. I CV03}
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~ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Commissioner for Patents
United States Patents and Trademark Office

P.0.B-on I450
Alexandria. VA 12313-I450

www_usptn.gov

THIRD PARTY REQUESTERS CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

MORRISON Sc FOERSTER LLP
MAILED

DAVID L. FEHRMAN

555 WEST FIFTH STREET SEP 3 U 2009

L05 ANGELE5= CA 90013 CENTRAL asoowirimnon UNIT

EX PARTE REEXAMINATION COMMUNICATION TRANSMITTAL FORM

REEXAMINATION CONTROL NO. : 90009329

PATENT NO. : 6233389

ART UNIT : 3992

Enclosed is a copy of the latest communication from the United States Patent and Trademark

Office in the above identified ex parte reexamination proceeding (37 CFR 1.550(f)).

Where this copy is supplied after the reply by requester, 37 CFR 1.535, or the time for filing a

reply has passed, no submission on behalf of the ex parte reexamination requester will be

acknowledged or considered (37 CFR 1.550(9)).
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

commissioner for Patent:
United states Patent and Trademark office

13.0. Box 1450
Alexandria , VA 22 313- 1450

 Sfl

Edward J Kessler :

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN I (For Patent Owner)
& FOX P.L.L.C. :

1100 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W. : MA”_ED
WASHINGTON DC 20005 :

SEP 3 02009

David L Fehrman : CENTRAL "EEXAMiNflTt0N UNIT
MORRISON & FOERSTER, LLP : (For Third Party Requester)
555 WEST FIFTH STREET '

SUITE 3500

LOS ANGELES, CA 90013-1024

In re: Barton er atia : DECISION

Ex Pane Reexamination Proceeding : GRANTING

Control No. 90/009,329 : PETITION FOR EXTENSION

Deposited: 10 November 2009 1 OF TIME

For: US Patent No. 6,233,389 : 37 CFR §§ 1.550(c) & 1.181

This is a decision on the 24 September 2009, "Petition for Extension of Time to File Response to

First Office Action Pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.550(c)" requesting that the time for responding to the

non—finaI Office action mailed 03 August 2009, be extended by one (1) month extension of time. The

petition was timely filed on 24 September 2009. The petition included the required petition fee

pursuant to 3'? CFR § l.17(g) and certificate of service.

The petition is before the Director of the Central Reexamination Unit for consideration.

The petition is gamed for the reasons set forth below.

DISCUSSION

The Patent Owner requests the period of time be extended in which to file a

response to the Office action mailed 03 August 2009, which set a two (2) month date for

filing a response thereto. The Office action is a non-final Office action. The petition for

extension of time was timely filed on 24 September 2009 with appropriate fee according to 37 CFR

§1.17(s).

The extension of time is granted
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3'7 CFR§ 1.550 {c ) states:

(c) The time for taking any action by a patent owner in an ex pm-re reexamination

proceeding will be extended only for sufficient cause and for a reasonable time

specified. Any request for such extension must be filed on or before the day on

which action by the patent owner is clue, but in no case will the mere filing of a

request effect any extension. Any request for such extension must be accompanied by

the petition fee set forth in § '1.17(g). See § 1.30-’-l(a) for extensions of time for filing a

notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit or for

commencing a civil action.

Addressing the requirement of 37 CFR § 1.550 (c ) to make a showing of “sufficient cause"

to grant an extension of time request, MPEP 2265 states, in pertinent part:

Evaluation of whether sufficient cause has been shown for an extension must be made

in the context of providing the patent owner with a fair opportunity to present an

argument against any attack on the patent, and the requirement of the statute (35

U.S.C. § 305) that the proceedings be conducted with special dispatch.

Any request for an extension of time in a reexamination proceeding must fully state
the reasons therefor.

MPEP 2265 (in-part)

Any request for an extension of time in a reexamination proceeding must fully state

the reasons there for. The reasons must include (A) a statement ofwhat action the

patent owner has taken to provide a response, to date as of the date the request for

extension is submitted, and (B) why, in spite of the action taken thus far, the

requested additional time is needed. The statement of (A) must provide a factual

accounting of reasonably diligent behavior by all those responsible for preparing a

response to the outstanding Office action within the statutory time period.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The patent owner's representative petition to extend the period for response by adding one (1) month

to the period for response. The decision to extend the period for response is evaluated based upon a

showing of “sufficient cause." There is always the consideration to balance the need for the patent

owner to have a fair opportunity to respond to the Office action between the need for special

dispatch.
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The petitioner has demonstrated “sufficient cause" the petition outlining the factual accounting of

reasonably diligent behavior by those responsible for preparing a response as well as the need for a

technical expert to discuss the need for evidence of non-obviousness by secondary considerations
including but not limited to evidence of commercial success.

The petition request to extend the response time is hereby granted.

CONCLUSION

The patent owner's petition for extension of time is hereby granted.

The time for response to the nonsfinal Office action is extended by one [1 Q month

The Patent Owner's response is due 03 November 2009.

Response andfor submissions to the Office to change the correspondence address or

power of attorney in the record of the patent should be addressed as follows:

By Mail to: Mail Stop Ex Parse Reexam
Central Reexamination Unit

Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent 8: Trademark Office

P. O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

(5731) 273-9900
Central Reexamination Unit

Customer Service Window

Randolph Building

401 Dulany Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit such correspondence

via the electronic filing system EFS-Web, at

https::’;‘sportal .u sgto. govfauthen ti catelau thenticateuserlocalep f‘.htrn l. EFS-Web

offers the benefit of quick submission to the particular area of the Office that

needs to act on the correspondence. Also, EFS-Web submissions are “sofi
scanned" (i.e., electronically uploaded) directly into the official file for the

reexamination proceeding, which offers parties the opportunity to review the

content of their submissions after the “soft scanning" process is complete.
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Telephone inquiries with regard to this decision should be directed to Mark Reinhart,

at (571) 272-1611, in the event that Mark Reinhart is unavailable Eric Keasel at (571)

272-4929, or Jessica Harrison at (571) 279-4449; all are Supervisory Patent

Examiners in the Central Reexamination Unit, Art Unit 3992 may also be contacted..

{Mark Reinhartz’

for

Gregory Morse

Director,
Central Reexamination Unit 3999
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: Confirmation No; 2859

U.S. Patent 6,233,389

Art Unit: 3992

Reexarn Control No.: 90/009,329

Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick

Filed: November 10, 2008

Atty.Docket: 25l3.002REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Reply to Office Action in Ex Parre Reexamination and

Statement of Substance of Interview under 37 C.F.R. § 1.560

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

In reply to the Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination dated July 30, 2007, the

Patent Owner, TiVo Inc. (hereafter "TiVo") submits the following Listing of Claims and

Remarks.

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.560, TiVo submits the following Statement of

Substance of Interview conducted on September 22, 2009, between Primary Examiners

Ferris and Kosowski, and Supervisory Primary Examiner Keasel, and Patent Owner's

representatives, James Barton, co-inventor and co-founder of TiVo, Dr. John Villasenor,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Los Angeles, TiVo's

technical expert, and Edward I. Kessler and Lori A. Gordon, counsel for TiVo.

It is not believed that extensions of time beyond those already requested and

granted or other fees are required. However, if any fees are necessary to prevent

abandonment of this application, then such fees are hereby petitioned and hereby

authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.
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Listing ofrhe Patent Claims

A listing ofthe status ofeach claim under reexamination is provided below.

31. (original patent claim) A process for the simultaneous storage and play back

of multimedia data, comprising the steps of:

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts

broadcast data from an input device, parses video and audio data fiotn said broadcast

data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio

data from said physical data source;

providing a transforrn object, wherein said transform object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers

from said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform
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providing a control object, wherein said control object receives commands

from a user, said commands control the flow ofthe broadcast data through the system;

and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

61. (original patent claim) An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play

back of multimedia data, comprising;

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast

data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast data, and

temporarily stores said video and audio data;

a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio data from

said physical data source;

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data

streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from said

transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;
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wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a control object, wherein said control object receives commands from a user,

said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.
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Remarks

Independent claims 31 and 61 are currently pending in the reexamination

proceeding of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389 ("the ‘389 patent"). Claims 1-30 and 32-60

were previously confirmed in Reexamination Contlttl No. 90/007,750, filed October 17,

2005. Additionally, claims 31 and 61 were confirmed in the prior reexamination. TiVo

objects to this reexamination proceeding generally for the reason that the Requester has

not presented a substantial new question of patentability with respect to claims 31 and

61. Nor has the USPTO found sua sporxre a substantial new question of patentability.

Based on the following remarks, TiVo respectfully requests that the Examiner

reconsider all outstanding rejections on the remaining claims, and that they be

withdrawn.

Statement of.S'ubstance ofInterview

TiVo thanks Examiners Ferris, Keasel, and Kosowski for the courtesy extended

to TiVo's representatives, James M. Barton, John D. Villasenor, Edward J. Kessler, and

Lori A. Gordon, during the interview conducted on September 22, 2009.

During the interview, TiVo's representatives explained how the invention defined

by claims 31 and 61 operates, the differences between the invention of claims 31 and 61

and the cited references, U.S. Patent No. 6,018,612 to Thomason, er al ("Thornason"),

and US. Patent No. 5,949,948 to Krause, er al ("Krause"), and why it would not have

been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention of claims 31 and

61 was made to combine Thomason and Krause and thereby am've at the claimed

invention. The Examiner's Statement of the Interview states:

-5-
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PTO representatives expressed concern that the explanation based on

Figure 8 was too high level and indicated that arguments directed toward

to [sic] process of Figures 6 and 9 would be more iielpfid in clarifying

any difierences between the claimed subject matter and the combination

ofThomason and Krause.

Ex Parte Reexamination Interview Summary, page 3.

TiVo notes that FIG. 6 "is a schematic diagram of the construction of a PBS

buffer." In addition, FIG. 9 represents an embodiment specifically related to flow control

aspects of the claim discussion below.

11. Overview ofthe '3-89 Parent

The '3 89 patent describes a multimedia time warping method and apparatus for

simultaneously storing and playing back multimedia data. As described in the ‘I389

patent, a source object extracts video and audio data from a physical data source. A

transform object stores data streams onto and retrieves data streams from a storage

device. The source object, which is automatically controlled by the transform object,

obtains a buffer from the transforrn object, converts video data into data streams and fills

the buffer with the data streams. A sink object, which is also automatically controlled by

the transform object, obtains data stream buffers from the t1'a:nsforIr1 object and outputs

the data streams to a video and audio decoder. The decoder converts the streams into

display signals. A control object receives commands from a user, which control the flow

ofthe broadcast data through the system. The control object sends flow command events

to the source, transform, and sink objects. (See '3 39 patent, 2: 15-33.)

The use of the source object, transform object, and sink object as described above

allows for the simultaneous storing and playback of multimedia data. (See Barton

Declaration, 1] 7.) As described in the ‘339 patent, one embodiment of the invention

-5-
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receives television broadcast signals in any of a multitude of formats (e.g., NTSC,

ATSC, DSS or DB3) and converts the received signals into an MPEG formatted stream

for internal transfer and manipulation. (‘389 patent, 3:64 — 4:2.)

III. Rejection Under 35 U.S.C. §I03

Claims 31 and 61, the only claims at issue in this reexamination proceeding, have

been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as allegedly being unpatentable over Thornason in

view of Krause. TiVo respectfully traverses this rejection.

A. Summary ofPrinciple A rjguments

1. The combination of Thomason and Krause fails to disclose “[a]

source object automatically flow controlled by [a] transform object” as recited in

claims 31 andfil.

2. The combination of Thomason and Krause fails to disclose “[21]

sink object . . . automatically flow controlled by [a] transform object" as recited in claims

31 and 51.

3. Combining Krause with Thomason adds nothing of value to

Thornason and would fimdamentally and impermissibly change the principle of

operation ofThornason .

TiVo points out here that at the present time it is relying primarily on the above»

identified arguments in support of patentability of claims 3] and 61. TiVo believes that

these areas of distinction of claims 31 and 61 over the cited references are more than

sufficient to establish the patentability of claims 31 and 61. Additional arguments

directed to further areas of difference between the invention of claims 31 and 61 and the
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cited references can also be made. TiVo reserves the right to present such additional

arguments if or when it becomes necessary to do so.

8. Similarity ofClaims 31 and 61

Claims 31 and 61 are similar in that the substance of the relevant portions of the

two claims, as discussed in more detail below, are nearly identical. Thus claims 31 and

61 will treated together for purposes of the following arguments.

IPC Detailed Discussion ofArguments

A. "~§'ource Object".

The Office Action states;

Examiner note: The recited “source object" is interpreted to mean data

fi-om a source (e.g. [sic] a Media switch) is placed in a bufer. (389

patent at 8:43-45).

(Office Action, p. 6 referring to claim 31; Office Action, p. 13, referring

to claim 61.)

The text from the ‘389 patent cited in the Office Action in support of this

construction states that “[t]he source object 90] takes data out of a physical data source,

such as the Media Switch, and places it into a PBS buffer." ('389 patent, 8:43-45.) While

this text describes one of the actions that can be taken by the source object, the source

object acts, and is acted on, in the system in other ways as well. (See Villasenor

Declaration, ll 26.) I

In relevant part, claim 31 recites:

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video

and audio data from saidphysical data source;

' References to "Villasenor Declaration" are to specific paragraphs of the
Declaration of John D. Villasenor, submitted herewith as Appendix A.

-3-
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providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores

and retrieves data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform
object, said source object converts video data into data streams and

fills said buffer with said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object,-

('389 patent, 14:59-67.)(emphasis added.)

Similarly, claim 61 in relevant part recites:

a source oiyfect, wherein said source object extracts video and audio

datafrom saidphysical data source;

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves

‘ data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a bajffer from said transform

object, said source object converts video data into data streams and

fills said bu_fl"er with said’ streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

('3 89 patent, 18:9-18.)(emphasis added.)

It is clear that the "source object" as claimed in the '389 patent does much more

than place data fi'om a source in a buffer as stated in the Office Action. Thus the

interpretation of “source object" presented in the Office Action is improper. (See

Villasenor Declaration, 1] 26.)

B. Wzomason does not disclose a "source object" as claimed.

Thomason is directed specifically to combining an input and output buffer

memory into a single memory (element 35 in figure 1). (Villasenor Declaration, 11 22)

The Office Action alleges that the operation of DMA controller 31 under the

supervision of microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the "source object" recited in claims

31 and 6]. Specifically, the Office Action states:
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[1'_']he operation ofthe DMA controller 31 and microprocessor .24 through

software meets the recited source object step as the operation transfers

video and audio data from the physical data sourse, i.e., buffer 4, to
buffer memory 35.

(Office Action, page 6, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 13,

referring to claim 61)

Thornason discloses that the operation ofDMA controller 3] under the

supervision ofH1 icroprocessor 24 - i.e., the source object. . .

(Office Action, page 7, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 14,

referring to claim 61)

The Office Action fiirther alleges that the operation of DMA controller 32 as

supervised by microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the "transform object" recited in claims

31 and 61. Specifically, the Office Action states:

[tjhe operation ofDMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 24

— :'.e., the transform object. . . .

(Office Action, page 7, referring to claim 31; Ofiice Action, pages 14-15,

referring to claim 61.)

Wzomason discloses transferring a data stream from main memory 36 to

baflfer memory 35 through the operation of DM/I controller 32 and

microprocessor 24, 1‘. e_, the transform object.

(Office Action, page 8, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 15,

referring to claim 61.)

In discussing the claim element "wherein said source object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object," the Office Action states:

Automatic flow control is taught in Tltomason by teaching that data is

automatically buflered {e.g. seylregulated) from bufler 4 to buffer

memory 3'5 until the main memory 36 is available to receive data. (Col. 4,
lines 43-51).

(Office Action, page 7, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 15,

referring to claim 61; parentheses and citation in the original).

The portion of Thomason cited in the Office Action is reproduced below.

-10-
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Data arrives at the input terminaf 50for storage on the main memory 36,
but as the disk in the main memory 36 may be temporarily busy for

onother operation, the data arriving will be buffered in input buffer 35a,

by applying the data to the input 59a ofsaid input buffer 35a. As soon as

the disk is capable of receiving the data, the data stored in the input

bufi"er 35a is supplied to the output 510! of the buffer 35a and appiied to

the input 54 ofthe main memory 36, for storage on the disk.

(Thomason, 4:43-51 .)

Nowhere does Thomason disclose or suggest the control of data flow from

buffers 4 into the "input data“ side of buffer 35 as argued in the Office Action.

(Villasenor Dec. 23). In contrast, the design in Thomason is explicitly aimed at a system

in which there is no flow control into buffer 35 from buffers 4. (See Villasenor Dec. 23)

The claim element

“wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object”

requires that the transform object act to carry out flow control of the source object.

Nothing in the Thomason text at 4:43-51 or elsewhere in Thomason teaches or suggests

that "the operation of DMA controller 31 under the supervision of microprocessor 24" -

the elements of Thomason that the Office Action has identified as the source object — is

automatically flow controlled by "[t]he operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by

microprocessor 24" - the elements ofThon1ason that the office action has identified as

the transform object.

The portion of Thornason cited in the Office Action as showing the “wherein said

source object is automatically flow controlled by said transforrn object” claim element as

it allegedly relates to the main memory (“until the main memory 36 is available to

receive data") pertains to operations of Thomason occurring downstream from, and

after, the transfer ofdata from buffers 4 to buffer 35. The action of DMA controller 31 in

-11-
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transferring data from buffers 4 to buffer 35, or the action of microprocessor 24 in

instructing DMA controller 31 to perform this transfer, do not constitute “automatic flow

control” of the storage data pipeline. (See Villasenor Declaration, 1] 31.)

By contrast, the '389 patent specifically describes automatic flow control

involving, for example, the need for the source object to obtain a buffer from the

(downstream) transform object, and explains that the se1f—regulating pipeline associated

with storage in this design has automatic flow control:

To obtain the buffer, the source object 901 asks the down stream object in

his ptpeline for a bufler (alIocEmptyBufl. The source object 901 is

blocked until there is sufficient memory. This means that the pgoeline is

selfregulating,‘ it has automaticflow control. {"389 patent, 8:45-49)

(See Villasenor Declaration, 11 32.)

In fact, Thomason teaches away from controlling the flow of data between

buffers 4 and buffer memory 35- Thomason describes the movement of data from

buffers 4 to buffer memory 35 with the assistance of DMA controller 31 in passive

terms, e.g.: “Data arrives at the input terminal 50 for storage on the main memory 36, but

as the disk in the main memory 36 may be temporarily busy for another operation, the

data arriving will be baflered in input buffer 35a, by applying the data to the input’ 59a

afsatd input buffer 35a. ” (Thomason, 4:43-47, emphasis added). There is no teaching

in Thornason that a transform object interacts with a source object involved in the flow

of data into buffer 35a in any way when main memory 36 "may be temporarily busy for

another operation."

In summary, Thomason cannot be read to disclose the claimed feature of

"wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object."
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Krause is not cited for and does not teach or suggest "flow control" in the context

of either Thomason's teaching or of claims 31 and 61. Krause caimot be relied on to

provide the teaching missing from Thomason that the "source object is automatically

flow controlled by said transform object." Therefore, Thomason and Krause, whether

considered separately or in any rational combination, fail to disclose or suggest that the

"source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object" as recited in

claims 31 and 61.

C. "Sink Object "'

The Office Action states that the "claimed ‘sink object‘ relates to transferring data

streams from buffer memory where a ‘sink‘ simply consumes data from a buffer."

(Office Action, p- 8 referring to claim 31; Office Action, p- 16 referring to claim 61.)

The text from the '389 patent cited in the Office Action in support of this interpretation

states that “sinks 803 consume buffers of data.” (‘389 patent, 7:50.) While this text

describes an action taken by the sink object, the sink object acts, and is acted on, in the

system in other ways as well, as shown in the following excerpts from claim 31:

provz'di'ng a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data

stream bufiers from said transform object and outputs said
streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals

and sends said signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

('389 patent, 15:3-9.)

Similarly, claim 61 recites:

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream

buflers from said transform object and outputs said streams to a
video and audio decoder;

-13-
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wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals

and sends said signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

('389 patent, 18: 19-25.)

See also ‘339 patent, 8:52-59.

It is clear that the "sink object" as disclosed and claimed in the "389 patent does

much more than the limited fiinction suggested by the Office Action. Thus the

interpretation of “sink object” presented in the Office Action is improper. (See Villasenor

Declaration, '|i 36.)

D. Thomason does not disclose a "sink object" as claimed.

As discussed above, both claims 31 and 61 specifically require that the “sink

object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object." This claim element

requires that the transform object act to carry out flow control of the sink object.

Thomason fails to disclose the element of “wherein said sink object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object” recited in claims 31 and 61 of the 389 patent.

The Office Action alleges that the operation of DMA controller 33 and

microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the “sink object" recited in claims 31 and 61.

Specifically, the Office Action states:

[Tflie operation ofDMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24 meets

the sink object step as it operates to transfer data streams from variable

buffer memory 35 to bufler 14.

(Office Action, p. 8., referring to claim 31; Office Action, 13. 15, referring
to claim 61.)

Thomason discloses setylregularion in that data is btyferedfiom bufier 4

to buffer memory 35 until the main memory 36 is available to receive

data. (See, e.g., Col. 4, fines 43-51) 7718 some process applies between Ike

transform object and the sink object as data is transferred from buffer
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memory 35 to bufier J4 umil the main memory is available to output data.

(See Col. 4., lines 52-61)

(Office Action, page 9, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 16,

referring to claim 61; parentheses in original).

As discussed above, the Office Action alleges that the operation of DMA

controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the “tra.nsforrn object”

recited in claims 31 and 61. Specifically, the Office Action states:

[Uhe operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor
24 - i.e., the transform object. . . _

(Office Action, page 7, referring to claim 31; Office Action, pages 14-15,

referring to claim 61.)

The-mason discloses transferring a data stream from main memory 36 to

bujjler memory 35 through the operation of DMA controller 32 and

microprocessor 24, Le, the transform object.

(Office Action, page 8, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 15,

referring to claim 61.}

In discussing the claim element “wherein said sink object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object, ” the Office Action states:

Ihomason discloses self-regulation in that data is bu_)_"?”ered from bufer 4

to bufier memory 35 until the main memory 36 is available to receive

data. (See, e.g., Col. 4. lines 43-51) The some process applies between the

transform object and the sink object as data is transferred from bufler

memory 35 to buffer 14 until the main memory is available to output data.
(See Col. 4., lines 52-61)

(Office Action, page 9, referring to claim 31; Office Action, page 16,

referring to claim 61; parentheses in original).

The cited Thomason text from col. 4, lines 52-61 in turn states:

Data will also be regularly requestedfrom the main memory disk 36 to be

displayed on the TV screen. Again the disk may be temporarily busyfor

another operation. Dora stored in the ouqaut bufler 35b is now supplied

to the output 51b and thus applied to the output terminal 53 so as to

enable continuity of viewing for the user. As soon as the disk is capable

ofsupplying data, the data stored on the disk is suppfieo’ to the output 56
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ofthe main memory 36 and applied to the input 595 ofrhe output buffer

memory 351’), for storage in the output bufler 35b.

(Thornason, 4:52-61, emphasis added)

Nowhere does Thomason disclose or suggest the control of data from the "output

data" side of buffer 35 into buffers 14 as argued in the Office Action. (See Villasenor

Dec. 23). In contrast, the design in Thoinason is explicitly aimed at a system in which

there is no flow control into buffer 35 from buffers 14. (See Villase-nor Declaration, '[|

38.)

The claim element

"wherein Said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said’

transform object"

requires that the transform object act to carry out flow control of the sink object. Nothing

in the Tlioniason text at 4:52-61 or in Thornason generally teaches or suggests that "the

operation of DMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24" - the elements of Thoiznasoii

that the Office Action has identified as the sink object - is automatically flow controlled

by "[t]he operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 24" - the

elements ofThoniason that the office action has identified as the transfonn object.

The portion of Thornason cited in the Office Action as showing the “wherein said

sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object" claim element as it

allegedly relates to the main memory (“until the main memory is available to output

data”) pertains to operations of Thomason occurring upstream of, and before, the transfer

of data from buffer 35 to buffer 14. The action of DMA controller 33 in transferring data

from buffer 35 to buffer 14, or the action of microprocessor 24 in instructing DMA

controller 33 to perform this transfer, do not constitute “automatic flow control” of the

playback data pipeline. (See Villasenor Declaration, 1] 38)
_ 15 _
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By contrast, the '389 patent describes automatic flow control involving the need

for the sink object to obtain a buffer from the (upstream) transform object:

The sink 903 isflow controlled as well. It calls nexiFaI!Bufwhich tells the

transform 902 that it is readyfor the nexrfiiled bufler. This operation can

block the sink 903 until a bufier is ready. When the sin}: 903 is finished

with a buffer (i.e.. it has consumed the data in the buffer) it calls

reIeaseEmpIyBuf ReIeaseErnptyBafgives the bufer back to the tr-ansfonn

902. The transform 902 can then hand that buffer, for example, back to

the source object 901 to fill up again. In addition to the automatic flow-

controi benefit of this method. it also provides for limiting the amount of

memory dedicated to buffers by allowing enforcement of a fixed

allocation of baflers by a transform. This is an important feature in

achieving :1 cost-effective limited DRAM environment. ('38? patent. 8:52-
65)

A person of ordinary skill in the art would not conclude that the “sink object”

(microprocessor 24 and DMA controller 33) as identified in the Office Action is

“automatically flow controlled by said transfonn object,” as required by claims 31 and

61. To the contrary, Thomason teaches away from this, as it describes the movement of

data fiom the output side of buffer 35 to buffer 14 with the assistance of DMA controller

33 in passive terms (c.g “[a]n adequate supply of data per channel must always be

prcscnt in the buffer memory 35 to be able to keep up with the demand;" see The-mason,

4:13-15) as explained earlier. (See Villasenor Declaration, 1] 40.)

Krausc does not teach or suggest "flow control" in the context of either

Thomason's teaching or of claims 31 and 6]. Krausc cannot be relied on to provide the

teaching missing from Thomason that the "sink object is automatically flow controlled

by said transform object." Therefore, Thomason and Krausc, whether considered

separately or in any rational combination, fail to disclose or suggest that the "sink obj act

is automatically flow controlled by said transform object" as recited in claims 31 and 61.

(See Villascnor Declaration, ll 41.)
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E. The combination proposed in the office action adds nothing of value to
Thomason.

The Office Action argues that:

Krause discloses an I-flame detector that detects I-frames in 1\dPEG-

formatted broadcast data and then generates a table or index of the

storage locations ofthe detected Ijrames. (Col. 5, lines 35- 44; see also

Col. 6,_lines 31-39 and Fig. 5) The act ofidentifling a certain type of a

video_frame and generating a table based on the identification

necessarily parses the broadcast video data, i.e., the data corresponding

to Lframes, and audio data, i.e., the data not detected by the Lfiame

detector. One of ordinary skill in the art would employ the indexing of

detected I-frames, i.e., "parsing, " oftlze MPEG—formatted data to identifir

I-fi'ames_)‘i'om other video and audio data prior to storage in bufler 4. An

Lframe provides enough information for a complete picture to be

generated from the I-frame alone, in contrast to other types offrames.
Knowing the locations ofthe Lframes in advance would allow Thomason

to more e_fi‘iciently perform operations such as vaaguing speed reverse or

varying speedforward by directly retrieving the appropriate I-frames for

the selected speed. (Qfiice Action, pages 4-5, referring to claim 3];

Ofiice Action, page 12, referring to claim 61.)

The Office Action then argues that one of ordinary skill in the art would have

been motivated to combine Krause with Thomason.

It would—have been obvious-to-one ofordinary skill—in-the art at-the-time

of the invention to employ Krauseis indexing in the system of Ihomason.

Ihomason discloses that the selected television signals are digitized by

a/d converter 2 and compressed by compressor 3 before being input to
bu_fi"er 4for storage. The skilled artisan would appreciate that compressor

3 could be an MPEG encoder or, additionally, that a received digital

JLIPEG-formatted broadcast stream could be directly input to buffer 4

without the needfor conversion and compression. One ofordinary skill in

the art would employ the indexing ofdetected I-frames, i.e., "parsing, " of

the MPEGformatted data to identify I—frames from other video and audio

data prior to storage in buffer 4. An I—frame provides enough information

for a complete picture to be generatedfrom the [frame alone, in contrast

to other types offrames. Knowing the locations ofthe Ljrames in advance

would allow Thomason to more eflici'ently peiform operations such as

varying speed reverse or varying speedforward by directly retrieving the

appropriate I-frames for the selected speed. Further, both references

include teachingsfrom the same technological arena. (i. e. simultaneously

storing and watching a multimedia program) Hence, the combination

-13-
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would have yielded predictabie results. (Office Action, pages 10-12,

referring to claim 3}; Ofiice Action, page I2, referring to ciaim 61..)

Even before discussing the problems inherent with the system disclosed by

Thornason, TiVo completely disagrees with the Office Actions contention. Assuming,

solely for the sake of argument, that Thomason discloses a functional system, modifying

Thomason as proposed by the Office Action would not change the operation of

Thomson. Even if an I-frame detector as disclosed in Krause were inserted prior to

buffers 4 in Thornason, as proposed in the Office Action, this change would not result in

a functional system that would operate any differently than Thornason without the

addition of the I—f.rame detector. "Knowing the locations of I—frames in advance" (as

stated in the Office Action) would not "allow Thomason to more efficiently perform

operations such as varying speed reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving

the appropriate I—frames for the selected speed" (Office Action). Thomason's

acceleration controller 41 only operates on combined analog audio/video signals. An I-

frarne detector only works with digital signals. Krause's digital signal I—fi'amc detector

would have no effect on the operation of Thomason's analog acceleration controller 41,

as that component is described in Thomason.

Furthermore, the combination proposed in the Office Action would significantly

change the principle of operation of Thomason. The extent of this change is highlighted

by considering (a) the inherent defects in the Thomason disclusure, and (b) the filll set of

modifications that would need to be made to Thomason to realize this proposed

combination. (See Villasenor Declaration, ‘ii 43.)

The Office Action contends that “fc-]ne of ordinary skill in the art would employ

the indexing of I-frames, i.e. ‘parsing,’ of the MPEG-formatted data to identify I-frames
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from other video and audio data prior to storage in buffer 4.” (Office Action, p. 11.) The

Office Action additionally contends that “[k]nc-wing the locations of I-frames in advance

would allow Thomason to more efficiently perform operations such as varying speed

reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate I-frames for the

selected speed.”

In order to make the changes proposed in the Office Action, one would also need

to address a fundamental problem associated with the acceleration controller 41 in

Thornason. Acceleration controller 41 allegedly provides for fast forward and reverse

fimctions:

An acceleration controller 4} has various tasks-—it controls the

acceleration rate at which data is required. including providingfor slow

motion and frozen firames ondfrome stepping. It also provides for fast

forward andfast reversefunctions.

(Thornason, 4: 19-23, emphasis added.)

FIG- 1 of Thomason does not contain any provision for enabling the “user

command signals" emanating from boxes 25 and 26 of FIG. 1 to be provided to the

acceleration controller- There is nothing in Figure 1 or in the Thomason specification

that shows any ftmctional connection between the user interface 26/user command ports

25 and the acceleration controller 41. It is important to note that the acceleration

controller is located downstream ofboth the data decornpressor 13 and the d/a converter

12. The only input to the acceleration controller is an analog video/audio composite

signal. This assumes that the unlabeled line with no arrow to indicate direction of data

flow between d/a converter 12 and acceleration controller 41 consists of an input to

controller 41 from converter 12; otherwise acceleration controller 41 would have no

input at all. In a system constructed in accordance with Thotnasou, the acceleration

-20-
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controller would be unable to perform the stated functions of providing for fast forward

and fast reverse because it lacks the ability to receive and therefore act on (a) digital

signals to provide fast forward and/or fast reverse; and (b) signals generated as a result of

user commands. These are defects that the addition of I-fiame location information

collected prior to buffers 4 could not remedy, as there would be no usefiil way to provide

that information (which pertains to the location of digital information in a compressed

video representation) to acceleration controller 41, a system element capable ofreceiving

only uncompressed analog video. There would also be similar problems in providing

user command signals related to "slow motion and frozen fiarnes and frame stepping"

(Tl-tomason, 4:21-22) to the acceleration controller 41. (See Villasenor Declaration, ‘II

45.)

Even if an I—fiarne detector as disclosed in Krause were inserted prior to buffers 4

in Thornason, as proposed in the Office Action, this change would not result in a

fimctional system. (See Villasenor Declaration, 11 46.)

To obtain a functional system combining Krause and Thomason that would, as

proposed in the Office Action, “identify I-frames from other video and audio data prior

to storage in buffer 4”, to thereby "allow Thornason to more efficiently perform

operations such as varying speed reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving

the appropriate I-fratnes for the selected speed" (Office Action, p. 11), one would, in

addition to inserting a block to identify I~fr-arnes prior to buffer 4 as set forth in the

Office Action, have to make the following additional changes to Thomason:
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1) add a new acceleration controller connected to the bus (since the original

acceleration controller 41 is unable to perform its stated fiinctions as

described above),

2) add a mechanism to store the identified I-frame location information and

provide it as appropriate to the new acceleration controller,

3) remove or modify the original acceleration controller 4] to avoid conflicts

with the new acceleration controller, and

4) modify the operations of the microprocessor, DMAs, buffer management, and

user command handling to enable the I—frame location information to be

used to carry out “operations such as varying speed reverse or varying

speed forwar " (as stated in the Office Action). (See Villasenor

Declaration, ‘II 47.)

These changes would result in a new system, one very different from the

apparatus disclosed by Thomason. This hypothetical apparatus would operate in a very

different manner from that taught by Thomason. The principle of operation disclosed by

Thomason would be fundamentally altered such that Thomason would no longer operate

as described. Significantly, one would have to remove or substantially modify the

analog video acceleration controller 41, which is a key element in Thomason's apparatus

and method of operation, to enable it to operate on digital signals. A combination

requiring such fundamental changes to the apparatus and method of operation disclosed

by Thomason would not and could not have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art. (See Villasenor Declaration, 1] 48.)
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"If the proposed modification or combination of the prior art would change the

principle of operation of the prior art invention being modified, then the teachings of the

references are not sufficient to render the claims prima facie obvious. " MPEP §2I43.0I

VI See also Application of Ram", 2'70 F.2d 310, 813 (CCPA I959) (The suggested

combination of references would require a substantial reconstruction and redesign of the

elements shown in the reference as well as a change in the basic principles under which

the reference construction was designed to operate); also Ex Parte Ffitlfam B. Greenwala’

and Richard C. Evans, 2009 WL 1899597 *3 (Bd.Pat.App. &. Interf.) (“'[W]hen a patent

claims a structure already known in the prior art that is altered by the mere substitution

ofone element for another known in the field, the combination must do more than yield a

predictable result.‘ KSR Int‘? Co. v. Teieflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 416 (2007). Modifying

Brock's structure to meet the claim limitations would have required more than the mere

substitution of a retention aperture for Brook's raised portion 263, however."). While it

may be that once the inventor has taught how the changes could be made, the redesign,

in hindsight, may seem obvious, the references must be viewed as of the time the

invention was made, without the benefit of the inventive teachings. It is too well settled

for citation that the blueprint laid out in the '3 89 patent cannot be relied on in hindsight to

reconstruct Thomason so that it would then operate in the manner proposed by the Offiee

Action.

For at least these reasons, it would not have been obvious to a person of ordinary

skill, relying only on the teachings of Thomason and Krause, to make the modifications

proposed in the Office Action. To achieve a workable modification of Thomason in

view of Krause would require substantial non-obvious hindsight modifications that
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would result in a device having a fiindaxnentally different principle ofoperation from that

of Thomas0n_

For all of the foregoing reasons, the invention of claims 31 and 61 would not

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill from the teachings of The-mason and Krause

V. Objections to Ofiice Action Summary of '38.‘? Parent

The Office Action interprets a number of terms used in the specification andfor

claims of the '3S9 patent. TiVo believes that these interpretations do not follow the rule

of "broadest reasonable interpretation" as required by e.g., In re Prater, 415 F.2d 1393,

1404 (CCPA, 1969); see also MPEP §21 11.

By way of example, but not exhaustion, the Office Action interprets "parsing" as

follows:

The parsing of video and audio data is interpreted to mean detecting

video frames and then generating an index or table of the start of the

detected video frames and their storage location on a hard drive, ( ‘389 or
2:15-20, 5:3—I5)

Ofiice Action, p. 4.

This interpretation of parsing is overly narrow, and does not recognize, for

example, embodiments that use a parser to distinguish between the different types of data

(video, audio, etc.) or to perform other forms of analysis.

There are numerous additional interpretations contained in the Office Action with

which Tivo disagrees. However, the exact interpretation of these elements is not

necessary to distinguish claims 31 and 61 over the combination of Thomason and

Krause. Therefore, to conserve resources, TiVo will not highlight these disagreements at

this time.
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VI. Secondary Considerations

Prior to the invention described in the ‘389 patent, the entertainment industry was

desperately searching for a commercial product to provide interactive television to

consumers. Articles written around the time of the introduction of TiVo’s first

commercial digital video recorder (DVR) product recognized this long felt need in the

entertainment industry and how other companies, including major cable companies, tried

to meet the need and failed. (See Barton Declaration, '1] 3.)2

Many early interactive television products and systems, such as the Time Warner

Full Service Network, failed due to their cost and complexity. The invention described

in the ‘389 patent was intended to (and in fact did) deliver much of the promise of

interactive TV but without the complexity and cost ofprior failed solutions. (See Barton

Declaration, 1] 4.)

All ofTiVo’s commercial DVR products include the features recited in claims 31

and 61. Namely, TiVo's products provide users with the ability to simultaneously record

and play back live TV broadcast as well as to reverse, fast forward, and pause live

television, all in a cost-efiective system. The commercial success of TiVo's DVR

products is due primarily, if not exclusively, to the delivery to consumers of these

components of interactive television at a commercially reasonable price point. (See

Barton Declaration, 1l 7.)

TiVo released its first commercial DVR device in early 1999. For the next seven

years, through 2006, TiVo experienced steady and consistent growth of its DVR

subscriber base. As of the fourth qua.t1er 1999, TiVo had approximately 10,000

2 References to "Barton Declaration" are to specific paragraphs ofthe Declaration
ofJames M. Barton, submitted herewith as Appendix B.
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subscribers. By 2002, TiVo had passed the 500,000 subscriber mark. And by 2006,

TiVo had over 4.4 million subscribers. (See Barton Declaration, 1! 8.)

The commercial success of the TiVo DVR is highlighted by the numerous awards

and industry accolades received by the product since its introduction. (See Barton

Declaration, 1] 9.) The United States PTO Museum recognized the importance of the

TiVo DVR product by selecting it for inclusion in the exhibit entitled “The Invention

Machine: A Day in My Life" which celebrates the country’s most influential inventions.

The exhibit highlighted the benefits of the ‘389 patent which covers TiVo’s proprietary

technology for efiiciently storing and playing back TV shows. (See Barton Declaration,

1] 10.)

Commentators have also recognized that the commercial success of the TiVo

DVR product introduced a dramatic paradigm shift in the way people watch television.

(See Barton Declaration, ‘ll 11.)

The TiVo DVR embodying the features recited in claims 31 and 61 has become a

fixture in American consumer culture. The TiVo DVR has been prominently mentioned

in various television shows, including The Simpson: and Family Guy, among many

others. The TiVo DVR has also been included as a question in the 20th Anniversary

edition of Trivial Pursuit and in the New York Times crossword puzzle. (See Barton

Declaration, 1| 12.) Additionally, TiVo now has or has had agreements with major

communications and equipment providers, both domestically and internationally, to

make or distribute commercial DVR. products. (See Barton Declaration, 1} 13.)
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As early as 2002, commentators recognized that TiVo’s successful efforts led

competitors “to throw their knockoffs into the market that TiVo spent so dearly to

create.” (See Barton Declaration, f[ 14.)

In January, 2004, 'l'iVo sued Echostar for infringement of the ‘389 patent. In

April 2006, a jury found that EchoStar had willfully infringed the ‘389 patent (including

claims 31 and 61). The District Court entered an injunction which barred future

infringement and required Echostar to disable DVR functions of specified satellite

receivers that EchoStar had wrongfully placed in consumers‘ homes. The Federal

Circuit upheld the jury verdict of infringement of claims 31 and 61.

As found by the District Court in a subsequent contempt hearing3, EchoStar has

continued to infringe claims 31 and 61 ofthe "339 patent by providing DVR products and

services that incorporate the features of claims 31 and 61. EchoStar has diverted (and

continues to divert) subscribers to Echostar that are in TiVo‘s target market. This has

reduced the number of subscribers in the DVR market available to TiVo and has caused

TiVo a loss of market share and business opportunity. Echostar has been able to build

and increase its subscriber base because DVR subscribers typically do not switch DVR

providers, (See Barton Declaration, 1] 16.)

In 2006, the DVR market was in a period of rapid growth and development.

When the jury returned its verdict in favor of TWO in April 2006, TiVo had well over 4

million subscribers. That was still true when the district court issued its injunction in

September 2006. Since the stay of the injunction in the fall of 2006, however, the

number of TiVo subscribers has dropped significantly every quarter, for an overall loss

3 See Section VII, infra.
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of over a million subscribers to date. At the same time, EchoStar has gained DVR

subscribers every quarter, and it has gone from fewer DVR subscribers than TiVo to

twice as many DVR subscribers as TiVo. (See Barton Declaration, fi| 17.)

Since 2006, TiVo has lost over a half million subscribers and Echostar has

gained over two million new subscribers. In the first quarter of 2006, EchoStar had

approximately 3.6 million DVR subscribers, while TiVo had approximately 4.4 million.

By the fourth quarter of 2008, Ecl1oStaI had nearly doubled its number of subscribers to

6.6 million, while TiVo's subscriber base had declined to just over 3.3 million — a drop

ofnearly 25%- (See Barton Declaration, ‘H 18.)

It is clear from the foregoing that the invention described and claimed in the '389

patent, with specific reference to claims 31 and 61, has been a great commercial success.

That success was almost immediate following its introduction into the marketplace. This

success has been sustained for the past 10 years. Had not Ec11oStar's infringing products

been available, TiVo would have had greater growth. Nearly all of EchoStar's customer

base would likely have become subscribers of TiVo. The fact alone that EchoStar chose

to infiinge the '3 89 patent is evidence that the invention embodied in the '389 patent, and

in claims 31 and 61, in particular, is a commercially successful invention.

WI. Related Proceedings

Claims 1-61 of the '389 patent are the subject of pending litigation in the United

States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas, Marshall Division, Tz‘Vo, Inc. v.

Echo-star Communications Corp, er a!., Case No. 2—04CV—O1. A jury verdict finding

infringement by Echostar was entered on April 13, 2006. The District Court entered an

order for a permanent injunction, which the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit

-23-
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stayed pending appeal. The Federal Circuit affirrned the claim construction of disputed

terms in claims 31 and 61, the finding of infringement and the damages award, and

dissolved the stay of the permanent injunction on January 31, 2008 (516 F.3d 1290).

The matter is currently again before the Federal Circuit following a holding by the

District Court that EchoStar was in contempt of an injunction issued by the District

Court, which was not challenged on the first appeal.

The "389 patent is also the subject of the following pending litigation in the

United States District Court for the Eastern District ofTexas, Marshall Division:

1) TiVo Inc. v. Verizon Communications, Inc. Case No. 2:09CVOO257

2) TiVo Inc. v. AT&T Inc., Case No. 2:09CV00259

No substantive actions have as yet been taken in these two new litigations.

The '389 patent was also previously asserted in an additional litigation in the

United States District Court for the Northern California (San Francisco), TiVo, Inc. v.

Sonicblue, I.nc., Case No. 3:O2cv365, filed on January 23, 2002. The parties stipulated to

dismiss the case without prejudice.

VIII. Other Maflers

A. The Request for Reexamination failed to raise a substantial new

question ofpateutabilitjy

The current Request for Ex Parte Reexamination filed November 10, 2008, by

Dish Network Corporation, formerly Echostar Communications Corporation, failed to

raise a substantial new question of patentabi1ity"'

4 For ease of discussion, both Dish Network Corporation and Echostar
Cotnrnunications Corporation are referred to herein as "Echostar."

-29-
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The reexamination statute allows for the grant of a reexamination only when the

request establishes a substantial new question of patentability ("SNQ"). 35 U.S.C. §§

3024503. To establish an SNQ, a reexamination request must demonstrate that the

proposed question of patentability is different from and nomcumulative to questions

raised in previous examinations- MPEP § 2216. Additionally, when the request relies on

a previously considered reference, the request must include evidence that the previously

considered reference is being presented in a "new light." That is, the request must

present substantial evidence that the previous Examiner did not properly understand the

reference or did not consider a portion of the reference in making the prior decision on

patentability. I-LR. Rep. 107-120, p. 3.

On October 17, 2005, Echostar filed a. first reexamination request (the "First

Request") against the '389 patent. The First Request sought reexamination of claims 1,

6, 20, 21, 23, 32, 27, 51, and 52. Reexamination was ordered by the Office on December

15, 2005 (See Reexamination Control No. 90/007,750). In its Order Granting Request

for Ex Par-re Reexamination (“the First Order”), the Examiner sua sponre examined all

claims, including claims 31 and 61. The Examiner expressly stated that "All claims will

be reexamined." (S cc First Order, p. 12.) As part of the first reexamination proceeding,

the Examiner evaluated all claims against the references of record, which, as discussed

below, included the references at issue in the Second Request.

Shortly after the Office issued a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination

Certificate in the First Reexamination confirming the patentability of all claims of the

‘3S9 patent, Echostar filed this Second Request for reexamination of the "389 patent,

presenting US. Patent No. 6,018,612 to Thomason ("Thomason") and U.S. Patent No.

-30-
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5,949,948 to Krause ("Krause") as allegedly raising substantial new questions of

patentability. Both Thomason and Krause were considered during the first

reexamination. To support its use of Thornason and Krause, Echostar included a broad

conclusory statement - "The [first] request did not seek reexamination of software claims

31 and 61, nor did it raise any question of patentability based on Thotnason alone or

Thomason with Krause as to any claims." (Second Request, p. S.) EchoStar presented

no evidence (or even attorney argument) as to how Thomason and Krause are now being

applied in a new light as compared to their application in the first reexamination, as is

required by 35 U.S.C. §303 and MPEP §226I .

EchoSta.r's current Request for reexamination was based solely on two references

that were considered in the first reexamination. Echostar, however, failed to meet its

burden of showing how the question of patentability raised in the second request was

different fi-orn and non—cumulative to those raised in the first reexamination of the '389

patent. Additionally, Echostar failed to provide any evidence, let alone meet its burden

of providing substantial evidence that the Examiners in the first reexamination

proceedings did not properly understand the previously considered references presented

in the second request. By granting the Second Request, which lacked a showing of a

substantial new question of patentability, the United States Patent and Trademark Office

("the Office") took an action that negated the protections guaranteed to TiVo under 35

U.S.C. § 303. As such, the Order granting the Second Request for Reexamination was

ultra vires and should be vacated.
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B. Congress Enacted the Substantial New Question Provision of Section

303 to Prevent Harassment afa Patent Owner

The ex parte reexamination statute (Public Law 96-51?) was "part of a larger

effort to revive United States industry's competitive vitality by restoring confidence in

the validity of patents issued by the PTO." Patlex v. Mossirtghofi; 758 F.2d 594, 501

(Fed. Cir. 1985). Such confidence, however, cannot be restored by pennitting seriatim

reexaminations that place a cloud over a patent for significant portions of its life without

strictly imposed limitations. Congress, as a result, ensured that the rights ofpatentees are

protected during reexamination proceedings. "As part of the original 1980

reexamination statute, Congress struck a balance between curing allegedly defective

patents and preventing the harassment of patentees. It adopted a standard requiring a

request for reexamination to raise a 'substantial new question of patentability.” See H.R.

Rep. No. 107-120, at I; See also In re Recreative Technologies, 83 F.3d 1394, 1397

(Fed. Cir- 1996). Congress thus enacted 35 U.S.C. § 303 requiring the Commissioner to

"determine whether a substantial new question of patentability affecting any claim of the

patent concerned is raised by the request." This provision was intended to limit

reexamination only to "new information about preexisting technology which may have

escaped review at the time of the initial examination of the application." See H.R. Rep.

No. 96-1307, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1980).

The legislative record makes it abundantly clear that an important purpose of 35

U.S.C. § 303 is the protection of the patent owner:

[The statute] carefully protects patent owners from reexamination

proceedings brought for harassment or spite. The possibility of harassing

patent holders is a classic criticism of some foreign reexamination

systems and we made sure it would not happen here.

-32-
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Comments by then PTO Commissioner Diamond, Industrial Innovation & Patent

& Copyright Law Amendments.‘ Hearings on H_R. 6933, 6934, 3806, & 214 Before the

Subcomm. On Courts, Civil Liberties‘ and the Administration of Justice of the House

Comm. On the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 2d Seas. 594 (1980).

This "substantial new question" requirement would protect patentees from
having to respond to, or participate in unj ustified rcexarninations.

Report by Congressman Kastenrneier, H.R. Rep. No. 1307 (part I), 96th Cong,

2d Secs. 7 (1980).

Because of the safeguards in the proposed reexamination procedure, it
is unlikely that there will be any substantial amount ofharassment .. . The

Commissioner must find that “a new question of patentability" has been

created .. . before ordering a reexamination.

Comments by Robert Benson on behalf of the American Bar Association, Patent and

Trademark Law Amendments of 1980: Hearings on HR. 6933 Before the Subcomm. Of

the House Comm. On Government Operations, 96th Cong., 2d Seas. 178 (1980).

In light of a perceived overly strict interpretation by the Federal Circuit, Congress

amended § 303 in 2002 to state that "[t]he existence of a substantial new question of

patentability is not precluded by the fact that a patent or printed publication was

previously cited by or to the Office or considered by the Office." H.R. Rep. No. 107-

120, at 2, 7. Nevertheless, this amendment was not in any way intended to remove the

"substantial new question" standard. In fact, Congress stressed that "[w]hile this bill

clarifies the basis for a reexamination determination and removes the overly—strict bar

established by the court, which renders the available process useless in many obvious

instances such as with previously considered prior art, the courts should judiciously

interpret the ‘substantial new question’ standard to prevent cases of abusive tactics and

-33-
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harassment of patentees through reexamination." Id., at 3. Congress further cautioned

that the 2002 bi1} was "not a license to abuse patentees and waste the life of a patent."

Id., at 3. The "substantial new question" standard must continue to be strictly enforced,

especially when considering an that was already of record in prior examinations.

C‘. The Manual of Parent Examining Procedures (MPEP) Requires that a

Third Party Requester Show How a "Substantial New Question " Raised

in a Request Is Substantially D:fl"erent From Those Raised in Prior
Examination.

The Manual of Patent Examining Procedures (MPEP) describes the procedures

for the PTO determination of whether a "substantial new question of patentability" has

been raised. See MPEP §22!6. Specifically, MPEP §2216 requires that the

reexamination request "must point out how any questions of patent-ability raised are

substantially different from those raised in the previous examination ofthe patent before

the Office." MPEP 592216. (emphasis added). Any difference is not suificient. The

differences must be substantial. MPEP §2216 fimher requires that

"[i]t must first be demonstrated that a patent or printed publication that is

relied upon in a proposed rejection presents a new, non-cumulative
technological teaching that was not previously considered and discussed

on the record during the prosecution ofthe application that resulted in the

patent for which reexamination is requested, and during the prosecution of

any other prior proceeding involving the patent for which reexamination

is requested." Id. (Emphasis added.)

Thus, MPEP § 2216 places the burden on the third party requester to dernonstrate

that the questions of patentability raised are substantialiy different than those raised in

previous examinations. This procedure is consistent with the legislative history:

The party requesting the reexamination would have the burden of

convincing the Commissioner of Patents that a new question of
patentability has been raised
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Comments by Robert Benson on behalf of the American Bar Association, Patent

and Trademark Law Amendments of I980: Hearings on HR. 6933 Before the Subcamm.

Of the House Comm. On Government Operations, 96th Cong, 2d Sess. 178

(19S0)(empha.sis added). This burden cannot and should not be shifted to the patentee.

D. The Patent Oflfce Shifted the Burden to T1’ V0.

In granting EchoStar's second reexamination request, the Office placed the sole

emphasis of the SNQ on the question ofwhether a reference was cited or considered in a

prior examination. No consideration was given to whether the technical teaching of the

reference relied upon in the request was previously considered. Such an approach -

divorcing the content or technical teaching of a reference from the SNQ analysis - is

improper and eviscerates the limited protection that the SNQ affords the patent owner.

The 2002 House of Representatives Report on Substantial New Question of

Patentability in Reexamination Proceedings acknowledged that the "agency has

discretion in this determination to permit reexamination, but it is not absolute." Id., at 3.

(emphasis added.) The action by the Office of granting the second reexamination request

based only on a conclusozy statement by the third party requester has the effect of

shifting the burden of proof to the Patent Owner, the party that 35 U.S.C. § 303 was

specifically designed to protect. Thus, the Office‘s action negated the limited protections

that Congress sought to provide to a Patent Owner.

When a reference being presented in a reexamination request was previously

considered by the Office in a prior examination, as is the case in the present

reexamination, the request must first establish that the technological teaching of the

reference being relied upon is presented in a new light. However, the inquiry cannot end

-35-
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there. Even if a reference was never considered or is being presented in a new light, the

request must present substantial evidence that the technological teaching of the reference

is not cumulative to technological teachings considered in a previous examination.

In the Second Request for Reexamination of the '389 patent, Echostar failed to

meet its burden of demonstrating how the questions of patentahility raised in this

reexamination request differed substantially from those raised in previous examinations.

The Order granting a reexamination request in which EehoStar failed to produce any

evidence to support its contention that a new question of patentability, substantiaiiy

different from and non-cumulative to those raised in previous examinations, exists. is

an ultra wires act. Accordingly, the grant of the present reexamination must be Vacated.

E. EchoStar Failed to Meet its Burden ofPresenting Substantial Evidence

that Examiner Harvey and Examiner Escaiante Did Not Properly
Consider or Understand Thamason and Krausd.

When enacting the 2002 Amendments to 35 U.S.C. § 303, Congress intended to

set a high evidentiary burden on a third party requester seeking reexamination based on

an old reference:

The point must be stressed that the past requirement of a "substantial new

question of patentability" has not been diminished. The issue raised must

be more that just questioning the judgment of the examiner. There should

be substantial evidence that the examiner did not properly understand

the reference, or did not consider a portion of the reference in making

his decision. That substantial new question must be put forward clearly

in the request for examination.

HR. Rep. No. 107-120, at 3. (emphasis added).

EchoStar presented no evidence (or even attorney argument) as to how Thornason

or Krause is different from the other references considered by the Examiners in the first

reexamination request, and similarly provided no evidence (or even attorney argument)
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as to how Thomason or Krause is non—curnulative to those references. EcboSta.r's broad,

conclusory, self—serving statement, is no substitute for evidence. Echostar plainly failed

to meet its burden of showing, on the face of its reexamination request, a substantial new

question ofpatentability.

A second reexamination cannot be based on a request as devoid of evidence as

EchoStar's Second Request, especially where it is clear that EchoSta:r's primary, if not

only, goal is to harass TiVo. The '389 patent underwent a first reexamination lasting

approximately three years. During that time, the party requesting the reexamination

(Echo-Star) unsuccessfiilly challenged, inter alia, the validity of claims 31 and 61 of the

‘389 patent in federal district court, and did not appeal the district court’s ruling

upholding the validity of claims 31 and 61 to the Federal Circuit. The present

reexamination was requested by the same party (Echostar) at the conclusion of the first

reexamination and has the likelihood of lasting another three to five years or more, if

appealed. The combined duration of the reexarninations amounts to placing a cloud over

TiVo's property right for almost half of its period of enforceability. This legal strategy

designed to waste the life of TiVo's property right is the exact situation that Congress

sought to prevent by enacting 35 U.S.C. § 303.

Echostar based its Second Request solely on the Thomason and Krause patents.

Thornason and Krause, were considered by both Primary Examiner Harvey and Primary

Examiner Escalante of the CRU, and by their respective conferees, during the first

reexamination proceeding. Echostar was required to meet the increased burden of

providing substantial evidence that both ofthese seasoned Examiners and their conferees

did not properly understand Thomason and Krause. EchoStar failed to meet this burden.
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Instead, Echostar merely stated that "in the co-pending reexamination, Thomason (or its

combination with Krause) was not used to reject any claims or even discussed on the

record." (Second Request, 13. 5.) Thus, EchoStar appears to argue that the application of

Thomason and Krause in a proposed rejection that was not made in the prior examination

is a sufficient basis for a substantial new question of patentahilit)/_ However, this

argument goes simply to the manner of applying the technical teachings of Tltomason

and Krause in a rejection, which is a requirement separate from the substantial new

question ofpatentability requirement. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.5 10(1)). Echostar failed to meet

its burden of presenting any evidence, let alone substantial evidence, that the

technological teachings of Thomason and Krause differ from the technological teachings

of the applied references, or that this alleged new manner of application of Thomason

and Kr-ause was based on a misunderstanding of the technical teachings of the references

by the prior Examiners-

As discussed in the legislative history of the 2002 amendment to § 303, the

context of a prior consideration of a reference is critical when determining whether a

request includes a substantial new question of patentability. In the Second Request,

EchoStar acknowledged that Thomason was included in an Information Disclosure

Statement filed in March 2006 by TiVo. Citing MPEP § 2258, Echostar attempted to

diminish the importance of this disclosure by arguing that because the statement "did not

explain the content or relevance of any of the listed references" the scope of the

Examiner's consideration should be limited. However, MPEP § 2258 states that limiting
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the scope of consideration of a reference in an Information Disclosure Statement is only

appropriate where there is no "indication to the contrary in the record."5

EchoStar failed to inform the Office in the Second Request that such an

"indication to the contrary" did in fact exist in the first reexamination proceeding.

Primary Examiner Harvey and Primary Examiner Escalante, both indicated that with

respect to patent claims 31 and 61, "[t]he prior art of record does not show or suggest an

object-based method/apparatus that is recited in claims 31 and 61." (Office Action in

First Reexam, p. 19; see also Final Office Action in First Reexam, p. 22) Primary

Examiners Harvey and Escalante therefore went beyond merely initialing a reference

cited on an Information Disclosure Statement. They each affirmatively stated, in both

the first and the final Office Actions in the First Reexarn, that claims 31 and 61 were

patentahle over the references of record in the reexamination proceeding, including

Thornason and Krause; and they each listed explicit features of claims 31 and 61 not

present in those references. There is no requirement for examiners to do more, nor

should there be.

Statements such as those made by Primary Examiners Harvey and Escalante

when allowing claims over cited references must be taken objectively, at their face value:

that they considered all portions of the cited references they said were considered, and

that they determined that those references do not invalidate the claims for the expressly

5 Where patents, publications, and other such items of information are submitted
by a party (patent owner or requester) in compliance with the requirements of the rules,

the requisite degree of consideration to be given to such information will be normally

limited by the degree to which the party filing the information citation has explained the

content and relevance of the information. The initials of the examiner placed adjacent to

the citations on the form PTO/SB/08A and 08B or its equivalent, without an indication to

the contrary in the record, do not signify that the information has been considered by the

examiner any further than to the extent noted above. MPEP § 2258. (emphasis added)
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stated reasons. In other words, examiners should not be forced to discuss in detail every

single cited reference by name. If the rule were otherwise, Office Actions would become

unwieldy and the Office would quickly become overwhelmed. Examiners would be

compelled to discuss in detail every single reference, lest they invite seriatim

reexarninations on the references that were not discussed by name. Such a rule would be

contrary to the statutory mandate that reexaruinations be handled with "special dispatch."

Here, Primary Examiners Harvey and Escalante did everything they were supposed to

do: identify the references considered and provide an explicit statement as to what in the

prior art of record — all of it, including Thornason and Krause — is missing from the

patent claims. There was no reason for the Examiners to expressly list by name each of

the references in the place of the phrase "prior art ofrecord. "

Echostar admits that Krause was used as a basis for a substantial new question of

patentability in the first reexamination request. (Second Request, p- 5.) Despite this

admission, E‘.choStar fails to provide any discussion or evidence that Examiners Harvey

and Escalante did not properly understand Krause when allowing claims 31 and 61 in the

first reexamination proceeding or any discussion or evidence that Examiners Harvey and

Escalante did not consider a portion of Krause when making their separate patentabiliry

determinations. Echostar made no showing that Krause was presented in a new light.

The same is true with respect to Thomason. Because Examiners Harvey and

Escalante considered Thornason in its entirety, EchoStar's burden in the reexamination

was to present substantial evidence that Thomason is being presented in a new light and

that Examiners Harvey and Escalante did not properly understand the technical teachings

of Thomason. Echostar failed to present such evidence. The discussion of Thomason in
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the reexamination request therefore simply amounts to questioning the judgment ofboth

Examiners, an argument that Congress explicitly stated was insufficient to support a

substantial new question of patentability. A second reexamination, based on references

that were already considered, should not be countenanced on such a sparse record.

Granting E'.choSta1’s Second Request completely undermines the protections

sought by Congress when enacting the substantial new question provision of Section

303. If the procedure followed by the Office here is allowed to stand, requesters can

easily harass a patent owner by presenting reexamination request after reexamination

request merely by altering the combination of "old references" presented in the rejection

regardless of whether the previous Examiners fiilly understood and appreciated the

technical teachings of each of the references. Accordingly, the Order granting

EchoStar's Second Request was ultra vires, and must be vacated.

F. Any Ojfiee Procedure Allowing the Grant ofa Reexamination Request

Absent Substantial Evidence Is Contrary to the Statutory Mandate of35

U.S.C. § 303, and Is, therefore, Void.

The Federal Circuit has expressly held that Office procedures which require the

"PTO to resolve doubt in the direction of granting the request for reexamination are

contrary to the statutory mandate of 35 U.S.C. § 303, and void." Patlex Corp. v.

Mossinghofl‘; 771 F.2d 480, 487 (Fed. Cir. 1985). By not requiring substantial (or any)

evidence that a presented alleged new question of patentability is different fi'om and non-

curnulative to issues raised in prior examinations and that an alleged new question of

patentability using only previously considered references is based on a misunderstanding

by the previous Examiners or is based on different portions of the previously considered

references, the Office has instituted procedures that resolve doubt in the direction of
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granting a request for reexamination. This is directly contrary to the Federal Circuit's

express holding in Parfex.

In Patfex, 77] F.2d at 486, the plaintiff challenged §§ 2240 and 2244 of the

MPEP that "require[d] the patent examiner, in implementation of 35 US. C. § 303, to

resolve any doubt as to whether a substantial new question of patentability is raised in

favor of granting the request for reexamination." For example, prior MPEP § 2240

stated: "Where doubts exist, all questions should be resolved in favor of granting the

request for reexamination." Id.

The Patlex Court stressed that " Congress‘ major purpose in enacting § 303 was to

protect patentees against doubtful reexan1inations." Id. at 487. The Court filrther stated

that "[w]hen Congress enacted 35 U.S.C. § 303 for the purpose of protecting the

patentee, it could not have intended an implementation that would negate this protection.

We can not endorse such a diversion of the statutory purpose." In‘. The Court then held

that "those portions of the MPEP which require the PTO to resolve doubt in the direction

of granting the request for reexamination are contrary to the statutory mandate of 35

U.S.C. § 303, and void." Id.

In the present reexamination proceeding, the Office procedures allowed the grant

of a reexamination request where a third party requester failed to produce any evidence

that the proposed substantial new question of patentability was different from those

raised in previous examinations of the patent before the Office and that the alleged new

question of patentability, based solely on previously considered references, was being

presented in a "new light." These procedures had the effect of resolving any doubt of

whether a substantial new question of patentability existed in the request in favor of the

-42-
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grant of a reexamination and shifted the burden to the Patent Owner to prove lack of

substantial new question ofpatentability.

Accordingly, Office procedures allowing a requester to produce no evidence or to

meet no evidentiary burden are contrary to the statutory mandate of 35 US. C. 59 303, and

are therefore void.

G. Summary

A driving purpose behind the original ex parte reexamination legislation was to

reinforce confidence and certainty in the validity of patent rights. Under the current

reexamination procedures, however, a patent can be subjected to multiple serial

reexarninations until the patent term expires. Left unchecked, multiple serial

reexaminations, and the resulting harassment of patent owners, would weaken, not

reinforce, the certainty of patent rights. The intended gatekeeper against such harassing

activity designed to waste the enforceable period of a patent is the "substantial new

question of patentability" requirement. By not enforcing evidentiary burdens for

establishing substantial new questions of patentability, particularly on serial

reexamination requests, the Office is actually diminishing confidence in the certainty of

patent rights. Precisely in situations such as this case, the "substantial new question"

standard must be strictly enforced.

EchoSta.r failed to meet its evidentiary burdens for establishing a substantial new

question of patentability in the request for reexamination. There is no such new

question. Thus, the Order granting reexamination was an ultra vi‘:-es action by the

Office.
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Hf. Conclusion

All of the stated grounds of objection and rejection have been properly traversed,

accommodated, or rendered moot. The Patent Owner therefore respectfully requests that

the Examiner reconsider all presently outstanding objections and rejections and that they

be withdrawn. The Patent Owner believes that a full and complete reply has been made

to the outstanding Office Action and, as such, the present reexamination proceeding is in

condition for a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Certificate. If the Examiner

believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite prosecution of this

application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at the number

provided.

Prompt and favorable consideration of this Reply is respectfillly requested.

Respectfully submitted,

—« t J. Kessler

Attorney for Patent Owner
Registration No. 25,688

Date: November 2, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

I0392l B_l .DOC
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Reexamination Control No.: 90/007,750

Examiner: David E. Harvey
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE OF REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION AND

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANCE OF INTERVIEW

In compliance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.550(1), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-party

requester by first class mail on November 2, 2009. The name and address of the party

served is as follows:

David L. Fehrman

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

Attorney for Applicant
Registration No. 25,688

Date: November 2, 2009

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: U.S. Patent 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON, er al Art Unit: 3992

Reexarn Control No.: 901009329 Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2513.002REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Attn: Central Reexamination Unit Mail Stop: Ex Parte Reexamination
Commissioner for Patents

P.O_ Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 223134 450

Declaration of John D. Villasenor Under 37 C.F.R. § 1.132

I, John D. Villasenor, declaie as follows:

1. I have been retained as a technical expert on behalf of TiVo Inc. ("TWO") for the

above—captioned reexamination. I understand that this reexamination involves U.S. Patent No.

6,233,389 (“the '389 patent") which resulted from Application No. 091126371. filed on July 30.

1998 on behalf of James M. Barton, et al. I further understand that the ‘389 patent is currently

assigned to TWO.

2. I have reviewed the Office Action dated August 3, 2009 issued by the U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office (“USPTO") for the ’339 patent (the “Office Action"). I understand that

only claims 31 and 6] of the "389 patent are subject to reexamination. Both Claims 31 and 61

are independent claims.

3. I have reviewed U.S. Patent No. 6,018,612 to Thomason, at at. (hereinafter

"Thornason") and U.S. Patent No. 5,949,948 to Krause, er al (hereinafter "Krause") which are the
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two references applied in combination as the sole rejection of independent claims 3] and 6]

under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

4. lam familiar with the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 1D3(a), which states:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not

identically disclosed or described as setforth in section I02 of this

title, if the dififerences between the subject matter sought to be

patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a
whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

to a person having ordinary skit? in the art to which said subject

matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner
in which the invention was made.

5. I have been asked to provide my opinion regarding whether or not a person of

ordinary skill in the art (this and all subsequent references to a “person of ordinary skill in the

art” refer to the a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention defined by claims 31

and 61 of the ‘389 patent was made) would understand the combination of Thomason and

Krause to render claims 31 and 61 obvious. For the reasons set forth below, it is my opinion that

a person of ordinary skill in the art would not have found claims 31 and 61 of the ’389 patent to

be obvious over Thomason in combination with Krause.

I. QUALIFICATIONS

6. I earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering in 1985 from the

University of Virginia and a Master of Science degree in Electrical Engineering degree in 1986

from Stanford University. I then earned a doctoral degree in Electrical Engineering from

Stanford University in 1989. My doctoral studies concentrated on signal processing and

communications.

7. I am currently a Professor in the Electrical Engineering Department of the

University of California. Los Angeles. I have been on the UCLA Electrical Engineering faculty
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since 1992. From 1997-2002, I held the position of Vice Chairman of the Electrical Engineering

Department. Currently, I am involved in research to develop innovative, high-performance

communications and computing technologies including projects relating to coding, image

processing, sensor networks, and reliable high—speed communications. My research has been

featured on the cover of Scientific American and in numerous technical journals.

8. Before joining the University of California, I was employed at the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory from 1990-1992, where I developed new techniques for imaging the earth from

space.

9. I am an inventor on approximately 19 issued U.S. Patents and have over 100 papers

published in peenreviewed journals and conference proceedings.

10. I am being compensated for my work on this declaration and my participation in the

oral interview with the reexamination panel on September 22, 2009. My compensation is not

dependent on the outcome of this reexamination.

II. My Understanding of Obviousness:

11. It is my understanding that it claimed invention is unpatentable if the differences

between the claimed invention and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would

have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art

to which the subject matter pertains.

12. It is my understanding that “obviousness" is a question of law based on underlying

factual issues including the content of the prior art and the level of skill in the art. I understand

that for a combination of references to render the claimed invention obvious, there must be some
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reason why a person of ordinary skill in the art would have arrived at the claims by modifying,

combining or other wise applying the teachings of the applied references.

13. I also understand that when considering the obviousness of a patent claim, one

should consider whether a teaching, suggestion or motivation to combine the references exists so

as to avoid impermissibly applying hindsight when considering the prior art. I understand this

test should not be rigidly applied, but that the test can be important to avoiding such hindsight.

14. I also understand that if a modification or combination of references would change

the principle of operation of the reference being modified, then the teachings of the references

are not sufficient to render the claims obvious.

III. Independent Claims 31 and 61 of the '38!) Patent

15. The '3 89 patent describes a multimedia time warping system that “gives the user the

ability to simultaneously record and play back TV broadcast programs." (See '33?! patent, 1:53-

60.) Claims 31 and 61 of the '389 patent are subject to reexamination.

16. Independent claim 3] of the ‘.389 patent recites:

A process for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data,

comprising the steps ofi

providing a physicai data source, wherein said physical data source accepts

broadcast data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said

broadcast data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data:

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and

audio data from said physical data source:

providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage device;
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wherein said source object obtains a bufier from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with
said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream bufiers

from said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio
decoder.‘

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display,‘

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

providing a control object, wherein said control object receives commands

from a user, said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the
system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform. and sink objects.

17. Independent claim 61 of the '389 patent recites:

An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data,

comprising:

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast

data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast
data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and audio data

from said physical data source:

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data

streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a bujffer from said transform object. said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer with
said streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform
object;
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a sink object, wherein said sink abject obtains data stream buffers from said

transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a control object, wherein said control abject receives commands from a user.

said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source.

transform, and sink objects.

IV. CLAIMS 31 AND 61 ARE NOT OBVIOUS UNDER 35 U.S.C. § 103

18. In the Office Action, the Examiner rejected claims 31 and 61 under 35 U.S.C. §

103(a) as unpatentable over Thornason in View of Krause (Office Action, p. 3.) In my opinion,

neither of claims 31 and 6] would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art in view of

the combination of Thomason and Krause because the combination of Thomason and Krause

fails to disclose or suggest at least the elements “wherein said source object is automaticallyflow

controlled by said transform object" and “wherein said sink object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object. " Additionally, in my opinion, Krause could not be properly

combined with Thomason because the addition of the elements of Krause to Thomason. as

suggested in the Office Action, would change the principle of operation of Thomason.

A. Overview

19. The role of buffers and automatic flow control with respect to the source, transform,

and sink objects in the ‘389 patent is explained, for example, in FIGS. 8 and 9 of the '38‘) patent

and the associated description in the specification. FIG. 8 of the '389 patent is reproduced below:
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Transforms

hard disk

In the discussion of FIG. 8, the '389 patent explains that:

[3] transform is responsible for allocating and queuing the buffiars of data

on which it will operate. Bufiers are allocated as if "empry” to sources of

data, which give them back "full The bufiers are then queued and given to

sinlcs as “fizll”, and the sink will return the bufer "empty". (‘389 patent,
7:52-57)

. FIG. 9 from the '339 patent is reproduced below.
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21. In desctibing the block diagram of the embodiment in this figure, the '389 patent

expiains that:

{like source object 901 takes data out of a physical data source, such as the

Media Switch. and places it into a PES buffer. To obtain the buffer, the source

object 901 asks the down stream object in his pipeiine for a bujfer

(aUocEmpt‘yB1¢f). The source object 901 is biocked until there is sufiicient

memory. This means that the pipeline is self-regulating; it has automatic flow

control. When the source object 901 has filled up the hufier, it hands it back to

the transform 902 through the pushFttilBuffimction.

The sink 903 is flow controlled as well. It caiis nextFullBuf which tells the

transform 902 that it is ready for the next fiiied buffer. This operation can block

the sink 903 until a buffer is ready. When the sink 903 is finished with a bufier

(i.e., it has consumed the data in the bajfer) it caiis releaseEmptyBuf

ReteaseEmptyBaf gives the buffer back to the transform 902. The transform 902

can then hand that btijj‘er, for example, hack to the source object 901 to fill up

again. In addition to the automatic flow—r:ontroi benefit of this method, it also
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provides for limiting the amount of memory dedicated to buffers by allowing

enforcement of a fixed allocation ofbufiers by a transform. This is an important

feature in achieving a £ost—efi°ective iimited DRAM environment. ( ‘.389 patent,
8:43-65)

22. Thnmason fails to disclose or suggest “wherein said source object is aufomaticaiiy

flow controiied by said transform object” and “wizerein said sink object is antomaticaiiy flow

controiied by said transform object” as recited in claims 31 and 61. Thornason is directed at

combining an input and output buffer memory into a single memory 35, as shown in Thomason

figure 1:
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23. There is no disclosure or suggestion in Thomason to control the flow of data from

buffers 4 into the “input data" side of buffer 35. Similarly, there is no disclosure or suggestion in

Thomason to control the flow of data from the “output data” side of buffer 35 to buffers 14. The

design in Thomason is explicitly aimed at a system in which there is no flow control into buffer

35 from buffers 4, and from buffer 35 to buffers 14.

24. Instead, in Thomason the movements of data into the input side of buffer 35, and

out of the output side of buffer 35, are described in passive terms. Thomason discloses that

buffer 35 simply needs to be sufficiently large for these data movements to occur without any

flow control:

Data arriving for storage in the main memory, while the main

memory is temporarily busy for another operation, will be stored

in the input bufier memory, and will be stored at a later moment

in the main memory by retrieving the data from the input buflier

memory. Data will also be requested regularly from the main

memory to be displayed on a TV screen as a historical program.

Again, the main memory may be temporarily busy for another

operation, so data must be readily available in the output buffer

memory, so as to provide continuity of viewing for the user.

(Thomason, 2.'4l—5l, emphasis added)

An adequate supply ofdata per channel must always be present in

the buffer memory 35 to be able to keep up with the demand.

(Thomason, 4:l3-I5, emphasis added)

Data arrives at the input terminal 50 for storage on the main

memory 36, but as the disk in the main memory 36 may be

temporarily busy for another operation, the data arriving will be

buffered in input buffer 351:, by applying the data to the input 59a

ofsaid input bufier 35a. As soon as the disk is capable of receiving

the data, the data stored in the input buffer 35a is supplied to the

output 51a of the bufier 35a and applied to the input 54 ofthe main

memory 36. for storage on the disk. (Thomason, 4:43-51. emphasis
added)

In particular, the input buffer 35a is needed to bufier the incoming

data while the disk is being read. and the output buffer 35b is

10
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needed to provide a continuous output of data while the disk is

being written to. (Thomason, 4:62-65}

For this scheme to work properly, there must be adequate memory
avaiiabie in the buffer memory 35. (Thomason, 5:57-59)

B. The Office Action interpretation of “source object”

25. I disagree with the interpretation in the Office Action of the term “source object"

recited in independent claims 3] and 61. The Office Action states:

Examiner note: The recited "source object” is interpreted to mean

data from a source (eg. a Media switch) is placed in a buficer.

( 389 patent at 8:43-45). (Qfiice Action, p. 6 referring to claim 31;

Ofiice Action, p. I3, referring to claim 61)

Thomason discloses that the operation of DMA controller 3] under

the supervision of microprocessor 24 - i.e., the source object . . .

(Ojfice Action, page 7 referring to claim 3}; Ofiice Action, p. 14,
referring to ciaim 6} )

26. In light of the disclosure and claims of the '389 patent, I believe that this is an

improper interpretation of the term “source object”. The text from the ‘389 patent at 8:43-45

cited in the Office Action in support of this interpretation states that “[t]he source object 901

takes data out of a physical data source, such as the Media Switch, and places it into :1 PES

buffer." (‘389 patent, 8:43-45.) While this describes one of the actions that can be taken by the

source object, the source object acts, and is acted on. in other ways as well, as shown in the

following excerpts from claim 31:

providing a source object, wherein said source object extracts video and

audio datafrom said physical data source;

providing a transform object. wherein said transform object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a bufferfrom said transform object, said

source object converts video data into data streams and fills said buffer
with said streams;
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wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said

transfonn object; (389 patent, 14:59-15:2; emphasis added)

C. The combination of Thomason and Krause does not disclose or suggest “wherein

said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object” as
recited in claims 31 and 61 of the '38‘) patent

27. As noted above, the Office Action states that the operation of DMA controller 31

under supervision of microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the “source object" recited in claims 31

and 61. Specifically, the Office Action states:

[Tflze operation of DMA controller 31 and microprocessor 24

through software meets the recited source object step as the

operation transfers video and audio data from the physical data

source, i.e.. buffer 4, to buffer memory 35. (Office Action. page 6,

referring to claim 31,‘ Office Action. page 13. referring to claim
61 )

Thomason discloses that the operation ofDMA controller 31 under
the supervision of microprocessor 24 — i.e., the source object . . .

{Ofiice Action, page 7, referring to claim 31.‘ Office Action, page

14, referring to claim 61)

28. The Office Action states that the operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by

microprocessor 24 in Thomason is the “transform object" as recited in claims 31 and 61.

Specifically, the Office Action states:

Itjhe operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by

microprocessor 24 - i_e_, the transform object . . . (Gfiice Action,

page 7, referring to claim 31; Qfiice Action, pages 14-15, referring

to claim 61)

Thomason discloses transferring a data streamfrom main memory

36 to bufler memory 35 through the operation of DMA controller

32 and microprocessor 24, i.e., the transform object. (Oflice

Action, page 8, referring to claim 31; Ofiice Action, page [5,

referring to claim 61)

29. In discussing the claim element “wherein said source object is automatically flow

controlled by said transfonn object,” the Office Action states:
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Automatic flow control is taught in Thomason by teaching that

data is automatically bufiered (e.g. self-regulated) from bujfer 4 to
bufler memory 35 until the main memory 36 is available to receive

data. (Col. 4, lines 43-51) (Qflice Action, page 7, referring to

claim 31; Office Action, page l5, referring to claim 6},‘

parentheses and citation in the originalJ

30. The portion of Thornason at col. 4:43-51 cited in the Office Action in support of this

rejection is reproduced below.

Data arrives at the input terminal 50 for storage on the main

memory 36, but as the disk in the main memory 36 may be

temporarily busy for another operation, the data arriving will be

bufieretl in input bufier 35a, by applying the data to the input 59a

of said input bufler 35a. As soon as the disk is capable of receiving
the data. the data stored in the input bufier 35a is supplied to the

output 51a of the buffer 35a and applied to the input 54 ofthe main
memory 36. for storage on the disk. (Thomason. 4:43-51)

31. The “wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object" claim element requires that the transform object act to carry out flow control of the

source object. Nothing in the Thornason text at 4:43-51 or elsewhere in Thomason teaches or

suggests that “the operation of DMA controller 31 under the supervision of microprocessor 24” -

the elements of Thomason that the Office Action has identified as the source object - is

automatically flow controlled by “[t]he operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by

microprocessor 24" - the elements of Thomason that the office action has identified as the

transform object. The description in Thomason cited in the Office Action for the “wherein said

source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object” claim element relating

to the main memory (“until the main memory 36 is available to receive data") pertains to a

portion of Thornason downstream from, and after. the transfer of data from buffers 4 to buffer

35. The action of DMA controller 31 in pcrfonning the transfer of data from buffers 4 to buffer

35, or of the microprocessor 24 in instructing DMA controller 31 to perform this transfer, does

not constitute “automatic flow control".
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32. By contrast, the '389 patent specifically describes automatic flow control involving,

for example, the need for the source object to obtain a buffer from the (downstream) transform

object, and explains that the self-regulating pipeline associated with storage in this design has

automatic flow control:

To olttain the buffer, the source object 90} asks the down stream

object in his pipeline for a buffer (allocEmptyBttf)_ The source

object 90! is blocked until there is sufiicient memory. This means

that the pipeline is seflregnlating; it has automatic flow control.

( "389 patent, 8:45-49)

33. Thomason does not disclose “wherein said source object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object" as required by claims 31 and 61. To the contrary,

Thomason teaches away from this. as it describes the movement of data from buffers 4 to buffer

memory 35 with the assistance of DMA controller 31 in passive terms as explained above.

34. Krause does not teach or suggest “wherein said source object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object” as recited in claims 31 and 61 (and the Office Action does

not assert otherwise). The combination of Krause with Thomason fails to teach or suggest

“wherein said source object is atttomaticallyflow controlled by said transform object" as recited

in claims 31 and 61.

D. The Office Action interpretation of “sink object”

35. I disagree with the interpretation in the Office Action of the tent: “sink object"

recited in independent claims 31 and 61. The Office Action states:

Examiners note: The claimed "sink object” relates to transferring

data streamsfrom buffer memory where a "sink” simply consumes

data from a buffer. (389 at 7:50} (Ofiice Action. p. 8, referring to

claim 31: Office Action, p. 15, referring to claim 61)
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36. In light of the disclosure and claims of the '389 patent, I believe that this is an

improper interpretation of the term "sink object". The text from the ‘339 patent at 7:50 cited in

the Office Action in support of this interpretation states that “The sources 801 produce buffers of

data. Transfonns 802 process buffers of data and sinks 803 consume buffers of data” (339

patent, 7:49-51). While one of the actions taken by the sink object is to consume buffers of data,

the sink object acts, and is acted on. in other ways as well, as shown in the following excerpts

from claim 31:

providing a sink object, wherein said sink abject obtains data stream buffers

fi-om said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio
decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object; ('3 559 patent, 15:3—lD; emphasis added)

E. The combination of Thomason and Krause does not disclose or suggest “wherein

said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform object” as recited

in claims 31 and I51 of the ‘389 patent

37. In discussing the claim element “wherein said sink object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform object," the Office Action states:

[Tflte operation of DMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24

meets the sink object step as it operates to transfer data streams

from variable bufier memory 35 to bufier 14. (0fi‘ice Action, p. 8,

referring to claim 31; Ofiice Action. p. 15, referring to claim 6!)

Thornason discloses selfreguiation in that data is bufiered from

bnfier 4 to bufier memory 35 until the main memory 36 is avaiiable

to receive data. (See, e.g., Col. 4, lines 43-51') The same process

applies between the transform object and the sink object as data is

transferred from bufifer memory 35 to buffer I4 until the main

memory is available to output data. (See Col. 4, lines 526])

(Oflice Action, page 9, referring to claim 3}; Of/ice Action, page

I6. referring to claim 61; parentheses in original,1
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The cited Thomason text from col. 4, lines 52-61 is in mm:

Data will also be regularly requested from the main memory disk

36 to be displayed on the TV screen. Again the disk may be

temporarily busy for another operation. Data stored in the output

bafier 35!: is now supplied to the output 51b and thus applied to

the output terminal 53 so as to enable continuity ofviewing for the

user. As soon as the disk is capable of supplying data, the data

stored on the disk is supplied to the output 56 of the main memory

36 and applied to the input 59.5 of the output buffer memory 35.’),

for storage in the output buffer 35b. (Tlzomason, 4:52-6!, emphasis
added)

38. The “wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object" claim clement requires that the transform object act to carry out flow control of the sink

object. Nothing in the Thomason text at 4:52-6] or elsewhere in Thornason teaches or suggests

that “the operation of DMA controller 33 and the microprocessor 24” — the elements of

Thomason that the Office Action has identified as the sink object — is automatically flow

controlled by “[t]he operation of DMA controller 32 as supervised by microprocessor 2 ” — the

elements of Thotnason that the office action has identified as the transform object. The

description in Thomason cited in the Office Action for the “wherein said sink object is

automatically flow controlled by said transform object" claim element relating to the main

memory ("until the main memory is available to output data”) pertains to a portion of Thotnason

upstream from, and before, the transfer of data from buffer 35 to buffer 14. The action of DMA

controller 33 in performing the transfer of data from buffer 35 to buffer 14, or of the

microprocessor 24 in instructing DMA controller 33 to perform this transfer, does not constitute

"automatic flow control”.

39. By contrast, the '389 patent specifically describes the automatic flow control of the

playback pipeline involving, for example, the need for the sink object to obtain a buffet from the

(upstream) transform object:
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The sink 903 is flow controlled as well. It calls nextFullBuf which

tells the transform 902 that it is ready for the next filled buffer.

This operation can block the sink 903 until a bujffer is read)’. When

the sink 903 is finished with a buffer (i.e., it has consumed the data

in the buffer) it calls releaseEmptyBufi ReleaseEmptyBufgives the

buffer back to the transform 902. The transform 902 can then hand

that buffer, for example, back to the source object 90} to fill up

again. in addition to the automatic flow-control benefit of this

method. it also provides for limiting the amount of memory

dedicated to buffers by allowing enforcement ofa fixed allocation

of buffers by a transform. This is an importantfeature in achieving

a cost—e}j‘ective limited DRAM environment. (389 patent, 8:52-65)

40. Thomason does not disclose “wherein said sink olzgject is automatically flow

controlled by said transform olJject" as required by claims 3] and 61. To the contrary,

Thomason teaches away from this, as it describes the movement of data from buffer 35 to buffer

14 with the assistance of DMA controller 33 in passive terms [e.g. "[a]n adequate supply of data

per channel must always be present in the buffer memory 35 to be able to keep up with the

demand” at Thomason, 4: 13-15) as explained earlier.

41. Krause does not teach or suggest "wherein said sink object is automatically flow

controlled by said transform ol2ject” as recited in claims 31 and 61 (and the Office Action does

not assert otherwise). The combination of Krause with Thomason fails to teach or suggest

“wherein said sink object is automaticallyflow controlled by said transform object” as recited in

claims 31 and 61.

F. Combining Krause with Thotnason in the Manner Proposed in the Office Action

Would Change the Principle of Operation of Thomason

42. In the section titled “Motivation to combine," the Office Action states the following:

It would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to employ Krause's indexing in the system of

Thornason. Thomason discloses that the selected television signals

are digitized by a/d converter 2 and compressed by compressor 3

before being input to bufiier 4 for storage. The skilled artisan

17
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would appreciate that compressor 3 could be an MPEG encoder

or, additionally, that a received digital MPEG-formatted

broadcast stream could be directly input to bufier 4 without the

need for conversion and cornpression. One of ordinary skill in the

art would employ the indexing of detected I-flames. i.e.,
“parsing.” of the MPEG-formatted data to identify l-firames from

other video and audio data prior to storage in buffer 4. An l-frame

provides enough information for a complete picture to be

generated from the I-frame alone, in contrast to other types of

frames. Knowing the locations of the I-frames in advance would

allow Thornason to more efi’ic:'ently perform operations such as

varying speed reverse or varying speed forward by directly
retrieving the appropriate {frames for the selected speed. Further,

both references include teachings from the same technological

arena. ('i.e. simultaneously storing and watching a multimedia

program) Hence, the combination would have yielded predictable

results. (Office Action, pages I0-11 )

43. The combination proposed in the Officc Action would significantly change the

principle of operation of Thornason. To make the changes proposed by the Office Action in

order to obtain a functional system would require a large number of significant changes and

would fundamentally alter the principle of operation of Thomason.

44. In making these changes, one would also need to address a fundamental problem

associated with acceleration controller 41 in Thomason. According to the Thomason

specification. the acceleration controller 41 provides for fast forward and reverse functions:

An acceleration controller 41 has various task.s——it controls the

acceleration rate at which data is required, including providingfor
slow motion and frozen frames and frame stepping. It also

provides forfast forward and fast reverse functions. (Thamason,

4:19-23, emphasis added)

45. These functions are not enabled by the system disclosed and described in Thornason.

FIG. I of Thomason does not contain any provision for enabling the “user command signals”

identified between boxes 25 and 26 of FIG. 1 to be provided to the acceleration controller. There

is nothing in Figure I or in the Thomason specification that shows any functional connection

18
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between the user interface 26/user command ports 25 and the acceleration controller 41.

Moreover. the acceleration controller is located downstream of both the data decompressor 13

and the d/a converter 12. The only input to the acceleration controller is analog video. In a

system constructed in accordance with Thomason, the acceleration controller would be unable to

perform the stated functions of providing for fast forward and fast reverse because it lacks the

ability to receive and therefore act on (a) digital signals to provide fast forward and/or fast

reverse; and (b) signals generated as a result of user commands. These are defects that the

addition of l—fran1e location information collected prior to buffer 4 could not remedy, as there

would be no useful way to provide that information (which pertains to the location of digital

infonnation in a compressed video representation) to the acceleration controller 41, a system

element capable of receiving only uncompressed analog video. There would also be similar

problems in providing user command signals related to “slow motion and frozen frames and

frame stepping” (Thomason, 4:21-22) to the acceleration controller 41.

46. Even if an I-frame detector as disclosed in Krause were inserted prior to buffers 4 in

Thomason as described in the Office Action, this change would not result in a functional system.

Even “[l(]nowing the locations of the I—frames in advance" (as stated in the Office Action, page

11) would not “allow Thomason to more efficiently perform operations such as varying speed

reverse or varying speed forward by directly retrieving the appropriate I—frames for the selected

speed” (Office Action, page 11).

47. To obtain a functional system combining Krause and Thomason that would, as

stated in the'Office Action (page 1]), “identify I-frames from other video and audio data prior to

storage in buffer 4", to thereby “allow Thomason to more efficiently perfon-n operations such as

varying speed reverse or varying speed fowvard by directly retrieving the appropriate I—frames
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for the selected speed” (Office Action, page. 11), one would, in addition to inserting a block to

identify I—frames prior to buffer 4, have to make the following additional changes to Thornason:

1) add a new acceleration controller connected to the bus (since the original

acceleration controller 41 is unable to perform its stated functions as described

above),

2) add a mechanism to store the identified I-frame location information and

provide it as appropriate to the new acceleration controller,

3) remove or modify the original acceleration controller 41 to avoid conflicts

with the new acceleration controller, and

4) modify the operations of the microprocessor, DMAs, buffer management,

and user command handling to enable the I-frame location information to be

used to carry out “operations such as varying speed reverse or varying speed

forward” (as stated in the Office Action}. ‘

48. These changes would result in a new system, one that is different from the apparatus

disclosed by Thornason. This hypothetical apparatus would operate in a very diffenent manner

from that taught by Thomason. The principle of operation disclosed by Thomason would be
fundamentally altered such that Thomason xvould nolonger operate as described. I do not

believe that this combination would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art. i

49. I declare under penalty of perjury of the laws of the United States that to the best of

my knowledge and belief the foregoing is it e

J n D. Villasenor, Ph.D.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: U.S. Patent 6333.389 Confirmation No.2 2859

(Barton)
Art Unit: 3992

Reexatn Control No.: 90f0O9,329

Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick

Filed: November 10, 2008

Atty Docket: 25]3.0'U2REXD

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Secondary Considerations

Declaration Under 37 C.F.R. §1.132

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

1, James M. Barton, declare and state that:

1. I am a co-inventor of the above-captioned patent, U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389,

filed July 30, 1998 (hereinafter "the '389 patent").

2. I was a co-founder of Teleworld, Inc. Teleworld was the original name for

the company now known as TiVo Inc. ("TiVo"). I currently serve as the Chief

Technology Officer (CTO) and Senior Vice President of TiVo_

3. Prior to the invention described in the ‘389 patent, the entertainment industry

was desperately searching for a commercial product to provide interactive television to

consumers. Articles written around the time of the introduction of TiVo’s first

commercial digital video recorder (DVR) product recognize this long felt need in the

entertainment industry and how other companies, including major cable companies, tried

to meet the need and failed:
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When Time Warner shut down the Full Service Network (FSN),

its expensive experiment in interactive television, one year ago,

the prospects for changing the state of broadcast television
seemed bleak. Deborah Clayrnon, Til/o Takes a Second Shot at

Deiivering Personalized Television Services, RED HERRING.

August 1998. (Exhibit 1.)

Hundreds of digital Captain Ahabs have in vain thrown golden

harpoons at Interactive television, yet the whale has eluded them

all. Time Warner's flop was one of the most costly. Its

interactive experiment in Orlando, Fla. is rumored to have cost

$150 million before it was abandoned Captain Ahab went to

his death chasing the Great White Whale, just as many an

interactivity experiment has drowned. But one of these days

someone’s going to nail the critter. Julie Pitta, Interactivity the

Great White Whale, FORBES, September 21, 1998. (Exhibit 2.)

The purpose is what the TV industry calls "time-shifting,” or

enabling viewers to move their favorite programs to more

convenient time slots. It’s a step toward a long-awaited evolution
of TV entertainment, video on demand — a service that would let

viewers watch whatever program they wished whenever they

wished. Jon Healey, Start-up Aimsfor TV on Demand, SAN JOSE

MERCURY NEWS, August 21, 1998 (Exhibit 3.)

Interactive TV is coming, the executives cloistered here for a

large trade show agree. It’s just not happening fast enough for

anyone’s satisfaction Enhancing TV with digital smarts has

been a promise long unfulfilled. “Interactive TV has been a

tremendous flop over the past 20 years," said Phil Goldman,

general manager of TV platforms for Microsoft Corp. Interactive
TV ~ Will it Ever Arrive?, ZDNET AUSTRALIA, October 13, 2000.

(Exhibit 4.)

4. Many of these early interactive television products and systems, such as the

Time Warner Full Service Network, failed due to their cost and complexity. My co-

inventors and I developed the inventions described in the ‘389 patent to deliver much of

the promise of interactive TV but without the complexity and cost of prior failed

solutions.
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5. The claims of the ’389 patent are directed to systems and methods that give a

user the ability to simultaneously record and play back TV broadcast programs.

Additionally, the claims of the ‘389 patent utilize an approach that decouples the

microprocessor from high video data rates, thereby reducing the microprocessor and

system requirements that are at a premium.

6. Claims 31 and 61 recite a process and apparatus (respectively) “for the

Claims 31 and 61 aresimultaneous storage and play back of multimedia data."

reproduced below:

31. A process for the simultaneous

storage and play back of multimedia

data, comprising the steps of:

providing a physical data source,

wherein said physical data source

accepts broadcast data from any input

device, parses video and audio data from

said broadcast data, and temporarily
stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object, wherein

said source object extracts video and

audio data from said physical data
source;

providing a transform object,

wherein said transfonn object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage
device;

wherein said source object obtains a

buffer from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into
data streams and fills said buffer with

said streams;

wherein said source object is

automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

providing a sink object, wherein said
sink object obtains data stream buffers

61 .An apparatus for the simultaneous

storage and play back of multimedia

data, comprising the steps of:

a physical data source, wherein said

physical data source accepts broadcast

data from any input device, parses video
and audio data from said broadcast data,

and temporarily stores said video and
audio data;

a source object, wherein said source

object extracts video and audio data

from said physical data source;

a transform object, wherein said

transform object stores and retrieves data

streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a

buffer from said transform object, said

source object converts video data into
data streams and fills said buffer with

said streams;

wherein said source object is

automatically flow controlled by said

transform object;

a sink object, wherein said sink

object obtains data stream buffers from

said transfonn object and outputs said
streams to a video and audio decoder;

-3-
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from said transform object and outputs
said streams to a video and audio

decoder;

wherein said decoder convet‘ts said

streams into display signals and sends
said signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically

flow controlled by said transform object;

providing a control object. wherein
said control object receives commands
from a user. said commands control the

How of the broadcast data through the

wherein said decoder converts said

streams into display signals and sends

said signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically

flow controlled by said transform object;

a control object, wherein said control

object receives commands from a user,
said commands control the flow of the

broadcast data through the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow
command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

system; and

wherein said control object sends flow
command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

7. Each of TiVo's commercial DVR products includes the features recited in

claims 3] and 61. The use of the recited objects (source, transform, sink, and control

objects) provides the ability for the system to simultaneously record and play back live

TV broadcast as well as to reverse. fast forward, and pause live television, all in a cost-

effective system. The delivery to consumers of these components of interactive

television in a system at a commercially reasonable price point is the reason for the

commercial success of TiVo’s DVR products.

8. TiVo released its first commercial DVR device in early 1999. Over the next

seven years, TiVo experienced steady and consistent growth of its DVR subscriber base.

By fourth quarter 1999, TiVo had approximately 10,000 subscribers. Robert Lal-Trance, I

saw iron Ti‘/0, FORBES, November 29, 1999. (Exhibit 5.) By late 2002, TiVo had passed

the 500,000 subscriber mark. Jim Barton, Ti V0. INFOWORLD, December 6, 2002.

(Exhibit 6.) In 2006, the number of subscribers had risen to over 4.4 million.

_ 4 _
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9. The commercial success of the TiVo DVR is further highlighted by the

numerous awards and industry accolades received by the product since its introduction:

In 2006, the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences

selected TiVo as the first recipient of the Pioneering

Development award in recognition for its creation of,

development in and advancement of DVR technology and
service. "With the advent of television services such as TiVo, we

are presented with new opportunities to deliver programming to

television viewers in ways that fit individual lifestyle needs and

preferences," said Allan Benish, executive vice president of the

National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences. "We have

recognized TiVo for its integral role in developing technology to

deliver a better entertainment experience for television viewers.

Press Release, National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences

Recognizes Tt'V0 as Pioneer In Creating and Leading the Digital

Video Recorder Category, PRNEWSWIRE, October 17, 2006.

[Exhibit 8.)

In 2005, the TiVo DVR was named the second best product since

1995 by CNET_ The award noted that TiVo had “finally moved

beyond ‘pausing live TV’ to an entertainment center essential that

inspired a myriad of competitors, none of which even come close

to having as good an interface.” Torn Merritt, The Top 10

Products, CNET, 2005. (Exhibit 9.)

In 2005, PCWorld listed the TiVo DVR third in the list of the 50

greatest gadgets of the past 50 years. Dan Tynan, The 50 Greatest

Gadgets of the Past 50 Years, PCWORLD, December 2005.
(Exhibit 10.)

In 2005, I was named as one of the 29 innovators selected by the

EE'l"imes for “The Great Minds, Great Ideas Project.” The

purpose of the project was to celebrate “the people and

technologies that rattle marketplaces and open new opportunities.

These individuals don’t just make products, they make a

difference." In discussing my selection, the article explained:

“Indeed, Barton helped create a cool new category — the digital
video recorder (DVR) — at the increasingly crowded intersection

of broadcasting and digital electronics." Jim Barron: The Man

Behind ‘Gad’: Machine’for Consumers. EETIMES, 2005 (Exhibit
11.)

In 2005, ‘Five was given the “OnDemand Technology Innovation

Award — Cable, Satellite, Telco" by OnDemandies. (Exhibit 12.)
_ 5 _
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In May 2006, Michael Ramsay, co-founder of Two was awarded

The Royal Academy’s Sir Frank Whittle Medal for outstanding

achievement in the field of “engineering innovations in games,
entertainment and the media." As described in the news release,

TiVo "invented, developed and delivered the very first digital
video recorder (DVR), :1 device that allows television viewers to

automatically find and record their favourite shows every time

they’re on, enabling them to watch what they want, when they

want. Television on-demand enabled by DVRS, is regarded as

one of the most important inventions in the history of television

and is rapidly becoming a “must have" item for TV viewers

throughout the word. Press Release, Royal Academy of

Engineering, .TiVo Pioneer’: Outstanding Achievement (May

26,2006)(Exhibit 13.)

In 2007, USA Today named TiVo one of the top 25 inventions

that changed our lives since 1932. 25 Years ofEureka Moments,

USA TODAY, May 21, 2007. (Exhibit 14.)

10. The United States Patent and Trademark Office Museum recognized the

importance of the TiVo DVR product when selecting it for inclusion in the exhibit

entitled “The Invention Machine: A Day in My Life” designed to celebrate the nation's

most influential inventions. The exhibit highlighted the benefits of the ‘339 patent

(including claims 31 and 61) which as described above covers TiVo’s proprietary

technology for efficient]y storing and playing back TV shows. Til/'0 Joins the Collection

of Nation ‘.3 Most Influential Inventions, ECOUSTlCS.COM, July 20, 2005. (Exhibit 15.)

ll. Commentators have also recognized that the commercial success of the TiVo

DVR product introduced a dramatic paradigm shift in the way people watch television.

Please buy TiVo this holiday season, if fact, buy three. I say this

because if TiVo — greatest invention since beer — were ever to go

broke, I would shrivel up into a lump of Limburger mold and die

TiVo is such ajoy that even if there a game is going on that I

want to watch, I purposely won’t watch it live. I'll rotate my tires

or catch up on my Wally Cox video collection while Ti V0
records the game, then watch it without delays or interruptions as

soon as it's over. Do you know how much fun it is to go.
-5-
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“Running play‘? Borrrring" and zap right through it? Rick Reilly,
Greatest Invention, Period. SI VAULT, December 22, 2003.

(Exhibit 16.)

Is it possible for any other technological invention to surpass the

TiVo for the label of top entertainment invention of all time? If

you have ever had Tivo [sic] you already know what I am talking

about, when you go to the home of someone without the gadget

you cringe. You sit and ask yourself quietly. how did I live
before TiVo? How was I able to watch my favorite shows with

all of these mundane commercials blended in? Alex Carter, Top
Entertainment Invention of All Ti'me.- Til/0, AC Assocmreo

CONTENT MOBILE, April 16, 2007. (Exhibit 17.)

The chairman of the Federal Communications Commission is a

new convert to the personal digital video recorder. "My favorite

product that I got for Christmas is TiVo," FCC chairman Michael

Powell said during a question and answer session at the
International Consumer Electronics Show. "TiVo is God's

machine." Jim Krane, FCC'3 Chief Calls Til/(J ’God’s Machine’,

WASHINGTON Posr, January I 1, 2003 (Exhibit 18.)

12. The TiVo DVR embodying the features recited in claims 31 and 61 has

become a fixture in American consumer culture as evidenced by its prominent mentions

in television programs and movies as well as its inclusion as a question in the 20"‘

Anniversary edition of Trivial Pursuit (Exhibit 19) and the New York Times crossword

puzzle (Exhibit 20). The following is a partial list of television programs incorporating

references to the Two DVR product into the show.

Modern Marvels Ellen Simpsons

South Park Gilmore Girls The Colbert Report

Today Show Family Guy American Idol

Entourage Last Comic Standing The Tonight Show
Tell Me That You Love Me The Office i Love the New Millennium

David Letterman The Daily Show The Hills
Curb Your Enthusiasm Harold and Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay

Tropic Thunder
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13. As further evidence of the commercial success of the product, TiVo has or

had agreements with many large communications providers and equipment providers to

distribute or make commercial DVR products including Comcast, DIRECTV, Cox,

RCN, A'1"&T Broadband, Earthlinlc, Windstrearn, Sony, Philips, Toshiba, Pioneer, and

Humax. TiVo further has expanded internationally having agreements with Seven

Networks in Australia, Sky Broadcasting in the UK, and Li TV in Taiwan to distribute or

make commercial DVR products.

14. As recognized by commentators in 2002, TiVo‘s successful efforts led

competitors "to throw their knockoffs into the market that TiVo spent so dearly to

create.” Dorothy Pomerantz, Do You TiVa?, FORBES, November 25, 2002. (Exhibit 7.)

At least one of these recognized “cornpetitors," EchoStar satellite service had a

“lcnockoff” product that infringed the ‘389 patent, including claims 3] and 61.

15. TWO filed a patent infringement suit against Echostar in January 2004

alleging infringement of the ‘389 patent, including claims 31 and 61. In April 2006, a

jury found that Echostar had willfully infringed the ‘339 patent (including claims 3] and

61} and entered an injunction which barred future infringement and required EchoStar to

disable DVR functions of specified satellite receivers that EchoStar had wrongfully

placed in consumers‘ homes. The Federal Circuit stayed the injunction pending appeal.

That stay lasted until April 2008. By then, EchoStar had been infringing TiVo’s patent

for 7 years.

16. EchoStar’s continuing infringement by providing DVR products and services

diverted (and continues to divert) subscribers to EchoStar that are in TiVo's target
_ 3 _
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market. This reduces the number of subscribers in the DVR market available to TiVo

and causes TiVo a loss of market share and business opportunity. Since DVR

subscribers typically do not switch DVR providers, EchoStar has been able to build and

increase its subscriber base.

17. In 2006, the DVR market was in a period of rapid growth and development.

When the jury returned its verdict in favor of TiVo in April 2006, TiVo had well over 4

million subscribers, and that was still true when the district court issued its injunction in

September 2006. Since the stay of the injunction in the fall of 2006, however. the

number of Two subscribers has dropped significantly every quarter, for an overall loss

of over a million subscribers to date. At the same time, Echostar has gained DVR

subscribers every quarter, and it has gone from fewer DVR subscribers than TiVo to

twice as many DVR subscribers as TWO.

13. Exhibit 2] is a chart showing the DVR subscriber base for EchoStar and TiVo

since 2006. It shows that TiVo lost over a half million subscribers and Echostar gained

over two million new subscribers while the Court's previous stay was in effect. The

chart also shows that in the first quarter of 2006, EchoStar had approximately 3.6 million

DVR subscribers. while TiVo had approximately 4.4 million. By the fourth quarter of

2008, Echostar had nearly doubled its number of subscribers to 6.6 million, while

TiVo’s subscriber base had declined to just over 3.3 million — a drop of nearly 25%.

19. The data on Echostar subscribers was supplied by MAGNA, an independent

analysis and forecasting firm that is part of the Interpublic Group’s Mediabrands unit.

The data on TWO subscribers is from company records. Echostar financial quarters
_ 9 _
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correspond to calendar year quarters, while TiVo quarters run one month ahead of the

calendar year.

20. All statements made of my own knowledge are true, and all statements made

on informatiozl and belief are believed to be true. I acknowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under

Section 100] of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements

may jeopardize the validity of the patent.

MN. 1' Am:
Date
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TiVo takes 21 second

shot at delivering
personalized
television services.

HEN Time Warner shut
dow-nthe Full Service Net-

worlt (F3N), its expensive
experiment in interactive
television. one year ago,

the prospects forchanging the state ofln-oadcast
television seemed bleak. But Barton, then

anexecutive at Silicon Graphics and one of the
FSN’s architects, wasn’t ready to concede. That
August he joined Mike Ramsay, another former
SGI executive, to furrn Sunnyvale-based TiVo,
the latest attempt to give consumers more con-

Red Herring

trol over the growing mass of TV content.
According to TiVo (formerlyltnownas

Teleworld), the FSN failed in part because its

NEW COMPANIES
Storfups on the Red Herring rodor.

I Cobalt Microserver of Moun-
tain View oEEe rs Internet and in-

tranet networking capabilities as
an alternative to traditional NT

or Unix systems. Its Qshe mi-
croserver, which shipped in early
May, provides email, Eile sharing,
Weh puhlishing, and group-hased
discussion capabilities all through
a browser-based interface. The

company has recruited seasoned
management from Cisco Systems,
Syrnantec, Digital Equipment,
and Apple Computer.

I Sunnyvale-based AlWBl:I is
heading all those surveys show-
ing that most Web site owners
spend as much maintaining a site
as they do building it. The corn-
pany's new service, Web Site
Garage, provides Business owners

with the first comprehensive set
of software tools to tune up faulty
Web sites and optimize the per-
formanceofweh applications.

I Palo AIto's lnxighl Software.
founded in 1996 as part of the Xe-
rox New Enterprise program, has
just updated its Hyperbolic Tree
product, a 3D graphical user in-
terface that enables users to “.-see"

where they are when searching a
complex database or Web site and
understand how each piece of
data relates to the entire body of
inforrnatiort. The product is
based upon information access
technologies long held captive
inside Xerox’s Palo Alto Research

Center and will -work with prod-
ucts from partners SmartPatcnts,
S3, SoEtQI_.1ad, and Verity.

EXHIBIT 1

ING REPORT

August 1998

WATCH

we ARE Tlvo: CEO Mike Rornsoyond
Chief Technology Officer Jim Burton.

centralized system could never scale to accom-
modate the millions-of simultaneous requests
from users. TiVo’s solution is to move the pro-
cessing of interactive entertainment directly
into the home: the company has developed
what it calls an extensible time-shifting archi-

tecture (ETA), a combination ofproprietary sil-
iconchips, otherhardware, and application soft-
ware that manages real-tirne streaming ofaudio
and video. Much like a VCR (but without re-

quilting complicated programming), ETA digi-
tally records any television broadcast for later
viewing. ETA also offers other VCR-like con-
trols, such. as pause and rewind functions, even
for livelaroadcasts. Thecompanyhopes to license
ETA to makers oftelevisions, set-top IJDXE, and.
VCR.-:, but TiVo will control the service.

The result, the company hopes, will he
the first truly personalized television service.
"With TiVo, people will never again be con-
trolled lay tl-1ehroadca.ster’s schedule," claims Ed.
Macfieth, vice president ofrnarlteting and busi-
ness development. The company has also
created what it calls viewer-graphic profiling
technology, which tracks usage so that it can rec-
ommend future programs and record intelli-
gently; for example, the system will download
only the Seinfelci reruns you haven't recordedyet.

TiVo plans to roll out its first service by
mid-1999. To date, it has raised 53 million irl. one
round from New Enterprise Associates (tech

guru Stewart Alsop represents NEAorithe TiVo
hoard), institutional Vermue Farmers, and the ii
founders. Another venture capital infusion of '‘§
314.5 million was planned for early summer. C

-Delaomlt Claymon

AFHICEICYNTHIAWIGGINTDN
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With their black box slartup, Jim Barton and Michael
Ramsay must feel a lot like Melville's Captain Ahab.

Interactivity: the
Great White Whale
By Julie Pitta

Huunarns or ororrat

Captain Ahabs have in vain
thrown golden harpoons at
Interactive television, yet
the whale has eluded them

all. Time Warner’s flop was
one of the most costly. Its
interactive experiment in
Orlando, Fla. is rumored
to have cost $150 million
before it was abandoned.

The idea, however,
seems to make sense: Why
not let people watch the
programs they want to
watch rather than the pro-
grams the network or cable
system want to sell diem?

The latest to try its luck
at interactive television is

TiVo lnc., a year-old Sun-
nyvale, Calif. startup
founded by Silicon Graph-
ics Inc. alums Iarnes
Barton and Michael

Ramsay. Barton was
among the Silicon Graphics engi-
neers who designed Time Warner’s
interactive TV system. His partner,
Ramsay, headed up the workstation
division. ' -

Barton figured that what sank the
Time Warner effort was its cost and

complexity. He left Silicon Graphics
two years ago, before Time Warner
killed Orlando. He set about build-

ing a set-top box designed to deliv-
er much of what interactive TV was

supposed to, but without the over-
head. Barton and Ramsay started
TiVo with $3 million in venture cap-
ital. They raised another 34.5 mil-
lion in Iuly.

Instead of storing digitized pro-
grams on giant centralized comput-
cr servers where subscribers can

access them at will, Barton proposes

n.

We coiounders Michael Ramsay and lanies Barton
The lure of interactive TV entices yet anoiher startup.

to store a limited variety ofprograrns
on set—top boxes. The cost ofstor-
age has‘ dropped enough so that
Barton figures it will be possible to
store 20 hours ofTv programming
on a box that will cost about $300.

How will TiVo's box know what

programs to store? It will game:
information on a family's viewing
habits. Based on that user profile,
the set-top box will select as many as
20 hours of programs.

Watch a lot of Seinfirld reruns?
'I'iVo‘s set-top box is likely to suggest
a broadcast of the comedian’s HBO

special. Any llnviewed program is
eventually erased to make room fornew ones.

TiVo’s set—top box is like a smart
VCR. in the sense that it can record

any program. But its user interface is

N G

September 21 ,

EXHIBIT 2

REPORT

1998

far fiiendlier than that ofthe notori-

ously difficult-to-prograrn VCR.
Unlike TiV’o’s, video-on-demand
services that copy television pro-
grams onto a centralized server must
license that content from program
creators. That can act as an obstacle

to assembling a menu of shows or '
rnovics popular with viewers.

'1'1Vois negotiating with consumer '
electronics companies it hopes will
manufachire the boxes—for a licens-

ing i'ee—a.nd have themiil ;
dealers‘ hands by early‘ '
next year. It also aims to
collect $10 to $15 a ‘

month per viewer on the
subscriptions.
possible revenue stream is
“addressable advertising.”
As the name suggests, this
would replace the spon-
sorship advertising that
would normally accompa-
ny the program with spe-
cialized cornrnercials tai-

lored to the individual box I
users’ tastes. 'I‘fVo also

hopes to exploit the inter-
activity to allow con-
sumers to buy advertised
goods, with TiVo gettinga cut.

And so they still seek
the White Whale. Cable

companies continue to
experiment with video-on-
dernand systems similar to
Failed interactive ‘Iv’. “With

hardware and software prices having
dropped dramatically, Cablevision
has hooked up with Silicon Valley
startup Diva Systems Corp. to offer
a limited video-on-demand service.

“People came up with all sorts of
reasons why interactive 'rv-dicta’:
work,“ says Barton. “The basic
reason is centralized planning does
not work. Why did the economy col-
lapse in Russia? Because the Kremlin
wasn’t able to deliver what people
wanted.” Barton thinks his boxes
will give consumers what they want
rather than what Tv programmers
think they want.

Captain Ahab went to his death
chasing the Great White Whale, just as
many an interactivity experiment has
drowned. But one of these days some-
onc's going to nail the critter. 2

Another ;
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eriltst some powerfulpartners among the TV man-
nfacturers, broadcasters, cable companies
advertisers. - _

That's a tall order, particularly without proof
that the public will want 'iiVo‘s service. The last
major effort at time shifling was a pay—per-View
network called Your Choice TV, which folded ear-
lier thismoniii despite the backing ofcahle ‘giant
Tele-Gommunicaliomlnc. '

In fact, while close to Q0 pement ofAmetioarls
l'tavesVCR, a.nalysl:LarryGerbrandtatPan1Ka-
gan Associates said that fewer tlien 10 percent
regularly record pregame. Even though V0115
arentosbardtoprogramas theyused tobe, peo-
ple still like towamhslrowswhen every-
one else is wanching them, said Bruce
Leichtrnan, director of media and enter-
tainment stmtegies forilre Yankee Group."lhejrarerisedtobeingditgtatedho," ‘Leiclritrnan said.

onme o1l1erhand,'iiewe13needmore ‘tiIl'_IAB-Sl_ll'flIl1’Ig,’01'help than ever before sifting through the

'rvineu:isiv'eruhe‘prohré:au'ono£net— =-
vrorlis. Just as companies such as Yahoo
and Exicite attraotusers by brinyng order
tor.lreohaosoftheInternet.socarr'I'iVo
succeed by helping people navigate the
TV dial, said board member GeolIYang, a
partner at Irletihitionel Yenture Partners, a ten:
turecapitalfirrrt _

Oflicisls at 'i‘iVo -—-veterans ofthe computer,
rnicroprooeseor, Iriter:1etaru:lcable'l‘Virrdiisti-ies
—saythe3rpleuto[1y0utlheservicewith9everal
hurtdr-edBa\yAreacon:‘;'urne1stlrisfaJl.The com-
pany eiqaects to launch the product formally in
1999,wlthtentutiv‘eprioesof$1De.nionthforthe
service and somelliingmrer $309 for the equip-

_TlremonthlyIeeisfdrprovhi_ii1gdo.i15rsugges-j
‘flops about shows, "special packagasorienied
around themes, and other aimed a: non
rmging the 3,000 boom of_ TV down to the few
hours per day that match the user’s tastes. The
monthlybill could be atough sell, analyeteary

.' _IT‘lret’5:'.(1f:he rnonthly ctiaiges for ”
biggest challenge}: _

Arlen said. adding, “'I‘hat’s their biggest chal-
lenge.”

Atfirst. the equipmentwilltake the form of:
VCR-rgiizedboxthatriserspluginbetweentlreir-TV
and theirantenna, cable box or satellite dish. The
companrfs hop _e. however, is that the equipment
will someday be built into teleu-isionsets -

The conzparufs ambition to change the way
people watch TV is founded on two Ieey technolo-
gies. ' ' ’

One is the ability to record TV signals on-the
kindofhigh-capacity diskformdinoomputerhard
driva, andtoplaybackprogramsevenwhilethey
are being recorded. In addition to giving viewers
ir1sIanl;a:ct:esstci anyfllingthey record-norleecl
to search through hours of tape — it letspeople
pause and rewind progmrnrning. lilo more

more oonvenient

w;ri13forinelentrepla3,re,nornoreenrcialscer1ee
niissedvvlnileansweringthedoorbell 1 -I

The other is the ability to record programs
based on aviewefs identityorpreferences. In es-

'ser1ce,the 'I'iVo equipment reads the TV lineup
electronicallyand looks torshowsmatcliingihe
o:nes'viewerssayiheyli1oe—andrejecI1r1gones
iireydon'tlike.orhavealrr-arlvseen.

Naturally,t.hemoreusersreve:tlahouttlteir'
likes and dislikes, thebette: 'fiVo performs. The'IiVo remote mum: enables viewers to tell the

equiparnerltwbattlreylovewlratthegrlilueand
whattlteyltaze. - " _

The result, said GED lV[ieha‘elRaInsey, isthat
viewetscancornehome,-1aJrrtonthe'I'Vandcail

uptheprograms they wanttowateh, notneces-_

—om1y.ai-en, analyst

TV ondemand is t ‘goa A
of Sunnyvale  start-up TiV0
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Interactive TV-- Will it ever arrive?

October 13. 2000
URL: ii :fiwww.zdnet.com.aulnewsisoailntoractive-TV~Wi||~it-ever-arrive-l0 139023165 1201041-E2 0{l.htrn

L05 ANGELES —- Interactive TV is coming, the executives cloistered here for a large trade show agree. It’s just not happening
fast enough for anyone‘s satisfaction.

At the western Cable Show. cable moguls, programming gurus and advertising experts differed in opinion as to how quickly

TV watchers will want to interact with their televisions - be it by calling up information, shopping or otherwise being distracted
from the show they are watching.

The gathering may be convinced that interactive TV is inevitable, but by no means do they think it will come soon.

‘TV is a really passive experience to begin with. It's called the stupid box for a reason.‘ said Kirsten Jansen, director of new
media research for content maker Lunatic Fringe.

Market researcher Jupiter Communications. however, believes that more than 30 million interactive TV set-top boxes will serve

as conduits for producing some $10 billion in sales in 2004.

But cable companies and content makers are not so sure interactive TV sales will come that quickly.

A creator of video content for music videos and commercials, Lunatic Fringe is now wondering whether it should advise its

clients to add interactivity to their programs. ‘We don't want to invest all this time and money if it flops,” Jansen said.

Jansen cannot be blamed for being skeptical. Enhancing TV with digital smarts has been a promise long unfulfilled.

‘Interactive TV has been a tremendous flop over the past 20 years," said Phil Goldman, general manager of TV platforms for
Microsoft Corp. (Nasdaq: MSFT), during a panel discussion. ‘One of the things that we have learned is that content is hard to
make.‘

Not only that. but the infrastructure that cable companies need to install to make interactivity work is daunting, said Richard
Fisher, executive vice president of interactive e-commerce content maker RespondTV Inc.

‘America Online deals with 1.2 million or so subscribers online at peak usage. Imagine that ‘ER’ is on and 5 million people click
on an interactive element.‘ he said. The result: A stonn of requests for data with which even the most robust network will have

trouble dealing.

hltp:.i}www.zdnel.oon1.auInews.'prinLhtn1?'l'YPE=story&.N|'=l20l04142-139023|65l-Il|J|3D0€'l'Jl}c[l ol‘2)9.ll5f200‘J |2:ltJ:27 PM
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RespondTV‘s solution is a better infrastructure so that advertisers can offer products that people can buy interactively using
only their remote control.

Another problem for the industry is that no one can agree on just what interactivity is.

Ted Turner. vice chairman of Time Warner Inc. (NYSE: TWX). spoofed what some interactivity proponents have been
advocating.

"Being able to make a sports game turn out the way you want it to will be a feature that people want.’ he said. ‘If you want to

press a button to make your team win when watching a game. no matter what happens in reality. we'll have to deliver that to
you. You won't even have to ever deal with reality."

Others argued people don't want to change the story: they just want to enjoy it.

"People will always want to sit down and passively access a story." stressed Barry Di|ler,cl1ain‘nan and CEO of USA Networks
Inc. (NYSE: USAI}. ‘It started with campfires, and it will continue.“

Michaet Bloomberg. president and CEO of Bloomberg L. P.. agreed. "1 don't think people are going to customize a show." he

said. “People will instead say, 'l have two hours and I want to spend them the best way possible.‘ Another is that they want to
watch the shows they like, when they want.“

That's a problem that a new device, known as the personal video recorder, has been designed to solve. 1iVo lnc.. ReplayTV

Networks Inc. and tvllcrosolt have rolled out products that allow users to program what they want to watch and when. Letting
consumers customize TV viewing could help solve tratfic spike problems to interactive sites described by RespondTV's Fisher.

So-called smart TV technology isn't so appealing to advertisers. however, who fear users will fast fonlvard past their messages.

it's an old problem with a new twist. Bloomberg said. "We want to use technology to get more ads to the consumer. and the
consumer want to use the technology to have less ads. That a normal battle.“

One solution might be product promotions built right into the programming. like Jeff Goldblurrrs use of an Apple Macintosh

portable in ‘Independence Day.” With the ability to add touch-of-a—butl:on interactivity. consumers might be tempted to seek
more information or even purchase an item featured during a program.

Copyright © 2009 CBS Interactive, a CBS Company. All Rights Reserved.
ZDNET is a registered service mark of CBS Interactive. ZDNET Logo is a service mark of CBS Interactive.

hll-p;!.’www.zid.neI.com.aulnewsi'pI'int.h1m?TYF@sloty&AT=l1|Jl|Ml42—J 3-90'I3l65t.-ll0'D€lIJ|]|JUc [2 DfIJ9fI5l2t]D9 E21322? PM
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I saw it on Tivo
Robert La France, 11.29.99

NEW YORK - Visit an electronics store in the U.S. this tall and you will see television's
future. For $15,000 you can take home a 43-inch high-definition screen that can show a
rattlesnake slithering through the desert with astounding picture clarity. For $i,DOD you
can get the nexthottest consumer electronics item, a Tivo-branded personal video
recorder.

Tivo‘s box is nothing to look at. but, with or without a hookup to a high-definition screen, it
can change the way you watdt TV. Tivo sits between the signal reception and the screen.
replaying it after a brief delay. This allows the viewer to pause live television to go to the
bathroom or yell at the kids and not miss a beat (the delay lasts until you are ready to
watch again). Or, as with a VCR, viewers can store programs for luture viewing, using a
built-in hard drive.

More interesting, for $10 a month, the Tivo service can find, based on a viewer's past
preferences, programs he might like. No need to go hunting through a whole program
|og—just click them on at air time or have them recorded for later. Ultimately the service
could feed targeted adverLising—rather than the generalized stuff aired to everyone—and
the chance to buy products with a button push.

For now five is encased in boxes made by Philips Electronics, but the future lies in
plugging the service into existing devices, such as cable set-top boxes, DVD players and
even television sets. For the conlirrned couchdweller, this is big stuff. There are some
10,000 subscribers who've already plunked down between $500 and $1,500 for Tivo-like
Capability, and Forrester Research predicts those consumers will be joined by 14 million
others in the next five years.

Sure, Tivo is a triumph of the entrepreneur, bringing to market a service that giants like
Time Warner and GTE have repeatedly failed at. The question is whether Tivo. based in
Sunnyvale. Caliiomia, is the company to make the big sale. It has impressive partners:
America Oniine, the component makers Sony Corp. and Philips, networks such as NBC
and CBS. and the cable operators Comcast and Cox Communications. And its gotten a
nice pop on Wall Street, where it began trading in September at $16 and has since
climbed to $39.

But as yet ‘live is iust a tiny business. For the first nine months of 1999 its revenues from
subscription fees totaled only $41,000; its losses. $32 million. And it has fierce
competition. Replay Networks, which makes its own boxes and sells them over the
Internet, already has some of the very same big partners, as well as others, such as
Eanhlinks founder, Sky Dayton, and Nel.scape's founder, Marc Andreesen. And for far
less than the $11 million Tivo has spent so far on marketing, Replay reportedly has
almost as many boxes installed.

Without doubt, Tivo's stock flotation has given it ajump: a $1.4 billion market valuation
and a cash heard of $150 million. ‘Getting to the consumer market is expensive,‘ says
Tivo‘s CEO, Michael Ramsay. “But there is a time-to-market advantage here. Our plan is
to run as fast as we can.’ if he is fleet of foot, five will become a kind of Yahoo for the
television set.

Securing that position won't be easy, since there are plenty of alternatives emerging.
tvlicrosotl has unveiled plans to install its own search-and-record service in Echostar
satellite TV receivers. There are other interactive devices out as well, including one from
0penTV, of Mountain View, California, which recentty filed for its own offering.

The technology of searching and recording, which is not protected by patents at the
moment, can easily be copied and installed in such devices as cable set-lop boxes or
DVD and CD players. Tivo will need to differentiate itself, as well as assuage the fears of
its own broadcast partners—CBS, Discovery Networks. News Corp.. Walt Disney and
Time warner—which have termed a coalition to keep the services‘ commercial-skipping
ability tram violating their copyrights.
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As the number of entrants into the market increases, Tivo is. in some respects, winging it.
Ramsay concedes that today's subscription model is most likely a stopgap until
advertising and promotion money starts flowing in. Technology cheerleader Josh Bemofl,
an analyst at Forrester Research, believes that the services are all in the eerty stages
and that the real killer application will come when the devices can interpret viewing
patterns more intelligently--say, tracking down Torn Hanks romantic comedies and storing
them fortuture viewing. Tivo may not he the first to come up with that one

“This Christmas these companies will try to bash each others brains out.’ says Bernoff.
‘It's a little eariy to be declaring victory.‘
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EXHIBIT 7

Do You Tivo?

Tivo singlehandedly created the market for digital television recorders.
Profits don ' t go with that accomplishment
http: Ilwww. forhes .com/forbes/2002/1125 /054 . html

By Dorthy Pomerantz

Thank goodness for pioneers. Someone had to open the West, invent FM radio
and develop the digital TV recorder market. But the hardy souls who break
new ground don't always fare well.

Read the despairing disclosure statement for an October financing for Tivo
Inc., the Alviso, Calif. pioneer in TV recording. The 11,200-word confession
explains that the company will probably continue to lose money "for the
foreseeable future.‘ The stock, once at $79. is down to $4 and change.

'I‘iVo's gadget allows a TV addict to digitally capture a show for later
playback. The system beats the old—fashioned VCR because is) it's easy to
program——it knows when your favorite show is on——and {b] it lets you
fast—forward through annoying ads. Great idea. but Tivo has nearly killed
itself persuading consumers just how great. So far the company has racked up
half a billion dollars in losses while winning a mere 464,000 subscribers.
It takes some heavy salesmanship to get people to pay $300 for the recording
device plus $13 a month for the digital signals that provide program times
and thus tell the box when to start recording.

"Tivo did the heavy lifting. Now I think they're going to flame out," says
Manu Mehta, the founder of Metabyte Networks, a small [less than $1 million
sales) Silicon Valley outfit that has big plans to knock. 'I‘iVo off its perch.
Metabyte. funded in part by Scientific-Atlanta, sells software that helps TV
viewers digitally record from an on—screen menu, much like TiVo. Metabyte
has a deal with Scientific—Atlanta to put his software in new boxes that AOL
Time Warner's cable unit is already installing in Rochester, N.Y.. Green
Bay, Wis. and Austin. Tex.

The greater problem confronting Tivo, like other consumer electronics
pioneers before it. is that by working so hard to promote its brand while
also educating consumers about what it does, it sowed the seeds of its own
destruction. Upstart competitors, including Sonicblue's ReplayTV, Paul
Allen's Digeo and a digital recorder offered by the Echostar satellite
service, have been able to throw their knockoffs into the market that Tivo
spent so dearly to create.

Since its inception in 1997. Tivo has spent $178 million on sales and
marketing, more than twice the $79 million it spent on Rafi during the same
period. The money went into such things as the “Tivo. TVYour Way" 2000
national advertising blitz.

The good news is that direct marketing outlays——meaning rebates and some
television advertising--have dropped, from a peak of $102 million in 2000 to
$29 million last year. The bad news is that something else called "sales and
marketing——related parties." jumped 41%, to $76 million last year. Add it
up, and Tivo has spent $767 to win each of its 464,000 subscribers.

The related parties are the myriad partners Tivo has aligned itself with to
help promote its hrand:ADL Time Warner, DirecTV, Philips, Sony, Creative
Artists Agency and so on. But these folks don't do anything for free. In the
past Tivb has had to expense the cost of the cobranding. either in the form

IIIBFZDOZ 9:15 AM
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[News] Forbes article: Do You Tivu?

of direct subsidies, or as a noncash charge to amortize stock and warrants
issued in return for services.

As a model for future deals, Tivo has agreed to give up a substantial chunk
of its subscription fees to its largest partner, DirecTv, in exchange for
hyping the service. These fees are the company's largest source of revenue
and seoond—most—profitab1e business, behind technology licensing, and are
expected to account for 62% of $61 million in sales for the fiscal year
ending next Jan. 31, according to Matthew Mccormack, an analyst with
Friedman, Billings. Ramsey E Co.

But these revenues are especially shaky if TiVo finds itself in a price war
with the upstarts. The company has to share the same percentage of
subscription revenues with its partners. irrespective of whether it's
practically giving the service away.

For now at least, TiVo's 52—year~old Scottish chief executive, Michael
Ramsay. is nonchalant about the competitive threat and the price he has paid
for creating a new service.

"It's nonsense that the pioneers are the ones who get the arrows in their
backs," says Ramsay. ‘Like many small companies, we've had our challenges
with growth and all the things that have impacted companies hecause they
can't raise capital. But we've weathered the storm and become a
higher—profile company than when we came in." Investors, though, don't want
profiles. They want profits.

IUSIZOOZ 9:15 AM
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EXHIBITS

Tivo Wins Presligious Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement

National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Recognizes Tivo as Pioneer
In creating and Leading the Digital Video Recorder Category

SAN JOSE, Calif., Oct. 17 /PRNewswire/ —— Yesterday, during an official
ceremony in New York, the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
awarded Tivo Inc. (Nasdaq: TIVD}, the creator of and leader in television
services for digital video recorders, with the highly coveted Emmy award.
This year, the Academy has created a new category to recognize contributions
made by the pioneers of the digital video recorder (DVRJ industry to the TV

viewing experience. Tivo was awarded the Emmy for this new category in
recognition for its creation of, development in and advancement of DVR
technology and services.

“With the advent of television services such as Tivo, we are presented
with new opportunities to deliver programming to television viewers in ways
that fit individual lifestyle needs and preferences," said Allan Benish,
executive vice president of the National Academy of Television Arts

& Sciences- "We have recognized Tivo for its integral role in developing
technology to deliver a better entertainment experience for television
viewers.“

The Emmy award acknowledges Tivo as an original creator of DVR

technology
and services, and the benefits these advancements bring to television
viewers.

The Pioneering Development award also provides high-level recognition for
the

company's influence and development of the overall category. TiVo's
leadership was also recognized earlier this year when the company was
awarded

a patent for pioneering inventions associated with digital video recording
software and hardware design.

"Co—founder Michael Ramsay and I founded Tivo with the dream of
inventing
a revolutionary service that would give consumers unprecedented control over
their television viewing," said Jim Barton. CIO & senior vice president,
research and development of Tivo. “The response to Tivo has been
phenomenal,
from the feedback we receive from our enthusiastic customers to the growth
of

an entire category rooted in our dream. The Academy's recognition for our
leadership further demonstrates the strides Tivo has made to revolutionize
television viewing."

TiVo's DVR

Tivo powers a digital video recorder and works with every TV system to
digitally record television programming. TiVo's DVR is easy—to—use and

improves the way people enjoy television by offering the capability to
pause,

rewind, create slow motion and even replay live TV instantly. with a simple
touch of the button, TiVo's Season Pass(TM} will track and record every
episode of your favorite shows, even if the schedule changes. Plus, with
TiVo's Wish List[TM), Tivo will automatically find and record shows
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featuring
viewer's interests. What's more, subscribers can say goodbye to scheduling
conflicts with the ability to record two shows at once with DIRECTV
Receivers
with Tivo.

About National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
NATAS is a professional service organization for all aspects of the

Television, Cable and Satellite industries. Its classic symbol of
excellence,
the Emmy, is awarded in five major national categories: Daytime, News

& Documentary, Sports, Technological/Engineering and Community Service.
Local

Emmys are given in 18 regions across the United States. Beyond awards, the
Academy has extensive educational projects, scholarships, publications, and

major activities of impact to both industry professionals and the viewing
public itself.

About Iivn Inc.

Founded in 1997 with the mission to dramatically improve consumers’

television viewing experiences, Tivo is the creator of and leader in the
growing digital video recorder (DVR) category- TiVo‘s easy—to—use DVR was
the

first to deliver on the promise of consumer choice and control over TV
viewing, and has won the company numerous industry accolades including a
patent for pioneering inventions associated with DVR software and hardware

design. TiVo's DVR gives subscribers the power to reshape the TV timetable
to

work around their busy family life, not the other way around. The
convenience

and control Tivo provides continues to build a loyal and passionate
subscriber

base that has grown over 300 percent in size during this past year.
Today, the powered DVRS are available in the United States through the

Philips Personal TV Rec0rder(IM) and the Sony Digital Network Recorder(IM)
and

DIRECTV Receivers with Tivo in nearly 3500 consumer electronics retail and
online outlets and in the UK under the Thomson Scenium brand. TiVo is

headquartered in San Jose, CA. Revenues for fiscal year ended
December 31, 2000 were $3.6 million. Additional information can be found at

http://www.tivo.com _
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EXHIBIT 11

EETISIES
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EXHIBIT 13

News Release

26 May 2006

Tivo Pianee-r's Outstanding Achievement

The sixth winner of The Royal Academy's Sir Frank Whittle Medal
has been named as Michael Ramsay, co-founder of TiVo Inc., the
creator of and leader in digital video recorder technology, for his
outstanding achievement in the field of ‘engineering innovations in
games, entertainment and the media‘.

The Royal Academy of Engineering Sir Frank Whittle Medal reflects
the spirit of the late Sir Frank Whittle OM KBE CB i-‘Eng FRS, one of
the most creative engineers of all time. This medal is "awarded to
an engineer, with strong connections with the United Kingdom, for
outstanding and sustained achievement which has contributed to
the well-being of the nation". The field of activity changes annually.

Michael Ramsay pioneered the Tivo technology that is changing the
world of home entertainment - the culmination of a lifetime of

innovation in computer graphics, workstations and consumer
software technologies.

In 1997 he co-founded Teleworld, which became Tivo Inc., the

company that invented, developed and delivered the very first
digital video recorder (DVR), a device that allows television viewers

to automatically find and record their favourite shows every time
they're on, enabling them to watch what they want, when they
want. Television on-demand enabled by DVRs, is regarded as one

of the most important inventions in the history of television and is
rapidly becoming a ‘must have‘ item for TV viewers throughout the
world.

with DVRS, TV viewers can pause live TV, fast-forward through
advertisements and set-up 1'iVo Season Pass“ recordings for their
favourite series and never miss an episode. Under Ramsay's steer,
these innovations have sparked a revolution in home entertainment

where viewers are taking control of their home entertainment away
from the major broadcast networks. While the technology was
pioneered by TiVo in the US, DVRs are now available and popular in
Europe and Asia. In the US alone, ten million DVRs are now
installed in homes; of these over 4.4 million subscribe to the TiVo
service.

Using a complex technology that has never been duplicated by its
competitors, over the last 8 years the company has amassed a
large portfolio of patents and proprietary technology that is a
testament to its innovation and market leadership.

Prior to TiVo, Ramsay was a senior executive at Silicon Graphics

Inc (SGI), from 1986-1997. In 1994 he became president of Silicon
Studio, a subsidiary of SGI that he founded to pioneer the

development of 3D graphics technology that revolutionized the
movie and game industries. Ramsay's products were used to create
the special effects and 3D animations for movies such as Jurassic

http:l'fwww.raeng.org.u1-dncws/roleascs/shownews.htm?News1D=3 l9&.print=true 9224/2009
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Park, Terminator 2 and other blockbusters. The technology has
enabled animators and special effects artists to create realistic and
compelling experiences, impossible to duplicate in any other way -
to the delight of movie audiences worldwide.

Michael Ramsay is a native of Edinburgh who moved to California's
Silicon Valley in 1975 to pursue a career opportunity with Hewlett-
Packard. He received a BSc {First Class Honours) in Electrical

Engineering from the University of Edinburgh in 1972.

ends

Notes for editors

1. The Royal Academy of Engineering Sir Frank Whittle Medal
reflects the spirit of the late Sir Frank Whittle OM KBE CB
FEng FRS, one of the most creative engineers of all time.
This medal is "awarded to an engineer, with strong
connections with the United Kingdom, for outstanding and
sustained achievement which has contributed to the well-

being of the nation." The field of activity changes annually.

. The Whittle Medal was first awarded in 2001 to the creator

of the world—wide web, Professor Tim Berners—Lee OBE
FREng FRS for his achievements in communication. In 2005
the Medal was awarded to world expert in electrical and
electromagnetic devices, Professor Peter John Lawrenson,
Emeritus Professor, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Leeds in recognition of his generally applicable
design rnethologies and the development of electrical
machines used worldwide, including the invention and
commercialisation of switched reluctance drives.

. Frank Whittle was born in Coventry in 1907, the son of a
skilful mechanic and inventor. From an early age he
experimented in his father's factory and was fascinated by
the fledgling aviation industry. He joined the RAF in 1923 as
an apprentice. His talents were soon recognised and he

qualified as a pilot at the RAF College, Cranwell, before
reading Mechanical Sciences at the University of Cambridge.

While at Cranwell he had developed a thesis on jet
propulsion and patented his design in 1930, but officials at
the Air Ministry dismissed his ideas as impractical. However,
in 1936 he and some associates founded a company, Power
Jets Ltd, to develop the theory. Despite political and
financial adversity, Whitt|e's jet engine made its maiden
flight on 15 May 1941, powering the purpose—built Gloster
E28/39. By 1944 the engine was in service with the RAF.
The technology quickly spread and has been fully exploited
worldwide.

Founded in 1976, The Royal Academy of Engineering
promotes the engineering and technological welfare of the
country. Our fellowship — comprising the UI<'s most eminent

engineers - provides the leadership and expertise for our
activities, which focus on the relationships between

engineering, technology, and the quality of life. As a
national academy, we provide independent and impartial

http:/fwww.racng.org.uldnowshcleasesfshownows.l1tm'?NewsID=3 l9&pril1t=true 9/24/2009
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advice to Government; work to secure the next generation
of engineers; and provide a voice for Britain's engineering
community

For more information please contact:

Amy Abbott, Manager, Events and Awards, The Royal Academy of
Engineering, 29 Great Peter Street, London SW1P 3LW. Tel: 020

7227 0541, Email: amy...@...org.uk

Updated April 2009 /newsfreleases/shownews.htm

© The Royal Academy of Engineering - Registered Charity 293074
3 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y SDG
Tel: 020 7766 0600 Fax: 020 7930 1549

http:/z'www.raeng.org.uk/news/releasesfshownewehtm?NewsiD=3 19&print=true 9/24/2009
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TiVo Joins the Collection of

Nation's Most Influential Inventions

Posted by Admin on Wednesday, July 20, 2005 - 03:55 pm?

we throu h Au ust D2

United States Patent and Trademark Office Museum Honors Ideas That Improve Lives

ALWSO, Calif, July 20, 2005 - Joining the esteemed ranks of inventions such as the

toothbrush, seat belt, computer and alarm clock. several TiVo inventions are featured in a new

year-long exhibit at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) Museum in

Alexandria . Va., beginning July 13.

Designed to celebrate the nation's most influential inventions, "The Invention Machine: A Day

in My Life" exhibit features everyday inventions that impact and improve people's daily lives,

including the TiVo® digital video recorder IDVR} and the TiVo Service. The digital lifestyle that

was launched by TiVo's creation has brought choice and control to the lives of millions of

Americans.

"It is an honor for ‘|”IVo. and for me personally, to be placed in the US Patent and Trademark

Office Museum ," said James Barton , Senior Vice President of Research and Development.

Chief Technology Officer, and co-founder of TiVo Inc . "It isn't every day that an invention is

embraced by millions of people. To be featured in such a terrific showcase is a great day for
TiVo."

Depicted in a three-dimensional virtual diorama, the TiVo display showcases a living room

decorated with TiVo trademarked logos and icons on everything from rugs to wall decor. Set to

upbeat music, a video loop displayed on a TV on the ''living room" wall highlights the benefits of

TiVo's Time Warp patent (US. Patent No. 6,233,389), which covers TiVo's proprietary

technology for efficiently storing and playing back TV shows. The video loop also highlights

http://news.ecoustics.com/bbs/messages/l 038 1 /l49736.ht1'nl
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other patented aspects of TiVo's DVR and service, including novel ways of controlling live TV.

TiVo's intuitive user interface and TiVo's award-winning remote control.

The USPTO Museum was designed and built by experts at Invent Now, a non-profit

organization formed to recognize and encourage invention and creativity and curators of the

National Inventor's Hall of Fame. "Our goal with the USPTO Museum was to create a fun,

thought-provoking, and memorable experience. The TiVo exhibit is sure to be a favorite among

guests," said Mitch Scott, Senior Designer for Invent Now. "We are showing visitors of all ages

how imagination can be made real."

Ranging from interactive activities and touch-screen technology to artifacts and videos, the

USPTO Museum provides a high-impact educational experience and is immediateiy visible to

all those passing through the atrium of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. The

new exhibit opened to the public on Wednesday, July 13, 2005 . More information is available

at wvvw.usgto.gov.

Tivo exhibit photos available upon request.
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§Greatest Invention, Period
Rick new

The following is not a paid endorsement. The author received no gilts or services in exchange for this column. Not that he didn't try.

Please buy TiVo this holiday season. in tact. buy three.

I say this because if Ti\i'o—greatest invention since l:ieer—were ever to go broke. I would shrivel up into a lump of Limburger mold and die.

Why? Because when you own TiVo—greatest invention since Viagra—you kiss timeouts, hudctles and 45-second close-cps of Andy

Pettit‘te‘s eyebrows goodbye forever.

when you own TiVo—greatest invention since the thong~——you instantly become the biggest enchilada in all oftelevised sports.

'tNi'ID decides what time NFL games kick off? You. who decides when replays and s|o—mo will be shown? You. Who makes all sports

coi'nmar::ial—free'? You! Because with fivowmatem invention since Big Benha—you become a human production truck,

With three buttons on the remote, you can record your team's entire season. Screw ES PN. You kick off games when you want. You can

watch an entire nine-inning baseball game in the time it deserves: 1? minutes. You just fast-forward through the boring pBl'i‘S——-and it's

almost all boring parts. (Sorry. you won't get to sit there for 4?’ minutes as Nomar Garciapsrra adjusts his cup.)

Thanks to TiVo—-greatest invention since Harte Berry-—your days of slugging through commercials are over. You say Michael Jordan has

a new cologne? Smell ya later! Can you hear me now? Nope! They say you may have a problem-itch area? You don't care!

Do you realize how long it's been since I've heard one word uttered by a sideline football reporter? Two years! This means l've missed

1,036 breathless accounts by Dr. Jerry Punch, like. "Guys. ljust talked to Coach Elowden. He told his team they've got to reduce the

number of pulled groins this half. Back to you!"

TiVo is a digital video recording service (like top competitors Re-p|ayTV and Echostar). Your [NR receiver contains a hard drive that
stores up to 80 hours of stuff and makes the VCR look as outdated as Fred Flint:-;tone's blender. You don't need tapes, times or at

Dartmouth engineering degree to program it. TiVo is so smart that it is constantly recording the last 30 minutes of whatever you're

watching, even it you fall asleep and miss the only 30 seconds of the Dodgers‘ game that mattered. D.K.. so TiVo costs about $13 a

month. You spend more than that on Altoids.

it's not just me. Joe Montana is a 'i'iVotee. Tony Hawk flips tor lt. Kevin Gannett. John Elway. Ronnie Lott. Brett Bodine—they all gave

unsolicited testimonials to Tivol Normally. these guys won't burp for tree!

Title is such a joy that even if a game is going on that I want to watch. I purposely won't watch it live. l'l| rotate my tires or catch up on my

Wally Cox video collection while TNO records the game, then watch it without delays or interruptions as soon as it's over. Do you know

how much fun it is to go. "Running Play? Bornring" and zap right through it?

Soon, you, too, will be using sentences like. ''well. I watched the Dolphins on one set, but! TiVoed the Braves on another." TiVo—grealest

invention since chill-cheese fries—l'1as been out only four years and already it's a verb!

Oh. and Tilfo saves more than sports, It saves relationships.

Let's say you're a guy watching the sports repon on the 10 o‘c|oci< news. You only get five minutes. right? Those five minutes are crucial to

your emotional waiH:ieing and fantasy-league standings. And just as Biff Hairspray swins into the NBA scores. the wife comes up and

http;//cnnsi.printthis.ctickability.com/pti’cpt?action=cpt&title=Greatest+Invention%2C+Period... 9X24/2009
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says, "Honey?"

And you do the standard guy trick. which is no tum your whole body toward the voids, while keeping your head facing the set. "You're not

listening," she says.

"I am too," you say, nodding like a sanetoriurrl inmate.

Not convinced, she says. "0.K,, tomorrow, you'll have to go up to school and take Denise to the orthodontist and then drop her at her
clarinet lesson... ."

But ot oourse you're enthralled with Tlrnberwolves 102, Clippers 93. And this is what you hear instead: "0.K.. tomorrow Kevin Garnett will

have to go up and unclerdontist and then drop four threes on her clarinet lesson..."

Then it hits you at about 1 a.m., in the middle of REM sleep. that you agreed to do something and have no idea what it is.

But with TlVo. the instant you hear. "Honey?" you immediately hit PAUSE on your TJVG. turn 1[lD“/a of your body to your wile. took her right

in the eye. smile more earnestly than Billy Graham and utter sweetly. "Yes. sugarplurni-“' And as long as she doesn't talk for more than 29

minutes. you‘re golden!

Now if ‘(No could just bring this technology to real life. Roommate giving you long-winded recap of his Liza Minnelli dream? Fashforward.

Pop quiz in trig’? Pause. Lava—hot girl just licked her tips at you at the pancake place? Save and replay at 2 am.

Telling you——greatest invention since the Baroalounger,

Find this article at:
httpzlfsportsilluslretedcnnoornlvault.'artlolelmaga2ine!MAG103D944lindexJ1tm

l:l Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.

filopyrig ht © 200'.’ ON Nalspgyts Illustrated,

httptffcnnsi _pn'ntl:his.clickabititycom/ptfopt?action=cpt&title=Greatest+lnvention%2C+Poriod. .. 9124/20:09
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Top Entertainment Invention of All Time: Tivo

o Published: Mon April 16th, 200'?
a By: Alex Carter

a Category: Parenting

is it possible for any other technological invention to surpass the Tivo for the label of top entertainment
invention of all time’? If you have ever had "five you already know what 1 am talking about, when you go to the

home of someone without the gadget you cringe. You sit and ask yourself quietly, how did 1 live before Tivo?
How was I able to watch my favorite shows with all of these mundane commercials blended in? Your friends

don't even realize what they are missing, which is better for them I guess, it would help them sleep better at
night. Sleep better realizing they are missing out on the top entertainment invention of all time.

As a longtime Tivo subscriber and #1 fan I have grown to appreciate my Tivo almost more than the television

itself. When commercials are coming 1 can almost anticipate those three quick beeps that coming when l blaze

through the latest, lamest, erectile dysfunction ads. When 1 return home from a long night of dinner and a movie

with friends lam comforted to know that John Locke and the crew from Lost is waiting for me at the click ofa

button. Then again, I guess that all makes sense, because in a very real way my "five has helped find my way to

entertainment bliss after I was lost. Oh, Tivo, you do find your way to my heart so delicately.

Let's put ourselves in a deeply hypothetical, yet very real scenario in which you are obligated to go to a family

function and miss your favorite programming. Hypothetically, we will say that Nickelodeon is mnning a Full
House marathon and you still haven't seen the really "sentirnental" episode where Uncle Jesse's hair gets messed

up. I'm sure Joey will make an insensitive, yet highly comical, statement about it that makes us all question our
own presence on earth. You missed it because you were at Grandma's 80th birthday, unbelievable! Not ifyou

have Tivo, because with Tivo you could also watch the other 79 episodes of the marathon, including the one

where Danny likes to clean!

Tivo can now access your computer, meaning the possibilities have become endless for what Tivo can

accomplish. You can access your pictures, read an important document, or surf the web right from the same

spot where you watch reruns of Chips! Recently Tivo started piloting a program in parts of the country where

subscribers can purchase and download movies from Amazon.com. This presents an interesting dilemma for

people like me; now what reason do 1 have for getting up offof the couch? lfTivo figures out a way to make
me dinner and allow me to use the restroom from my perch in the living room, I'll never move another muscle!

In all seriousness, Tivo can be claimed as the greatest entertainment invention ever simply because its ease of

use. We all remember scrambling around the house to find a VHS tape to record the newest episode ofAlf on

our VCR, but Tivo makes it all very simple. As it continues to grow so will our fascination with the
entertainment industry, but perhaps so will our ability to relax and enjoy the simple things as they happen. After

all, it is a lot easier to enjoy little Billy's baseball game when you know that Dancing with the Stars is being

recorded by the ever-reliable Tivo, right?

Comments

© 2009 Associated Content

http:f.’mobile.associatedcontent.comfarticle/203S37/top_entertainrnent_invention_of_all.html 9/24/2009
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EXHIBIT 18

E'CC's Chief Calls Tivo "éucrs Machine’

By Jim Krane
AP Technology Writer
Saturday, January 11, 2003; 2:02 AM

http://www.washingtonpost.com{wn—dyn/articlesfA41345—2flU3oan11.html

LAS VEGAS The chairman of the Federal Communications Commission is a

new convert to the personal digital video recorder-

"My favorite product that I got for Christmas is Tivo," FCC chairman
Michael Powell said during a question and answer session at the
International Consumer Electronics Show. "Tivo is God's machine."

If Powell's enthusiasm for digital recordings of TV broadcasts is
reflected in FCC rulings, the entertainment industry could have a tough
time pushing its agenda in Washington. It wants restrictions on making
and sharing the recordings.

Powell said he plans to use Tivo to record shows to play on other TV
sets in his home, and suggested he might share recordings with his
sister if she misses a show.

Powell made the statements during a brief exchange with Gary Shapiro,
who heads the Consumer Electronics Association, a lobbying group
opposed to governmentvimposed restrictions on TiVo—1ike digital
recording technology.

Shapiro was clearly delighted, calling Powell's statement "good news"
and suggesting to Powell that his regulatory authority might allow him
to rule in favor of sharing recorded IV broadcasts.

"That's up to you, actually," Shapiro said- "We're glad. we hope some
of your colleagues in Congress buy a Tivo as well."

Many in Hollywood have railed against the machines. saying they could
cut into TV advertising revenues. TiVo can remove commercials before
viewing.

The entertainment industry has proposed “broadcast flag" technology
that could thwart or limit copying or distribution of pirated
broadcasts over the Internet. Many in the industry fear the broadcasts
could be sold online.

Powell said the FCC was examining the broadcast flag issue to determine
whether the agency has a regulatory role. He suggested Congress might
"assign us a role so we have clear jurisdiction and resources to do
it_ II

A TiVo competitor, SONICblue, has been sued by motion picture studios
and television networks over a ReplayTV device that enables users to
share digitally recorded shows over the Internet with a limited group
of fellow Replayiv owners.
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Powell said he understood the need to balance the interests of

consumers with those of Hollywood and broadcasters.

One upcoming TV series plans to fight commercial skipping technology by
blending advertising into its programming, offering a seamless hour of
entertainment mixed with salesmanship.

The series will air for six weeks on the WB network. The show, with the
working title, “Live from Tomorrow," will be produced by Michael
Davies, bestvknown for ABC's "Who Wants to be a Millionaire," according
to a story Friday in The New York Times.
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1.53lb)-(dl and MPEP 506], a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54] will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOIQOS indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in clue course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1810l, a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTJROI1 05) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national secu rity, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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(202) 772-8550

INTERNET ADDRESS:
5KESSLER@SKGF.CDM

Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Re: Reexamination of U.S. Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90/009,329; Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON er a!.

Our Ref: 2513 .002RE.X0

Transmitted herewith for appropriate action is the following document:

1. Reply to Oflice Action in Ex Parte Reexamination and Statement of Substance of
Interview under 37 C.F.R. § L560;

Certification of Service of Reply to Office Action and Statement of Substance of
Interview;

Declaration of John D. Villasenor under 37 CFR. § 1.132 (Appendix A); and

Secondary Considerations Declaration under 3'7 C.F.R. § 1.132 (Appendix B), with
Exhibits 1-21.

The above-listed document is filed electronically through EFS-Web.

Fee payment is provided through online credit card payment. The US. Patent and

Trademark Oifice is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or credit any overpayment,

to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Registration No. 25,633
EJK/LAG:mlb

Enclosures
|um3z_i.ooc

Srerrua, Kessler. Goldsiein 3 Fox H Li 1 1100 New ‘fork Avenue, NW : Washington, DC 20005 '. 202.371.2600 f202,3'a"1.2S40 : \nnmv.skgf.ccni
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Substitute for form i449."PTO Cgmpfetg Known

Application Number " ' 90i009,329
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date N0VI=mb'=r19.2003

STATEMENT By PATENT owNER First Named Inventor James M. BARTON
1"U39. as many sheets as nefesxaryj Alt Unit 3992

Examiner Name Ferris III, Fred D.
Attorney Docket Number 2513.0O2REXi]

_' u.s. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Publication Date Name ofPatcntee or Pages, Cnlurims, Lines,
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Where Relevant Passages

or Relevant Fiuies A ear

200210154155 A1 11-07-2002 _ 1911013;
200210175590 Al 11-23-2002 Nagasawa
200531132418 Al {)5-16-2005 Barton ei‘ ai,
2005:0045-:70 Al 03-02-2005 Poslinskj et ai.

2007i02§_q921_1i11 10-0¢2007_
2009/0135215 A1 05-23-2009

200910200105 A1 08:20-2_0(}9
4,233,523 11-11-1980
4,305,250 12-15-1931
5,405,525 04-1 1-1995

5,590,195 12-31-1995
5,559,553 00-19-1997
5,751,005 05-12-1993
5,815,671 0929-1993
5,330,334 12-11-2001

l?0ii.I-JIGN PA'1‘ElllT DOCU!!l_lE‘.iV[I‘§:
Fu1'Eig|1 Pat:-.n1Dni:urneni Publication Date Name o1‘Psiti:ntoe or Pages, C.'oli.imns,

MM—DD—YYYY Applicant ofCilei:1 Documunl Lines. Whore
Cnmlqi coin‘ Numim‘ macnaz‘ arimwu} Rclcvimt Passages or

Relevant Figurfi

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

"EX.Nl-llNER: Initial if raierorica considered whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP B09. Draw line through citation if not in ooniorrnance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with noatl ooinmunioalion to applicant. ‘Applicants unique citation designation nurriber (optional). ‘ See Kinds Codes
at USFTO Patent Documents at www.usp1D.go\i or MPEP QD1.D4. ' Enter Office that issued the docLrrienr. by the twci-letter oode (WIPO Standard ST..'i]. ‘
For Japanese patent documents. the indication at the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document ' Kind of
document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPD Standard ST,‘lf5 if possible ‘ Appiiiznt is to piaoe a izhauk mark here II’
English language Translation is attached
Thh collection oi infomralion is required by 37 CFR 1.9? and 1.98. Tre inforrriation is roquirod to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.5.C. 122 and 3? EFF! 1.14. This ooilaotion is eslimaiod to lake 2 hours to
mmpiete. including galhoring. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the indruiiduat oase.
Any comments on tho arriourit of time you require to complete this iorm ariiiior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information
Officer. LJ.S. Patent and Trade-rnaitx Oilioe. FLO. Box 143), Alexandria. VA 22313-1450 DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: commissioner for Patents. PO. Box 1-:50, illlexandrla, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in carnpieting the form. cali 'i—B00—P'i"0~9199 (1-Bfla-786-9199) and sefect option 2
‘t02466.'.L'i.DDC
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Euivalent ol Farrn PTCz"SBIU8b (2-{)9}

Substitute for form 14-49.’PTO Complete rfKrwwn

Application Number 9D!0U9.329
|NFORMA'|'|QN D|5C|_OSURE Filing Date November 10, 2003

STATEMENT BY PATENT OWNER FIISI Named Inventor I311155 M. BARTON
(Use as marry sheets as necessary) 3992

Examiner Name Ferris III. Fred D.

Attorney Docket Number 2 S I 3.002REX{)

NON PATENT LrrER.A'rm2I: DOCUMENTS _ _
Examiner . Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title ofthe article (when appropriate), title
Initials’ of the ilem (book, magazine, journal, serial. symposium, catalog, et-2.), date, page{s}, volume-issue

nun-nber(s}, publisher, city andfur country where published

U.S. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT, TiVo Inc. V. Echostar

Communicafions Corp. et a]., Brief ofDefendants—Appcllants, July 17, 2009.

US. COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT, TiVo Inc. v. Echostar
Conununicafions Corp. er al., Briefof PIainI:iff—Appe1lee Tivo Inc, July 17, 2009.

U.S. DISTRICT‘ COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL
DIVISION, Complaint for Patent Infiingement and Jury Demand, Tivo Inc. V. Verizon
Communications, Inc., Case No. 2-.O9—cv—257, August 26, 2009.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, MARSHALL
DIVISION, Complaint for Patent Infringement and Jury Demand, Tivo Inc. v. A'I‘&T
I.nc., Case No. 2:09-cv-259, August 26, 2009.

Office Cornrnunication, dated September 15, 2009, for U.S. Patent App}. No.
1 11051347, filed February 4, 2005, 13 pages.

U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS. MARSHALL
DIVISION, AT&T Inc.‘s Answer to Pla.iI1tifi’s Complaint and Jury Demand, Tivo Inc.
V. AT&T Inc., Case No. 2:09-cv-259, October 2], 2009.

Exammcr Date

Signature Considered
‘EXAMINER: Initial II reIorence considered, whether or not citation is In conforrnanne wiln MPEP 509. Draw Ilne Ihvough citation If n01 in conformance and
nut consrdered. Include copy of this form with next oomrnunfcation toapplicant.
' Applicanrr. unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Appllcantis to place a check mark here If English language Translafion is al1a-chad.
This colleclion DI Inforrrratfion is required by 37 CFR 1.913. The infonnaiion is required to obtain or retain a henefll by the publlc which is to flle (and by Ihe
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3? CFR 114 This onlleclion is esiimated to take 2 hours in Gflmplelfl.
including gathering, preparing. and submiflfng the comdeled application form lo the USPTO. Time wili vary depending upon me individual case, Any
comrnenls on the amount of Iime you require to complete Ihis form anclfor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent Io the Chief Infonnalion
Oificer, U.S. Patent and Tuadarmark Olfoe, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES DR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADD RESS. SEND To-. commissioner for Patanls, P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in compleflng the form, cal’: 1-300—PTO—9199 {I -800-786-9199) and select option 2.
1024658_ 1.000
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90009329

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

First Named |nven‘or’APP|icant Marne:
Customer Number: 261 1 ‘I

Filer: Lori Ann Gordon

Filer Authorized By:

Receipt Dale: o7—DEc-2009

Filing Date: ‘I0-NOV-2008

Time Stamp: 19:47:07

Application Type: Reexam (Third Party)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Document Document Description File Name File Sizemyies"
Number Message Digest Part Lzip (ifappl.}

261041

2513U02rex0!D5.pdf
..~J|. 51-I5 I-I-I i l.<.aJJ51cJ4.(rm1 3 I }JlIFJ.?:.|8LlJ
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Multipart DescriptionlPDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Ree)-cam Miscellaneous Incoming Letter

Transmittal Letter

Reexam Cenlficate of Service

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed (SW08)

Wa rnings:

Info rmation:

NPL Documents
_ ‘ 91 10416

NPL51_cornp|aint_TIvo\/erlzon.

p Irh'|1'bIlIrpFn—I Ihr.Nih‘3I5'i?aI}$F.aHIl)‘JI.idull

Wa rnings:

Information:

NPL Documents

5692438

NPL52_comp|aint_TivoA'l'|'.pdf
MIIJIJAI1 }'l?t);=iJ':J'I}H:I?xl'l-I fll I“llFW|'u[l|L'I

Hi

We rnings:

Information:

NPL Documents
680708

NPL53_1 105 1 34?_OA_2UD9_9
1 5. df

P bl;-=|.=-lIMII'r. M I :n.cu.n.4as-1.:-rm J£!I1tl|'JJ'|4«law.

We rnings:

Info rmation:

NPL Documents NPL54_A'|'l'_An5wer.pdf
IIiiI'|5J'lr[n1Il1I9(HInN[-NJ l‘rIaDl.‘n'I«\5'1n!I'Illf-

aim

We rnings:

Info rmation:

NPL Documents NPL49,BrieLof,Defendants. 14214859
liarl1lI}9BJ1\‘irh7-WJI-‘ran “Bil-|r'n ltJb.1rJ-‘rnlm

Warnings:

Information:

NPL Documents

53 5D?3

N PL5 U_Brief_of_'|'I vo.pdf
fr‘:/L-EC-Matll 5-*}?Bis*)< I rm:-r. It:-ft hi: I-I Hci

in/Ll‘

Warnings:

Info rmation:

Total Files Size (in bytes] 30537542
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Ca rd. 5 described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR
1.53lb‘,|-id) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCTIDOIEOI903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 3?1 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCTIROI1 D5) will be issued in clue course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Rcexam of US. Patent No.: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON er :51}. Art Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No.: 90/009,329 Examiner: Fred 0. Ferris, III

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2513.002RJ3XD

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Ex Parts Reexam
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Listed on accompanying IDS Form are documents that may be considered

material to the examination of this application, in compliance with the duty of

disclosure requirements of 37 CPR. §§ 1.555 and 1.98.

The Patent Owner has listed a publication date on the attached IDS Fonn

based on information presently available to the undersigned, However, the listed

publication date should not be construed as an admission that the information was

actually published on the date indicated.

The Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the

claimed invention over any of the information provided herewith, andfor to prove that

this information may not be prior art, andfor to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has

been made, or that information more material to the examination of the present patent
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BARTON er cl.

Reexam ofPatent No. 6,233,389
Reexam Control No. 90/009,329

Atty. Docket: 25l3.002REXO

application does not exist. The Examiner is specifically requested not to rely solely

on the material submitted herewith.

It is respectfully requested that the Exaniiner initial and re1.'urn a copy of the

enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this reexamination

proceeding that the documents have been considered.

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 190036.

Respectfully -' itted,

Registration No. 25,638

Date: December 7 2009

1100 New York Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 200053934

(202) 371-2600

1057l94fil.DDC
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Euivalenl of Fonn PTOISBlD8a 2-09.

Substitute for Form i449ri>T0 Complete ifKnawn

Application Number 90/009,329

|NFoR|'i_l|AT|0N [)|5c[_('_)5URE Filing Date November 10, 2008

51'A1'EMENT BY PATENT OWNER First Named Inventor James M. BARTON
(Use as many slieeis as necessary) Art Unit 3992

Examiner Name Ferris III, Fred D.

Attorney Docket Number 25 l3.002REXO

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner ' DocU,.n,_.m Numimr Publication Date Name of Ptitcntcc or Pages, Columns, Lines,

Initials. . _ 1 “mm_‘} MM -DD-YYYY Applicant ofCit::d Document Where Relevant PassagesN"T"b'”“K"‘d C°‘1°' or Relevant Fi ures A pear

6,829,254 B1 12-07-2004 Rajahalme at at.
2009i026,9024 A1 10-29-2009 Locke tt er oi’.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

LEXaml|1fi Cite Fnrcigri Patent Document Piiblication Dali: Name of Patentee or Prigest Columns,
MM-DD-YYYY Applicant ol‘Citi:d Document Lines, Where

Counlry c-mi=’w..mim* Kind cutie‘ (ifknovin) Relevant Passages or
Relevant Figiircs
Appgr

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

‘EXAMINER; initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEF‘ 609. Draw line through citation if not in oonfonnance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicants unique citation designation number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes
oi USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gou or MPEP 901.04. 3 Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPE) Standard ST.3). ‘
For Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. il(ind of
document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.15 it possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if
English language Translation is attached
This collection oiintoimation is required by 3? CFR 1.9? and 1.93. Ttieiniorrnation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and
by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is govemed by 35 U.3.C. ‘I22 and 3? CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to
complete, including gathering. preparing. and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case.
Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andfor suggestions [or reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief information
Olfimr. US. Patent and Trademark Office, PO. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, 13.0. Box ‘I450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

lfyou need assistance in oompieting the form, can 1-800—PTO-9199(1-800186-9199) and seiect option 2.
‘.li"?R:']‘i45 T.UOC'
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Equivalent of Form F’T0iSBl08b (2409)

Substitute for Form I44-WPTO Complete 1_7fKrrawri

Apptication Number 90r0o9,329

|NFoRMAT|oN [)|sc1_()s|__|RE Filing Date November 10, 2008

STATEMENT BY PATENT OWNER First Named inventor James M. BARTON
(Use as many slicers as necessary) Aft Uftif 3992

Examiner Name Fenis III, Fred D.
Attorney Docket Number 25 13.002REXO

Non PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner , include name ofthe: author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), titlc
initials.“ of the item (book, magazine, joumal, serial, symposium, catalog, eta), date, pagc(s}, volume-issue

ublishcr, cit and./or coirntgx where published

Office Communication, dated February 2, 2010, for U.S. Patent App]. No. [OM-18,646,
filed April 18, 2003, 12 pages.

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
‘EXAMINER; Initial ii reference considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MFEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and
not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
1 Applicants unique citation designation number (optional). 2 Applicant is to place a check mark here it English language Translation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR ‘l.9E. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application, Confidentiality is govemed by 35 USE. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This ooliection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete.
including gathering. preparing. and submitting the Completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this tonn anctfor suggestions tor reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief information
Officer, US. Patent and Trademark Offlce. P.O. Box I450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. P.D. Box 1450. Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if my need assistance in compta-ting the form. call 1~300-PT09199 (1A300—786—9199)and select option 2.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90009329

International Application Number:

Confirmation Number:

Title of Invention: MULTIMEDIA TIME WARPING SYSTEM

First Named |nven‘or’APP|icant Marne:
Customer Number: 261 1 ‘I

Filer: Lori Ann Gorclon/‘Maya Bennett

Filer Authorized By: Lori Ann Gordon

Receipt Date: 24—FEB—20 1 0

Filing Date: ‘ID-NOV-2008

Time Stamp: 17:33:06

Application Type: Reexam(Pa1en10wner)

Payment information:

Submitted with Payment

Document Document Description File Name File Sizemfles"
Number Message Digest Part Lzip (ifapp|.}

504225

25'l3UO2REXOids.PDF
a'([L(|L'l 3l'|llJ.)1|9'Ill(.:.'.U 35b4|'.fL'L>l‘ P5‘.1d‘Hfl

n'~5.l-I
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Multipart DescriptionlPDF files in .zip description

Document Description

Reexam Miscellaneous Incoming Letter

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed [SB/O8)

Reexam Certificate of Service

Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed [SB/08)

Wa rnings:

Info rmation:

NPL Documents 2513D02REXOnp|55.pdf
-W1 1'ir4J3arl9r°lMi'z~i.r ii: F6 ?lril(irhr*_1e.'.1l

1] III

Wa rnings:

Info rrnation:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 913381

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents.
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Ca rd. as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date lsee 37 CFR

1.53lbl-{dl and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DOIEOIBOB indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 Oi, a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date (Form PCTIRCH105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Reexam ofU.S. Patent No: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON er (21. Art Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No.: 90/009,329 Examiner: Fred 0. Ferris, Ill

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2S13.{)O2REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Ex Parts Reexam
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Listed on accompanying IDS Form are documents that may be considered

material to the examination of this application, in compliance with the duty of

disclosure requirements of37 C.F.R. §§ 1.555 and 1.98.

The Patent Owner has listed a publication date on the attached IDS Form

based on information presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed

publication date should not be construed as an admission that the information was

actually published on the date indicated.

The Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentahility of the

claimed invention over any of the inforination provided herewith, and/or to prove that

this information may not be prior art, and/or to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has

been made, or that infonnation more material to the examination of the present patent
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BAR']‘DN -2! ml.

lieex-am of Patent No 6,233,389

Reexam Control. No. 90i"i)f}¥},329

Atty. Decket: 25£3.UO2REXG

application does not exist. The Examiner is specifically requested not to rely sciiely

can the material submitted herewith.

It IS respeetfiilly‘ requested that the Examiner inilia} and return :1 copy of the

enclosed IDS Form and indicaie in me official file wrapper of this reexaminaticsn

p1'oceedin.g that the documents have been considered.

The US. Patent and Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

defieiericy, or credit any overpaya11ent_1 in our D€13tI}SifACCOL1TltN-I). lE~L{}03fs.

Respectfully submitted,
.:"““:3

S'r-exg3:e;‘”§§£:§¢%§.1g$GOLasTEIh; 6%: Fox P.L.E...C.
fl *““

‘J? i-MF¢__¢,~«“ {m”flf_rI,.
if wa.rd’:f: Kassie:

Attomey for Patent Owner

RegiSl1'ation No. 25,683

ee’ Wir-
Batar Eilifl,,,,,,,,,,,__
1 11.30 New Yciric r‘ur'e:1ue._, N.W .

Washington, D. .7. 2{}{}f}5-3934

(2.02; 3"i1—260G

l.C|S37l3_! .I}0C
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in re Re-exam ofU.S. Patent No.: 6,233,389 Confirmation No.: 2859

BARTON et at. Art Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No.: 90/009,329 Examiner: "Fred 0. Ferris, lil

Filed: November 10, 2008 Atty. Docket: 2Sl3_O02REXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System I

Information Disclosure Statement

Mail Stop Ex Parte Reexmn
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 14:30

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir;

Listed on aeeonipanying IDS Form is a doetunent that may be considered

material to the examination of this application, in compliance with the duty of

disclosure requirements of 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.555 and 1.98.

The Patent Owner has listed a publication date on the attached IDS Form

based on int'ormation presently available to the undersigned. However, the listed

publication date should not be construed as an admission that the infolmatiott was

actually published on the date indicated.

The "Patent Owner reserves the right to establish the patentability of the

claimed invention over any ofthe information provided herewith. anclfor to prove that

this inforrnation may not be prior art, and/or to prove that this information may not be

enabling for the teachings purportedly offered.

This statement should not be construed as a representation that a search has

been made, or that infonnation more rnatelial to the examination of the present patent
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BARTON er ai.

Reexam of Patent No. 6,233,389

Reexam Control No. 90/009,329

Atty. Docket: 25l3.002REXO

application does not exist. The Exaniinei‘ is specifically requested not to rely solely

on the material submitted herewith.

It is respectfully requested that the Examiner initial and return a copy of the

enclosed IDS Form, and indicate in the official file wrapper of this reexamination

pI'0ceedi11g that the listed document has been considered.

The L-'.S. Patent and Traderriark. Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee

deficiency, or credit any overpayment, to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.

Respectfully submitted,

STERZ‘-IE, KESSLER, GOLDSTEIN & FOX P.L.L.C.

C‘-**t,.i4'’.~._,»cH. *
K‘ m_; e-1 .r- *5. '3,~ ward J. Kessler

¥,\_],¢.u
Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

Date: Marci‘: 9 2010

1 100 New York Avenue, NW.

Wasliington, DC‘. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600

Hh5‘rS‘."-U5_.I' DC-'('
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R-I2: Reexamination of U .S. Patent No. 6,233,389

Ree-xam Control No. 90/009,329; Filed: November 10, 2008

For: Multimedia Time Warping System
Inventors: BARTON et ai.

Our Ref: 2513.0D2REXO

Transmitted laerewith for appropriate action is the following éorcumcm:

Suppiernentai Reply to Office Ac't3'o11in Ex Parre 1?.ee_xan1i11ation;

Certification oi-‘Servicc: of Supplemontai Reply to ()i.‘f.Ece Action; and

Gniimc Credit Card Payment Auzmorization for $416.00 to cover excess total claims

{8} fee.

The above-listed docunr-.:11t is filed electronically through EFS—Web.

Fee: payment is garovided throufi online credit card paayrnent. The U.S. Patent and

Trademark Office is hereby authorized to charge any fee deficiency, or c1'edit any overpayment,

‘lo our Deposit Aooouni No. 19-0036.

lie-.spectf}_lN]y submitted,

r3.:,¥§,£§'*§:3,2.5;fi"t§r‘??GoLDsTEn-J &- Fox P.L.L.C.
.w‘€,,;-
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Attomey for Fatent ()wr.1er

Registration No. 25,688
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re reexam of: Confirmation No; 2859

US. Patent 6,233,389

Aft Unit: 3992

Reexam Control No; 90/009,329

Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick

Filed: November 10, 2008

Atty. Docket: 2513.002R.EXO

For: Multimedia Time Warping System

Supplemental Reply to Office Action in Ex Parte Reexamination

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Further to Patent Owner's Reply to the Office Action in Ex Pmie Reexamination

filed on November 3, 2009, the Patent Owner, TiVo Inc. (hereafier "TiVo") submits this

Supplemental Reply.

It is not believed that extensions of time beyond those already requested and

granted or other fees are required. However_, if any fees are necessary to prevent

abandonment of this application, then such fees are hereby petitioned and hereby

authorized to be charged to our Deposit Account No. 19-0036.
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Amendments to the Parent Claims

Claims Undergoing Examination:

3]. (original patent claim) A process for the simultaneous storage and play back

of multimedia data, comprising the steps of:

providing a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts

broadcast data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast

data, and temporarily stores said video and audio data;

providing a source object. wherein said source object extracts video and audio

data from said physical data source;

providing a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and

retrieves data streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source obj ect converts Video data into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source obj ect is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

providing a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data. stream buffers

fi‘om said transform object and outputs said streams to a video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;

wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;
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Reexarn Control No: 90/009,329

providing a control object, wherein said control obj ect receives conimands

from a user, said commands control the flow of the broadcast data through the system;

and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

61. (ori ginal patent claim) An apparatus for the simultaneous storage and play

back ofmultimedia data, comprising:

a physical data source, wherein said physical data source accepts broadcast

data from an input device, parses video and audio data from said broadcast data, and

temporarily stores said video and audio data;

a source object. wherein said source object extracts video and audio data from

said physical data source;

a transform object, wherein said transform object stores and retrieves data

streams onto a storage device;

wherein said source object obtains a buffer from said transform object, said

source obj cc-I converts video data "into data streams and fills said buffer with said

streams;

wherein said source object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a sink object, wherein said sink object obtains data stream buffers from said

transform object and outputs said streams to a Video and audio decoder;

wherein said decoder converts said streams into display signals and sends said

signals to a display;
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wherein said sink object is automatically flow controlled by said transform

object;

a control object. wherein said control object receives commands from a user,

said commands control the flow of the broadcast data tlirough the system; and

wherein said control object sends flow command events to said source,

transform, and sink objects.

Please insert new claims 62-69 as follows:

62._1'_New) The process of claim 31, wherein the storing and retrieving of said data

streams onto and from said storage device are performed simultaneously.

63. {New} The process of claim 62, wherein said transform object stores data

streams for one program onto said storage device and simultaneously retrieves data

streams for another program from said storage device.

64. {New} The process of claim 31, wherein said transform object retrieves from

said storace device a first set of data streams for a first progr_arrt that are converted to first

display signals that are provided to a first external device, and simultancousjy retrieves a

second set of data streams for a second program that are converted to second display

sigals that are provided to a second exteinal device.

65. {New} The QIOCCSS of claim 64, wherein said flow command events cause a

rewind of said first pro grain and a rewind of said second progam.

-4-
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66. (New) The agparatus of claim 61, wherein said transform object is configured

to store and retrieve said data streams onto and from said storage device simultaneously.

67. {New} The apparatus of claim 66, wherein said transform obj cct is configgred

to store data streams for one program onto said storage device and simultaneously

retrieve data streams for another pro_gr_am from said storage device.

68. [Newt The apparatus of claim 61, wherein said transform object is configured

to retrieve from said storage device a first set of data streams for a first program that are

converted to first display signals that are provided to a first externai device, and

simultaneously to retrieve a second set of data streams for a second program that are

converted to second disiglax sigals that are provided to a second external device.

69. (New) The process of claim 68, wherein said flow command events cause a

rewind of said first groggam and a rewind of said second prQgr_am.
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Remarks

This Supplemental Amendment and Reply submitted by the Patent Owner, TiVo

Inc. (hereinafier "TiVo" or "Patent Owner"), supplements its Patent Owner's Reply to

Office Action filed on November 2, 2009.

hi this Supplemental Amendment and Reply, Patent Owner proposes to add new

claims 62-69. Support for proposed new claims 62-69 ean be found, for example, at

1265-223, 3:20-29, 4:14-22, and FIG. 2 of the patent under reexamination, U.S. Patent

No. 6,233,389 ("the ‘389 patent"). These changes do not enlarge the scope of the elaims

of the patent or introduce new matter and their entry is therefore respectfully requested.

This Supplemental Alneiidment and Reply may be entered by the Examiner

pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.111 (a)('2) (“Rule ]11(_a')(2)"). Entry ofthe new claims could

form the basis for allowable sub}eet matter should the Examiner find claims 31 and/or 61

to be unpatentable over the applied references. In addition to the arguments presented in

Patent Owner‘ previous response in support of the patentability of claims 31 and 61,

neither of these references teaches or suggests the specific features recited in the new

claims when considered in combination with the features recited in independent claims

31 and 61. The Patent Owner therefore respectfully requests that the Office enter and

consider this Supplemental Reply.
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Conclusion

All of the stated grounds of objection and rejection have been properly traversed,

accommodated, or rendered moot. The Patent Owner therefore respectfully requests that

the Examiner reconsider all presently outstanding objections and rejections and that they

be withdrawn. The Patent Owner believes that a full and complete reply has been made

to the outstanding Office Action and, as such, the present reexamination proceeding is in

condition for a Notice of Intent to Issue a Reexamination Certificate. If the Examiner

believes, for any reason, that personal communication will expedite prosecution of this

application, the Examiner is invited to telephone the undersigned at the number

provided.

Prompt and favorable consideration of this Supplemental Amendment and Reply

is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

.3“

.4” _.<“ "3?
STERNE,}$§fi€iE§,”§01£,;GTE1N & Fox P.L.L.C.

.3" .32" " °4 rlv‘ J,
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turf...

W fiduiifard J. Kessler
Attorney for Patent Owner

Registration No. 25,688

.~

Date: April 3, 2010

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934

(202) 371-2600

1 l00.369_l .DOC
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Patent Under Reexamination: 6,233,389

Reexamination Control No.: 90fO09,329

Examiner: FERRIS, Frederick
Art Unit: 3992

Commissioner for Parents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

QERTII-"ICATl0N OF SERVICE OF REPLY TO OFFICE ACTION AND
STATEMENT OF SUBSTANCE OF INTERVIEW

In compliance with 37 C.F_R. § l.550(t), the undersigned, on behalf of the patent

owner, hereby certifies that a copy of this paper has been served on the third-party

requester by first class mail on April 8, 2010. The name and address of the party served

is as follows:

David L. Fehnnan

Morrison & Foerster, LLP

555 W. Fifth Street, Suite 3500

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Respectfully submitted,

STERNE, KESSLER, GOLDSTBTN & Fox P-L.L.C.

l-' _ -' .a_-__ "'._ ._. ._\_:._,..'._-;-4-___;L"_\

__ '1' '-~-...E’¢iwaJ‘d J. Kessler
A-’~""' Attorney for Applicant

Registration No. 25,688

Date: April 8, 2010

1100 New York Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20005-3934
(202) 371-2600
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